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ABSTRACT

Estimates were made of the number of clones contributing to haematopoiesis
in AKR hybrid and CBA female mice, heterozygous for the murine X
chromosome-linked alloenzyme marker, phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK-1). The
estimates were considered to reflect mainly the number of X-inactivated cells
giving rise to the haematopoietic system in the embryonic mesoderm. A fourth
Xce allele was postulated for AKR mice which favours expression of

Pgk-1 a

generally, and when paternally derived in particular.
AKR-derived and CBA mice were serially-bled from an early age. CBA mice
showed a gradual increase in the proportion of B cells in peripheral blood,
which led to B cell neoplasia in a number of mice. AKR-derived mice had a
more variable profile, with subpopulations often showing erratic fluctuations in
surface antigen expression.
Lymphocytic tumours from AKR hybrid or CBA mice had a monoclonal, or at
most, oligoclonal origin, but the contribution of "host", non-tumour tissue to
the tumour mass was considerable.
Tumours with a T cell phenotype were most common overall in this study, but
certain hybrids, and older mice in general, were more prone to non-I cell
tumours. The majority of tumours were composed of an expansion of cells
with a surface antigen phenotype similar to that of normal cells found in the
adult mouse. The behaviour of a number of tumours on serial passage was
investigated.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ADP

= adenosine diphosphate

Akv-1

= AKR leukaemia virus inducer-1

Akv-2

= AKR leukaemia virus inducer-2

ALV

= avian leukaemia virus

ALD

= aldolase

AMP

= adenosine monophosphate

A-MuLv

= Abelson murine leukaemia virus

ANOVA

= analysis of variance

AOIEB

= acrid ine-orange/ethidium-bromide

AS

= after sieving

ATP

= adenosine triphosphate

BM

= bone marrow

BS

= before sieving

c-ALL

= common acute lymphoblastic leukaemia

CD

= antibody cluster designation

Ci

= Curies

CLL

= chronic lymphocytic leukaemia

C1

= cytoplasmic immunoglobulin 11 heavy chain

CIVIL

= chronic myelogenous leukaemia

DF

= degrees of freedom

DMBA

= dimethyl-benzanthracene

DNA

= deoxyribonucleic acid

DTE

= dithioerythritol
= erythrocytes (whole blood)

EDTA

= ethylene-dia mine tetra-acetic acid

F(ab)' 2

= antigen-binding fragment of immunoglobulin

FACS

= fluorescence-activated cell sorter

Fc

= crystallizable fragment of immunoglobulin

FITC

= fluorescein isothiocyanate

FT-i

= foetal thymocyte antigen

Fv-1

= Friend virus susceptibility-i

Fv-2

= Friend virus susceptibility-2

G, Gen.

= generation

GAPDH

= glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

GDH

= glycerol dehydrogenase

G6PD

= glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase

GPI-1

= glucose phosphate isomerase (enzyme)

Gpi-1

= glucose phosphate isomerase (gene)

Gy

= Gray (iGy = lOOrads)

Hepes

= N - 2 - hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-ethanesulphonic acid

HK

= hexokinase

lgH

= immunoglobulin heavy chain

kD

= kilodaltons

L-CA

= leukocyte-common antigen

Leu

= leukaemia

LGL

= large granular lymphocyte

/pr

= lymphoproliferation

LIDS

= lipopolysaccharide

Lsg

= leukocyte sialoglycoprotein

Lym

= lymphoma

Lymleu

= lymphatic leukaemia

MCA

= methylcholanthrene

MCF

= mink cell focus-forming

MHC

= major histocompatibility complex (H-2 in mice)

miscell

= miscellaneous

mlg

= membrane immunoglobulin

vi

mlg(f)

= membrane immunoglobulin as detected by a
F(ab)'2 fragment Ig reagent

mlg(w)

= membrane immunoglobulin as detected by a whole
lg reagent (containing Fc portion)

MLN

= mesenteric lymph node

MMIV

= mouse mammary tumour virus

m p-t

= months post-transplantation

MS

= mean square

MiT

= 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl
tetrazolium bromide: thizolyI blue

MuLV

= murine leukaemia virus

n

= clone number

NaCl

= sodium chloride

NAD

= nicotin amide adenine dinucleotide

NADH

= nicotin amide adenine dinucleotide, reduced form

Na 3 -F--1,6-DP

= fructose-1,6-diphosphate, trisodium salt

ND

= not done

NDF

= neutral density filter

NE

= not estimated

nm

= nanometres

HA

= the probability that two independently and
randomly selected cells in organ A belong to the
same post-inactivation clone

fl.

= the probability that a randomly-selected cell
in organ A is in the same post-inactivation clone
as one in organ A'

PB

= peripheral blood

PBLe

= peripheral blood leukocytes

PBLy

= peripheral blood lymphocytes

PBS

= phosphate-buffered saline

PEI-TLC

= polyethylene-imifle, thin-layer chromatography

PER

= peritoneal fluid

Vii

PGK-1

= phosphoglycerate kinase-1 (enzyme)

Pgk-1

= phosphoglycerate kinase-1 (gene)

Ph i

= Philadelphia chromosome

PMS

= phenazine methosuiphate

r

= correlation coefficient

RFLP

= restriction fragment length polymorphisms

Rgv-1

= resistance to Gross virus-1

Rgv-2

= resistance to Gross virus-2

Rmcf

= resistance to mink cell focus-forming virus

RNA

= ribonucleic acid

s.Ag

= surface antigen

SCLN

= sub-cutaneous lymph node

SP

= spleen

SRBC

= sheep red blood cells

SS

= sum of squares

TATA

= tumour associated transplantation antigens

T-eth-HCL

= triethanolamine hydrochloride

Tfm

= testicular feminisation

Thy

= thymus

Thylym

= thymic lymphoma

Thym

= thymoma

TIL

= tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes

TL

= thymus-leukaemia

U cell

= Unknown Thyimlg

Xce

= X-chromosome controlling element

XM

= maternally-derived X-chromosome

XP

= paternally-derived X-chromosome

VII'

lymphocyte-like cell
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CHAPTER 1 PREFACE
The aim of this study was to investigate the clonality of spontaneous murine
neoplasms in mice heterozygous for the X-chromosome-linked enzyme,
phosphoglycerate kinase-1. After the random X-inactivation that occurs in all
eutherian mammals, such mice will be a mosaic of cells producing either
PGK-1A or PGK-113, but not both alloenzymes. If a large number of tumours
are analysed and individual tumours are found to consist of equal numbers of
A and B cells, then they were probably descended from many cells. If the
tumours consist only of cells of one alloenzyme type, then they probably
originated from one or, at most, a few cells.
The AKR strain has a high incidence of T lymphocyte neoplasia induced by an
endogenous leukaemia virus. The tumours are primarily situated in the thymus,
although other lymphoid organs are often involved. A secondary aim of this
study was to investigate whether crossing with a second non-leukaemic
mouse strain would influence the type and location of tumour which
eventually developed.
Chapter 2 describes materials and methods that are common to several
chapters. Specific materials and methods are described in the relevant
chapters.
Chapter 3 investigates PGK-1A:B ratios for young (<3 months) CBA (Pgk-1
mice and four types of AKR(Pgk-1

ab)

ab)

hybrids. Peripheral blood erythrocytes

were analysed to see whether there was any difference in %PGK-1A present in
the progeny of reciprocal crosses. It was argued whether or not all organs in
the haematopoietic system were founded from the same precursor pool.
Finally, assuming that there was only one precursor pool, estimates were
made of the number of cells in that pool.
Chapter 4 investigates the surface antigen expression on lymphocytes from a
variety of haematopoietic organs of young (<3months) CBA mice and a variety
of AKR hybrids using a fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS). Some
discrepancies in staining, especially in the B lymphocyte populations, were
investigated before moving on to the chapters dealing with neoplastic cells. B
cell staining patterns were also analysed for old normal mice and old mice
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that had been subjected to various amounts of haematopoietic stress caused
by serial bleeding.
Chapter 5 describes 14 mice that were bled every month from an early age
until death, in order to investigate any changes that may occur in the surface
antigens of peripheral blood lymphocytes throughout the bleeding period.
Since many of these mice had a high probability of developing neoplasia at a
later date, this sequential monitoring might reveal a recognisable
"preleukaemic" phase. Also, since most of the mice analysed were
heterozygous for PGK-1, any clonality changes in the leukocyte population as
a whole, or in sorted I and B cell groups could also be monitored.
Chapter 6 investigates whether AKR hybrid and CBA tumours are monoclonal,
oligoclonal or polyclonal. Both whole tumours and tumours with most of the
host stromal tissue removed were analysed. Other techniques to purify a
tumour population, such as tissue culture and sorting on the FACS, were also
employed.
Chapter 7 examines the expression of surface antigens on lymphocytes of a
variety of spontaneous and transplanted tumours, using flow cytometry and
fluorescent antibodies. The tumours are categorised with respect to
localisation, type (1, B, T/B or "dubious"), age of onset, genotype of mouse and
stability on transplantation to recipient mice. A cross-section of T, B, T/B and
dubious-type tumours are then discussed fully, including their behaviour on
transplantation. Many of the tumours discussed in this chapter were from mice
that had been serially bled in Chapter 5.
Chapter 8 contains the main conclusions of this study. Their relevance to
general tumour biology is assessed. Further research that might be attempted
using the mouse models of this study is outlined.
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CHAPTER 2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
SECTION I (GENERAL)
Mice.
The standard inbred strains of mice used in this study were CBA/Ca, C3H/HeHa
and AKR/J, hereafter abbreviated to CBA, C3H and AKR. All three strains were
maintained by brother-sister mating with one male and one female per cage
(size Ml, NKP mouse cages. Kent, England) on a diet of Rat and Mouse No. 3
stock breeding pellets (Special Diet Services, Essex, England) and chlorinated
water ad libitum. Offspring were weaned 21 days post partum and transferred
to stock cages (size M131, NKP mouse cages). Stock cages contained up to
twenty mice. Stock and experimental mice were allowed acccess to Rat and
Mouse No. 1 Standard Maintenance Diet (Special Diet Services) and chlorinated
water ad libitum. If mice had been irradiated, their water supply was
supplemented with the antibiotic Neomycin (0.5g/L) for two weeks
post-irradiation.
Phosphoglycerate kinase-1 (PGK-1; E.C. 2.7.2.3) is an X-chromosome encoded
enzyme present in all cells. Two Pgk-1 alleles exist in mice: Pgk-7

b found in

CBA, C3H and AKR mice, as well as all other standard laboratory strains; and

Pgk-1 a found in Danish feral mice (Nielsen & Chapman 1977). The

Pgk-1 a

allele was backcrossed onto a C3H background. Mice from the ninth generation
of this cross were obtained from Dr. J.D. West (Sir William Dunn School of
Pathology, Oxford. Dr. West is presently at Dept. of Obstetrics & Gynaecology,
University of Edinburgh). CBA(Pgk-1 a) mice were produced in this laboratory
by backcrossing C3H(Pgk_la) mice onto a CBA(Pgk_lb) background for twenty
generations. This work was carried out by D. Burton, J. Lennon, and
b) males were subsequently mated to CBA(Pgk-1 a)
L. Forrester. CBA(Pgk-1
females to produce Pgk-1 ab heterozygous females.

C3H(Pgk-1 a) males were mated with AKR(P,gk-1 b) females to produce C3H x
AKR F 1 's. The reciprocal cross was also bred. CBA(Pgk-1 a) males were mated
with

AKR(Pgk-1

b) females to produce CBA x AKR F 1 's. Subsequent

backcrossing of these F 1 's onto the pure AKR strain led to (amongst other
genotypes)

Pgk-1 ab heterozygotes with a genotype consisting of 97% AKR
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(generation 5). AKR(Pgk-1 b) males were also mated with CBA(Pgkla) females
to produce F 1 hybrids. Figure 2.1 shows the CBA(Pgk-1 0) x AKR breeding
programme.
After X-chromosome inactivation (Lyon 1961, 1962, 1974) in

Pgk-1

ab

heterozygotes, each cell within an individual will produce either PGK-1A
enzyme

or PGK-113 enzyme, but never both, with the exception of skeletal

muscle cells. Since the two enzymes are electrophoretically distinct, two
distinguishable cell populations exist within the heterozygote. Such natural
mosaics are useful for determining cell origins (chapter 3) and for estimating
the number of cells founding normal tissues (chapter 3) and tumours (chapter
6).
The chromosome 7-encoded enzyme, glucose phosphate isomerase (GPI-1;
E.C. 5.3.1.9) was utilized in these studies in order to distinguish between
donor and host cells when tumours were transplanted. GPI-1 data are referred
to infrequently in the following chapters since they rarely provided novel
information, but were useful for confirming P0K-1 data. Four alleles are
known, two of which - GpI-ls 0 and the more common Gpi7s" are found in
standard inbred strains (De Lorenzo & Ruddle 1969, Green 1981).
mice, produced by backcrossing the

CBA(Gpi-ls

Gpi-ls

CBA(Gpi-1s)

a gene onto the standard

b) strain for twenty generations, were obtained from Dr.

M.D. Marshall (Charles Salt Research Centre, Oswestry, England) and have been
maintained in our laboratory as an inbred line since 1983. Since AKR mice

b) or
Gpi-ls a allele and they were mated with CBA(Gpi-Is
C3H(Gpi-ls b) mice, all F 1 offspring of these crosses were heterozygous for
carry the

Gpi-1s as well as for Pgk-1.

2nd-5th generation offspring of the CBA x AKR
Qpj_ysaa• For the PGK-i or GPI-1 enzyme type
cross were either Gp/_lSab or
of CBA x AKR hybrids, see Figure 2.1.
In this study, the male parent in any hybrid is written first. For example, in CBA
x AKR mice, the father is CBA and the mother AKR. "CBA" generally refers to

PGK-1BIGPI-1B mice, unless otherwise stated.
General preparation of cell samples
Mice were killed by ether anaesthesia. Cells were suspended in RPMI-1640
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medium (Northumbria Biologicals, England) supplemented with 2% 1M Hepes
(Gibco, Scotland), 2.5% (of 7.5% solution) sodium bicarbonate (Gibco), 0.3%
bovine serum albumin [Sigma, Dorset, England (suppliers)] and 0.1% sodium
azide (Sigma) (see Appendix A). Reference to RPMI-1640 hereafter implies that
these supplements had been added to the medium. If cells were to be used in
vivo, they were spun down and resuspended in 0.9% NaCl.
Lymph node, spleen and thymus. Sub-cutaneous lymph nodes (2 brachial, 2
axillary, 2 inguinal), mesenteric lymph nodes, spleen and thymus were cut up
finely in a petri-dish containing RPMI-1640. The tissues were, then dissociated
by squeezing gently between two ground glass slides. The cell suspension was
then passed through a fine sieve (0.11mm mesh) into a test tube on ice.
Bone marrow. Bone marrow was removed from both femora by flushing
through the bone shaft with RPMI-1640 using a 25g needle and syringe. The
marrow plug was then sucked through the needle two or three times, to
produce a homogeneous cell suspension.
Blood. 10 drops (ca. 0.25ml) of blood, or more if the mouse was to be killed
immediately afterwards, were removed from the retro-orbital sinus of
etherised mice using a heparinised capillary tube (Hawksley, Sussex, England).
The blood was collected into a test tube containing lOmI of RPMI-1640 +
supplements + 100 units of Heparin solution (Evans Medical Ltd, Middlesex,
England)(25,000 units/ml, diluted 1:25 in 0.9% saline). The blood was
centrifuged at 550g for 10 minutes and the supernatant removed. To lyse the
erythrocytes, 9ml of distilled water was added to the resuspended pellet of
cells and thoroughly mixed (Chandler et al 1979). The distilled water shock was
stopped after 12 seconds by the addition of lml of 10-times concentrated
Minimum Essential Medium-Eagle (Gibco). The suspension was then
centrifuged at 200g for 7 minutes. The supernatant was removed and the
pellet of white blood cells resuspended in 0.3m1 RPMI-1640 medium.
Cell counts. 101iI of each cell solution was added to lOpI of acridine orange/
ethidium bromide solution (see Appendix A). Under a fluorescent microscope,
live cells appear green due to their uptake of acridine orange by active
transport. Viability was routinely >90%, with blood often >99%.
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SECTION II (ENZYME ANALYSIS)
PGK-1 alloenzyme analysis'
Electrophoresis. The system described on the following pages was based
on the work of Bucher et al (1980) modified as described by Ansell & Micklem
(1986). The two PGK-1 alloenzymes can be separated electrophoretically since
PGK-1A is more negatively charged than PGK-1B and consequently migrates
closer to the anode. Titan Ill cellulose acetate membranes (Helena Labs, Texas,
U.S.A.) were soaked in electrophoresis buffer (citrate-barbital pH 8.8, see
Appendix A) for 20 minutes and excess buffer was gently blotted off before
use. Samples to be analysed had been freeze-thawed in sample buffer (see
Appendix A) the volume of which was dependent on cell number and the
staining system used. This buffer lysed the cells and helped to keep enzymes
stable during storage. 8 i.iI of cell lysate was placed in applicator wells and a
"Super Z" applicator (Helena Labs) was used to load 0.251J aliquots of sample
at the cathodal end of the cellulose acetate membranes. The membranes were
placed media side down on a Helena electrophoresis tank (bridge width 7cm)
which had 50m1 electrophoresis buffer containing 12.5 mg adenosine
monophosphate (AMP)(Sigma) in both cathodal and anodal chambers. AMP
promotes migration of potentially confounding adenylate kinase (E.C. 2.7.4.3)
(Bucher et al 1980). Filter paper wicks (Helena Labs) were soaked in the
AMP/electrophoresis buffer solution, then fitted onto the bridge sides whilst
maintaining contact with the solution in the two chambers. A 10gm weight
placed in the centre of the top side of the membrane ensured contact all
round with the wicks. Electrophoresis was carried out at 15mA per membrane
constant current for 45 minutes at 4 ° C.
PGK-1 alloenzyme assay. The enzyme assay for PGK-1 is illustrated in
Figure 2.2. The unstable substrate of PGK-1, (1,3-diphosphoglycerate) was
prepared in situ by linking the reactions catalysed by aldolase (ALD;
E.C. 4.1.2.13), glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GDH; E.C. 1.1.1.8) and
glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH; E.C. 1.2.1.12) shown as 1,2
and 3 respectively in Figure 2.2. In the presence of fructose 1,6-diphosphate
and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) and inorganic phosphate, this
system catalyses the formation of 1,3-diphosphoglycerate. PGK-1 then
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catalyses the conversion of 1,3-diphosphoglycerate to 3-phosp hog lycerate and
the liberated phosphate ion is transferred to adenosine diphosphate (ADP),
producing adenosine triphosphate (ATP). ATP is thus introduced into two
indicator systems via the reactions catalysed by hexokinase (HK; E.C. 2.7.1.1)
and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH; E.C. 1.1.1.49), shown as 4
and 5 respectively in Figure 2.2.
Tetrazolium indicator system (MTT). NADPH produced from the reaction
catalysed by G6PDH is linked through phenazine methosuiphate (PMS) to
reduce dimethyl thiazolyl-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MU). A bluish colour
indicates the presence of PGK-1 in the system.
Autoradiographic indicator system (C 14). The addition of C 14 glucose as a
substrate for the reaction catalysed by hexokinase results in the incorporation
C14_ labelledproducts of the hexokinase
of C 14 into the indicator system. The
and G6PDH reactions (glucose-6-phosphate and 6-phosphoglucono-lactone
respectively) covalently bind to polyethylene imine cellulose thin layer
chromatography sheets (Bakerflex, Linton Products, Hysol, England) via their
phosphate groups. The unconverted C 14 is washed out and PGK-1 can then be
visualized by autoradiography.
(c) Staining mixtures for visualization of alloenzyme bands. The staining
mixtures for MU and C 14 indicator systems (as described below) were
prepared 10 minutes before the end of the electrophoresis run.
MU system. To 80041 electrophoesis buffer were added 75iil sample buffer,

400 Ml assay stock (see Appendix A), lOOj.il indicator stock (see Appendix A),
10l aldolase (6.5u/ml) (Boehringer,W. Germany), 5jiI GDH (2000u/ml)(Sigma),
7.5I GAPDH (lOmg/ml)(Boehringer), 51i1 hexokinase (6000u/ml)(Sigma) and

10 MI G6PDH (312u/ml) (Sigma). Enzyme volumes were altered accordingly if
manufacturers' concentrations changed significantly. Seconds before pouring
the staining mixture, 500jil MU (10mg/mI distilled H 2 0)(Sigma), 500111 PMS
(2.5mg/mi distilled H 20) (Sigma), and 2500l of 1.2% agar noble (Difco,
Michigan, U.S.A.) which had been boiled and kept at 56 ° C, were added. The
final mixture was then poured evenly over the membrane and allowed to
solidify in darkness until alloenzyme bands appeared (approximately 30

seconds to 1 minute). The membrane plus agar mixture (hereafter referred to
as a gel) was fixed in an aqueous solution of 15% glycerol/3% acetic acid.
C 14 system. A polyethylene imine (PEI) TLC plate was soaked in distilled water
for 20 minutes at 4 ° C, then excess water blotted off. The staining mixture was
similar to that of the MTT system except that the quantities of electrophoresis
buffer and sample buffer were reduced to 500i.il and 30l respectively. The C 14
indicator stock (100l) is identical to the MU indicator stock except that the
glucose content has been reduced to 1/10th (see Appendix A) in order to
increase the relative proportion of labelled glucose which is converted into
phosphate products. Enzymes and assay stock were as for the MU system.
MIT, PMS and agar were omitted completely. Immediately before staining, 151.11
of

C14 -D-glucose (lmCi/ml)(New England Nuclear, Herts., England) was added

to the stain and the mixture poured evenly on the PEI sheet. The
electrophoresed gel was aligned carefully on top and gentle pressure applied -'j
to both to ensure that no air bubbles were present and that the media sides
of both sheet and gel had even contact all round. After incubation for 15 "
minutes at 37 ° C, the 9e1 was discarded and the PEI sheet was rinsed in 8mM
Trizma base (Sigma), then washed for four hours at room temperature in 8mM
Trizma base. PEI sheets were exposed to X-ray film (Kodak X-Omat S) for
three days in the first instance but often for longer periods if the alloenzyme
bands turned out to be faint. Films were developed for 2.5 minutes in Kodak
LX 24 X-ray developer (1:4 dilution), washed quickly in 2% acetic acid, then
fixed for 2.5 minutes in Kodak FX 40 X-ray liquid fixer (1:4 dilution). Finally, the
films were washed for 1 hour in tap water.
(d) Densitometry of alloenzyme bands. The proportions of the two PGK-1
alloenzymes in both MU-stained gels and autoradiographs were assessed by
scanning on a densitometer (Chromoscan 3, Joyce Loebl, Vickers Instruments,
Tyne & Wear, England), using reflected light for the MU system and
transmitted light for autoradiography. The chromoscan was linked to a
microcomputer (Sirius, A.C.T., England) programmed to quantify the alloenzyrne
bands. The programme integrated the peaks produced and gave percentages
of the area under each curve. Data were stored on floppy disks. An example of
an autoradiograph is shown in Figure 2.3, along with the scan profile of Track
2.

M

CI

FIGURE 2.3
Example of a PGK-1 C 14 autoradiograph. A densitometer scan of Track 2 is
shown.
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Preparation of samples for electrophoresis. Cell suspensions were
centrifuged and the pellets lysed in sample buffer. The optimum dilution for
MU electrophoresis was Ca. 2x10 8 nucleated cells/ml. Whole blood (20jil) was
collected directly into sample buffer (80jil). A sample was taken of lymph node,
thymus, spleen and brain before dissociation into suspension by mincing finely
with scissors then placing directly into sample buffer without sieving. The
sieving procedure removes stromal cells and connective tissue from the
sample. The optimum dilution for autoradiography of sorted samples (see
Section III) was Ca. 2x10 7 nucleated cells/mi.
Technical errors in PGK-1 alloenzyme assay. .A 50:50 artificial mixture of
spleen cells from a PGK-1A mouse and a PGK-1B mouse ought to result in a
PGK-1A:1B ratio of 50:50 on electrophoresis. 10 aliquots per gel of such a
mixture were analysed (8 gels) to test (i) how close the observed PGK-1A:1B
was to the expected 50:50 and (ii) whether there was any appreciable
difference between and/or within gels for the same sample. Results are shown
in Table 2.1. The observed %PGK-1A corresponded well with the expected 50%
PGK-1A. The largest discrepancy in % PGK-1A between tracks on an individual
gel was 6.7%. The largest discrepancy between tracks on different gels that
had been run side by side using the same tank (in practice, duplicate gels
were always assayed in this way) was 6.8%. A one way Analysis of Variance
was carried out on the data from Table 2.1. Between-gel variation was no
greater than within-gel variation (P>0.25, F=1.235).
In practice, after staining and before scanning, all tracks of a gel or PEI sheet
were examined for faults, such as lumpy agar, smearing, poor alloenzyme band
separation etc. "Faulty" track samples were rerun in duplicate.
Linearity experiments with repeats have been carried out in the author's
laboratory (Ansell & Micklem 1986, H. Taylor pers. comm.). A linear relationship
exists between the volumetric and electrophoretic measurement of % PGK-1A
over the range 20-80%. Minor components tended to be overestimated outside
this range (see Figure 2.4).
Stability of samples over time. PGK-1 ratios of samples electrophoresed
only four hours after initial freezing were compared to those of the same
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TABLE

2.1

MEAN V. PGK-1A ± STANDARD DEVIATION IN KNOWN
SAMPLE USING MTT SYSTEM
GEL

2
48.40.9

GEL

3
51.2±2.5

GEL

50.6±0.8

GEL

GEL

GEL

GEL 8
50.7±2.3

GEL 1

5
46.0±1.7.

4
48.8±1.2

7
50.8±1.1

6
48.5±1.3

50:50 PSK-1A:IB

X
49.4±2.3

TABLE

2.2

MEAN % GPI-1A. -lAB and -lB ± STANDARD DEVIATION IN A
GPI-IAB HETEROZYGOTE
GEL 1

GPI-1A
GPI-IAB
GPI-1B

32.6±1.2
40.80.8
26.60.9

GEL

2
33.4±0.8
40.1±1.5
26.5±1.4

GEL

3
31.26.7
39.00.9
29.8±0.8
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GEL

4.
32.4±1.0
39.9±1.3
27.7±0.9

XT

32.3±1.2
40.0±1.3
27.8±1.7
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samples one month after freezing. The ratios were not significantly different
(p<0.01, data not shown). In practice, experimental samples were always
tested within a week of initial freezing.
The variation due to technical error using the autoradiographic (C 14) method
for visualising PGK-1 alloenzyme bands was of similar magnitude to the MTT
system (data not shown), i.e. sample ranges between gels rarely exceeded 8%
with either method (Ansell & Micklem 1986).
GPI-1 alloenzyme analysis
Electrophoresis. Since GPI-1 is a dimeric enzyme and is autosomally
encoded, normal somatic tissues of heterozygotes express a three-banded
phenotype whereas homozygotes express either GPI-1A or GPI-113. Caution
has to be exercised in interpreting GPI-1 data since both alloenzymes produce
a minor secondary band which migrates more slowly in electrophoresis. A
minor component of the GPI-113 alloenzyme can complicate the measurement
of GPI-1A since they tend to migrate to a similar position. Since long-term
storage exacerbates this problem (Ansell & Micklem 1986), samples were
electrophoresed within 24 hours of initial freezing. The GPI-1 alloenzymes
were

separated

using

identical

cellulose

acetate membranes

and

electrophoresis tanks to those described for PGK-1. Samples were loaded at
the anodal end of the membranes and electrophoresis was performed for 90
minutes at a constant voltage of 350 volts in Supraheme buffer (pH 8.2-8.6,
Helena Laboratories). Membranes were then stained with 400.il Assay stock,
which contained the substrate of the reaction, fructose-6-phosphate - (see
Appendix A), 15l G6PDH, 5001.11 MU, 500l PMS, 400Ml 0.5M Tris-HCI (pH 8.0),
and 2.5m1 of 1.2% agar noble. The presence of GPI-1 is visualised by blue
bands on the gel (see Figure 2.5 for enzyme pathway). The GPI-1A enzyme is
more negatively charged than the GPI-113 and so tends to remain nearer to the
origin (i.e. anode) than does GPI-113. The GPI-1AB band lies between the two.
The proportions of the GPI-1 alloenzyme bands were estimated by
densitometry using reflected light.
Technical errors in GPI-1 alloenzyme assay. In theory, all GPI-1AB
heterozygotes ought to show a ratio of 25:50:25 for GPI-1A:AB:B. A spleen
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sample from a C3H(GPI-1B) x AKR(GPI-1A) heterozygote was applied, 10
samples/gel to four gels and electrophoresed to test (i) how close the
observed GPI-1A:AB:B ratio was to the expected 25:50:25. (ii) whether there
was any appreciable difference between and/or within gels for the same
sample. Results are shown in Table 2.2. The 25:50:25 ratio expected for the
dimeric, autosomally encoded GPI-1 alloenzymes was not observed. Instead, a
32:40:28 ratio prevailed which may be accounted for by the minor component
of GPI-113 encroaching on GPI-1A territory on electrophoresis (Ansell &
Micklem 1986). Also, a faint but unavoidable trailing occurred between the
sample origin and GPI-1A, which may lead to an increase in the estimation of
GPI-1A. This deviation from expected GPI-1 ratios is constant between tissues
and individuals in our laboratory. The largest discrepancy in %GPI-1A present
of any track (within gels and between gels) was 4.8%. Similar discrepancies
existed for GPI-1AB (5.9%) and GPI-113 (5.1%). A one way Analysis of Variance
was carried out for all three GPI-1 bands. Between-gel variation was no
greater than within-gel variation:
GPI-1A - F=0.916, P>0.5
GPI-1AB - F=0.399, P>0.75
GPI-113 - F=2.276, P>0.05

SECTION III (FLOW CYTOMETRY)
Flow cytometry was performed on a fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS
IV) from Becton Dickinson FACS Systems, Sunnyvale, CA.
(a) Cell Analysis. Cells in suspension pass from a reservoir into the centre of a
nozzle where they are surrounded by cell-free phosphate-buffered saline
(Appendix A). The cells (still centred in the stream) are ejected from the nozzle
at approximately lOm per second and then pass through a laser beam. Three
principle forms of information are then available (Figure 2.6):
(i) Light scattered forwards is collected at small angles of 3-12 0 (Parks et al
1986) by a specific detector and converted to an electronic signal. Forward
light scatter measurements are generally used to initiate analysis, then to
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FIGURE 2.6

Schematic diagram of the optics of the fluorescence-activated cell sorter.
NDF = neutral density filter
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FIGURE 2.7
Schematic diagram of fluorescence-activated cell sorter in the process of
Sorting.

allow gating out of dead cells (or other undesirables such as contaminating
erythrocytes) by their low scatter profile (Loken & Herzenberg 1975), and finally
to provide information on relative cell sizes in mixed populations (Loken &
Stall 1982).
Light scattered at "right" angles (within the range 70_110 0 , Parks et al,
1986) is similarly collected by a specific detector and converted into an
electronic signal (see Figure 2.6). Right angle scatter measurements provide
information about fine integral structure and granularity of the cells involved. It
can further differentiate between cells that may have appeared as a single
population on forward scatter and allows gating out of certain populations,
such as granulocytes, by virtue of their relatively high right angle scatter
(Ritchie et al, 1983).
Fluorescent molecules (fluorescein isothiocyanate, FITC, was mainly used in
this study) on the surface of the cells are excited by a 488nm argon ion laser
and emit light of a different wavelength to the laser beam (peak emission for
FITC is around 530nm, Coons & Kaplan 1950, Parks et al 1986). This light is
then collected by a lens and directed to a fluorescence detector via a beam
splitter (Figure 2.6). The ability to analyse forward and right angle gated
populations means that fluorescence distributions can eventually be obtained
for a specific subpopulation of cells. Similarly, using two fluorescence
parameters, gated analysis can distinguish cells carrying different amounts of
one surface determinant among a subpopulation of cells carrying a second
determinant (Herzenberg et al 1978). Filters (Figure 2.6) allow fluorescent light
from the FITC molecules to pass through but discriminate against light from
other sources, including the exciting laser beam and light from other dyes in
dual fluorescence studies. A suitable cell concentration for FACS work was
10 7/ml. 1x10 4 cells were counted for each sample analysed.
(b) Cell Sorting. Cell sorting criteria can be any combination of the properties
described above. It is thus possible to isolate defined subpopulations of cells
for further study. When sorting (Figure 2.7), the nozzle assembly is vibrated
vertically at approximately 37,000 cycles per second, resulting in the stream of
cells breaking up to form droplets at a fixed distance after intersection with
the laser beam. Each droplet is approximately one thousand times the volume
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of a cell. The conditions are established such that typically 5 out of every 6
droplets do not contain a cell (Herzenberg et al 1978). If a droplet contains
more than one cell, or if a cell is detected in adjacent droplets, the droplets
are discarded.

Before droplet formation, fluorescence and scatter

measurements are processed and compared with preset criteria for inclusion
into one (or two) subpopulations for sorting. If the inclusion criteria are met, a
potential of approximately 100 volts is applied to the stream immediately
before droplet formation. Each cell in a population meeting the preset criteria
will receive either a positive or negative charge. The newly charged cells are
then incorporated into their droplets formed by the vibrating nozzle. This
string of droplets then passes between two deflection plates charged at plus
and minus several thousand volts. At this point, positively or negatively
charged droplets are deflected to right or left and continue on their altered
course to. fall into the appropriate collection vessels. Cells which do not
display the specific critera for inclusion into either subpopulation are not
charged at the stream tip and the droplets containing them continue
undeflected downwards to be discarded.
(c) Preparation of samples for flow cytometrv. If cells were to be analysed for
the presence of specific surface antigens, 2x10 5 viable cells were placed in a
well of a round-bottomed microtitre plate (Sterilin, Middlesex, England) and the
appropriate amount (Table 2.3) of monoclonal antibody added. The plate was
shaken gently on a micro-shaker (Dynatech, England) and incubated on melting
ice for 40 minutes. Wells adjacent to a filled well were left empty to reduce
the risk of contamination by splashing. After incubation, the plate was shaken,
filled with RPMI-1640 and centrifuged at 350g for 15 seconds. The supernatant
was removed; the pellet resuspended and the well refilled with RPMI-1640. The
cells were then centrifuged and resuspended again. If an indirect staining
procedure was adopted, the primary antibody was revealed by incubating the
washed cells with a FITC-conjugated goat anti-rat lgG antibody (Tago Inc., CA,
U.S.A.), used at 0.3iil per 2x10 5 cells. After another 40 minutes of incubation on
ice, the cells were washed twice as before and subsequently analysed. If the
primary antibody had a conjugated fluorescent tag (direct system), no further
staining was necessary, but the cells were washed another twice alongside the
indirect assays so that all assays had four washes in total.
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*

Antibodies 13](Serotec, England), (73(Miles-Yeda, Israel), E83(Sigma)
and 111,133(Nordic Immunological Laboratories, The Netherlands) were
purchased from commercial sources.
Antibodies (15]-(18] were gifts from Dr. F.J. Dumont of Merck, Sharp and
Dohme Research Labs, Rahway, New Jersey.
The remaining monoclonal antibodies originally came from various sources
but are now made in this laboratory.
Only the commercially obtained antibodies were FITC-conjugated. The others
required a second, FITC-conjugated antibody for fluorescence studies.
Antibodies Cl], (8] and Cli] were polyclonal. All the others were
monoclonal.
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TABLE 2.3 - SURFACE ANTIGENS ANALYSED AND ANTIBODIES USED TO DEFINE THEM
Antigen

Thy I

Antibody (raised in
rat unless stated)

Volume/2x10
cells

Reference

20pl

AD2.2
Reif & Allen 1964
Micklem et al 1980
Abehslra et al 1981

20pl

Thy 1.2

30-H12

Thy 1.1

(#]MRC-0X7 (mouse)

Ly 1

53-7.3

Cantor & Boyse 1975
20pl
Ledbetter & Herzenberg 1979

Ly 2

53-6.7

Boyse et al 1968
Ledbetter & Seaman 1982

20p1

L3T4

61< 1.5

Dialynas et al

20pl

mlg(w)

(#]IgG whole molecule
anti-IgG(H+L) (rabbit)

Vitetta et al

mlg(f)

(#]IgG F(ab)2 fragment
anti-IgG(H+L) (sheep)

B220

RA36B2

Coffman & Weissman 1981a,b

20pl

Kappa

187.1

Putnam 1969

20l

Lambda

(#]IgG Bence-ones L
(sheep)

Hood & Talmage 1970

0.31il

mIgM

331.12

20pl

mIgD

(#]IgG anti-IgD(Fc)
(goat)

0.3p1

T200

55-10.1

Siadak & Nowinski 1980

20pl

9F3 Ag

9F3

Dumont et al 1984
Lynch & Ceredig 1988

20il

10005 Ag

10005

Dumont et al 1983

20p1

7B1 Ag

7B1

Davidson et al 1986

20pl

6C3 Ag

6C3

Dumont et al 1985

201il

O.lpl
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1983
1971, 1972

0.31il

O.3pl

If cells were to be sorted, 5x10 6 cells, if available, were stained with an
appropriately scaled up volume of antibody (see Table 3; the volume of
primary and secondary antibody was increased by a factor of 25, i.e.
5x10 6/2x10 5).
Dead cells and erythrocyte ghosts were excluded from analysis by virtue of a
low forward scatter gate. To test cell viability, propidium iodide was
occasionally added to the suspension, excited by the 488nm laser and the
resulting red fluorescence (dead cells) measured by an additional fluorescence
detector. Cells with high right angle scatter, if present, were excluded by a 900
scatter gate. The final profile showed cell number (vertical axis) versus log
fluorescence (horizontal axis). The intensity of fluorescence is a measure of
density of surface antigen per cell. Unstained cells and cells incubated with
the fluorescent second antibody alone provided an estimate of
autofluorescence and non-specific staining respectively. A marker was set at
the fluorescence cut-off point and was usually in the same position for the
unstained cells and the cells incubated with the second antibody alone. In
stained samples, anything to the right of this marker (brighter fluorescence)
was considered positive for the antigen in question.
Reagents Table 2.3 summarises the reagents used and their related references.
The list below is a more detailed description of their specificities.
30-H12 recognises the Thy 1.2 determinant found on neuronal cells and T
lymphocytes of most strains of laboratory mice.
MRC OX-7 recognises the Thy 1.1 determinant found on the same cell
types as Thy 1.2 but in the AKR/J mouse strain.
AD2.2 is a framework antibody, recognising Thy 1 but showing no
specificity for allotypic variation within Thy 1.
[41 53-7.3 is a framework antibody recognising both Ly 1.1 (in CBAICa and
C3H/HeHa strains) and Ly 1.2 (in AKR/J) determinants. Ly 1 is present on all I
cells and a subset of B cells.
[51 53-6.7 is a framework antibody recognising both Ly 2.1 (in CBAICa,
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C3H/HeHa and AKR/J strains) and Ly 2.2 determinants. Ly 2 is present on a
subset of T cells.
[6] GK 1.5 recognises the L3T4 antigen present on a subset of T cells.
[71 The polyclonal antiserum, anti-mlg(w), recognises both the heavy and light
chains of membrane Ig (mlg) found on B cells and thus is not specific for any
one lg class. Due to it being a whole molecule itself, there is a possibility of
the reagent's Fc portion binding non-specifically to Fc receptors expressed on
granulocytes, macrophages, B lymphocytes and natural killer cells (Parks et al
1986).
The polyclonal antiserum composed of F(ab') 2 fragments [anti-mlg(f)] also
recognises any mig class (on B cells) but has no Fc portion attached, thus no
Fc receptor binding can occur. All other antibodies in Table 2.3 are composed
of whole molecules of 1g.
RA36132 recognises

B220, a

determinant of the

180-220KD

"leukocyte-common" antigen (L-CA) complex that is restricted to B cells and
precursor B cells.
[10 & 111 Anti-kappa (187.1) and anti-lambda antibodies recognise the light
chains of mlg which are found on B cells.
[12 & 131 These antibodies (331.12 and anti-mIgD) recognise mlgM and mlgD
respectively.
30-G12 stains all bone marrow-derived cells except mature erythrocytes,
via a common determinant (T200) present on all components of the L-CA
complex.
9F3 recognises a framework determinant of the Ly24 antigen, which is
expressed on all lymphoidcells, but present in especially high density on the T
cell population expanding in mice homozygous for the recessive
Mitogenic stimulation of B and I cells in both

/pr mutation.

Ipr mice and normal mice also

results in an increased expression of the 9F3 antigen.
[16 & 171 10005 and 7131 are thought to bind to an L-CA-related molecule
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found on

Ipr T cells and normal B cells but not on normal T cells. The

determinant appears to be expressed throughout the B cell lineage and in
increasing amounts as the B cells differentiate. It is likely that 10005, 7131 and
RA3-6132 detect the same antigen - B220.
[18] 6C3 stains 70-90% of /prT cells and 20-60% of normal T cells. It does
not stain B cells of any mouse strain and appears to detect a framework
determinant on a Ly-6 linked antigen.

SECTION IV (MAY-GRUNWALD/GIEMSA STAINING)
Staining cells with May-Grunwald/Giemsa preparations (see Appendix A)
results in nuclear material appearing reddish-purple, basophilic cytoplasm blue,
and acidophilic cytoplasm pink. Cells (2x10 8/ml) were diluted 1:1 with 10%
foetal calf serum (Sera-Lab, Sussex, England). The cells were then smeared
onto a clean glass slide with a glass spreader 1.5cm across, air dried, fixed in
cold 95% methanol for 2 minutes, then washed in running tap water for 30
minutes. The slide was then immersed in Giemsa buffer (see Appendix A) for 5
minutes, transferred to May-Grunwald stain (BDH Chemicals Ltd, Dorset,
England) (diluted 1:2 with buffer) for 5 minutes, then rinsed in buffer. The slide
was then immersed in Giemsa stain (BDH Chemicals Ltd)(diluted 1:5 with
buffer) for 15 minutes, rinsed three times in fresh buffer and air dried.
(Method adapted from Hudson & Hay 1980).

SECTION V (ROSETTING WITH SHEEP RED BLOOD CELLS)
Fc receptors can be demonstrated on lymphocytes using sheep red blood cells
(SRBC) that have been pre-incubated with anti-SRBC serum. The Fc portion of
the anti bod-erythrocyte complex binds to the Fc receptor site on the
lymphocyte forming a rosette which can be detected easily under x20
magnification.
SRBC (Tissue Culture Services, Berkshire, England) at 2x10 8 cells/ml were
incubated with dilutions of rabbit anti-SRBC serum (Sera-Lab)in a total volume
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of 0.5m1 for 30 minutes at 37 ° C. Each aliquot was washed three times in
RPMI-1640 + supplements [sodium azide was omitted as it may inhibit rosette
formation (Dickler 1976)1. 0.1ml of lymphocyte suspension (5x10 6 cells/ml) was
mixed with 0.2m1 of sensitized SRBC. The SRBC aliquot with the lowest
antiserum dilution not giving agglutination was used for analysis. After
incubation at room temperature for 60 minutes, acridine orange/ethidium
bromide solution was added and the number of rosettes determined.
Lymphocytes were considered positive if >3 SRBC were counted on the cell
surface. Four samples were counted for each suspension. (Method adapted
from Hudson & Hay 1980).

CHAPTER 3 X CHROMOSOME-INACTIVATION STUDIES IN NORMAL MICE
I,,+,.,s,l.

X Chromosome-Inactivation
It is established that most, perhaps all, gene loci of one of the two X
chromosomes are inactivated in individual embryonic cells of female mammals
(Lyon 1961, 1962, 1974). This occurs shortly after implantation in eutherians
(McL aren 1976, Gardner et al 1985) and some weeks later in marsupials
(Cooper et al 1971). A dosage compensation mechanism thereby exists such
that females and males have the same dosage of X-linked genes.
X-inactivation is stably inherited, that is, once the process is initiated, the
inactivated state of the X chromosome is maintained through successive cell
divisions in virtually all cases (Migeon 1972, Kahan & DeMars 1975), probably
by way of a DNA modification such as methylation (Mohandas et al 1981,
Chapman et al 1982, Monk 1986). Non-expression of some autosomal genes is
also correlated with methylation (Swain et al 1987). X
chromosome-inactivation must nevertheless be reversible, since the X
chromosome is reactivated in the (relatively underm ethyl ated) female
mammalian germ line (Chapman 1986, Monk et al 1987). Recently, Wareham et
al (1987) presented the first real evidence for reactivation of an X-linked gene
in vivo without the use of a hypomethylating agent (Graves 1982). Wareham's
reactivation increased as the adult animals (mice) aged but it was uncertain
whether this was an isolated event involving only one particular gene or
whether whole regions of the X chromosome were reactivated.
In female marsupials, the X chromosome derived from the father (X) is
preferentially inactivated (Cooper et al 1971, Richardson et al 1971, Sharman
1971, Lyon 1974). Cooper (1971) considers this to be the ancestral mammalian
pattern of inactivation although it is retained only in marsupials. In female
eutherian mammals, studies showed that the inactivation of the maternally
derived (XM) or paternally-derived chromosome was random in the embryo
(Lyon 1962, Mukherjee & Sinha 1964, Evans et al 1965, Mukherjee et al 1970).
Thus, each cell had only one X chromosome active but the whole organism
was a balanced XM/XP mosaic. Later studies showed that inactivation could be
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influenced by certain factors, including genetic effects and parental effects,
leading to a biased expression of one X chromosome.
Genetic Effects
Evidence for the existence of an inactivation centre comes from studies
involving the mouse X chromosome controlling element

(Xce )(Cattanach &

Isaacson 1967, Cattanach et al 1969, 1970). Three alleles of this locus are
and Xcec (Johnston & Cattanach 1981, Cattanach &
b
Papworth 1981). Cells with an active Xce chromosome tend to predominate
C
a
over those with an active Xce and those with an active Xce chromosome
b
tend to predominate over those with an active Xce (i.e. Xcé > Xcd >
recognised - Xce

a,

Xce

XC&). This phenomenon is usually referred to as non-random X-inactivation a convenient phrase but one that is not strictly accurate: Woodruff (1988)
points out that what is really happening is "random inactivation in which the
probability is not the same for each option", rather like tossing a biased coin.
In females homozygous for

Xce, the two X chromosomes have an equal

probability of inactivation.
The Xce locus is closely linked to the phosphoglycerate kinase-1 (Pgk-)) locus
on the mouse X chromosome (Green 1981). Recombinants between Xce and
a
b
a
C
Pgk-1 are rare and since Xce segregates with Pgk-1 and Xce or Xce
b, analysis of the relative proportions of PGK-1A and PGK-1B
with Pgk-1
enzymes in a population of cells will reflect the effect of

Xce

on

Xcd
was
X-inactivation. Non-random expression was found when
b (%PGK-1A > %PGK-1B) and even more extreme
heterozygous with Xce
a
non-random expression was found in the Xce C/Xce combination (%PGK-1A

>> %PGK-1B) (Johnston & Cattanach 1981).
Parental Effects
Parental effects on X chromosome-inactivation further influence patterns of
mosaicism. It is postulated that an imprint is conferred on one of the X
P more susceptible (or
chromosomes during gametogenesis which renders X
XM more resistant) to inactivation (Lyon & Rastan 1984). An extreme case of

this is seen in the aforementioned marsupials (100%

XM expression). Also,

preferential inactivation of X in mammalian extraembryonic membranes
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(trophectoderm and primitive endoderm) results in nearly 100% XM expression
therein, although in the embryo itself, X-inactivation is near random (Takagi &
Sasaki 1975, West et al 1977, Frels et al 1979, Papaioannou & West 1981,
Papaioannou et al 1981). Analysis of adult tissue has suggested that
preferential X-inactivation occurs during development in
heterozygous mice when the

Xce b/Xce

Xce b is paternally-derived, but random

expression occurs in the reciprocal cross when the Xceb is maternally-derived
(Forrester & Ansell 1985).
The preferential X P inactivation data reported for female mules (Hamerton et al
1969) was ambiguous since the inactivated X P was always donkey derived.
Later studies (Giannelli & Hamerton 1971, Hamerton et al 1971) showed that
the preference was actually for inactivation of the donkey's X chromosome,
irrespective of whether it was a male (mule offspring) or female (hinny
offspring) donkey. Besides this, no activity measurements were ever made of
the X-linked enzyme involved, making these studies open to misinterpretation
since enzyme activity may vary greatly between one species and the next.
There is some evidence for the rare preferential inactivation of the maternal X
chromosome in brindled (Mo

br) heterozygous mice (Falconer et al 1982), but

there may be other factors, such as selective breeding and/or an innate
copper deficiency to account for this.
The above reports refer to instances where both X chromosomes are assumed
healthy, i.e. non-randomness is not caused by an intrinsic genetic defect of
one chromosome resulting in its preferential inactivation.
Possible Mechanisms of X Chromosome Inactivation
There are many theories as to the nature of the mechanism(s) underlying
X-inactivation (Lyon 1971, 1972, 1974). Cooper (1971) proposed that a
controlling element inserts into the X chromosome during male meiosis which
causes the X carrying it to become inactive. Thus, the paternally derived X
would always be the inactive one, as is indeed the case in marsupials (Cooper
et al 1971, Richardson et al 1971, Sharman 1971, Lyon 1974). For eutherian
mammals, complicated modifications have to be introduced to lend any weight
to this theory. Grumbach et al (1963) postulated insertion of a factor for
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Activity rather than inactivity. They proposed that an episomal factor becomes
incorporated at a specific receptive site on the X chromosome which induces
the active state in the X carrying it. The major drawback of this theory is the
lack of evidence for the episomal factor. Russell (1963) postulated an
inactivation centre leading to a gradient of inactivation along the X
chromosome while Eicher (1970) suggested that inactivation units were
situated along the length of the X chromosome. The organisation of these
units ensured that inactivation proceeded from starter to terminator in an
ordered fashion. Lyon (1971) suggested that a pair of autosomes jointly
synthesize a single molecule which derepresses a locus on a single X
chromosome. The products of this locus would then initiate production of
non-histone protein. Non-histone protein allows inducers and derepressors to
have access to DNA, thus the locus is effectively functioning as an activation
centre. A more recent candidate mechanism for the role of X-inactivation is
P in
differential methylation (Monk 1986). The preferential inactivation of X
extraembryonic tissue of mammals could be related to the higher methylation
of the sperm genome compared to that of the oocyte (Monk et al 1987). Also,
the initiation of X-inactivation in the embryonic region appears to coincide
with de nova methylation in this tissue but further methylation follows and
X-inactivation may well be induced by some other process.
Non-random X-inactivation versus Cell Selection
Despite attempts to rule out post-inactivation cell selection as the cause of
non-random X chromosome expression, there are no instances where it can
be disproved entirely. Evidence against cell selection in mice was found by
Drews et al (1974) using the testicular feminisation gene

(Tim ) in viva and

later by West et al (1977), using the PGK-1 system in viva. They are
counterbalanced by evidence for the existence of cell selection in vitro from
Hamerton et al (1971) and Rattazzi & Cohen (1972) and also in vivo from
Gartler (1976). The X-inactivation and cell selection processes can perhaps be
extricated from each other via the following observations: Johnston and
Cattanach (1981) showed that from 7.5 days gestation onward, cell selection
within the murine embryo does not occur. It is known that X-inactivation has
not occurred in the embryo proper by 4.5 days

(McMahon et al 1983).

Estimates for an X-inactivation time range from 5.5 days to 6.5 days gestation
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(Kozak & Quinn 1975, Monk & Harper 1979, Rastan 1982, Gardner et al 1985),
which is slightly later than estimates for extraembryonic tissues (Monk &
Harper 1979). Consequently, if selection does occur in the embryo, it can only
be within the short intervening period of 1-2 days (5.5/6.5 - 7.5 days
gestation).
Cell Lineage Relationships
The differential methylation patterns mentioned above may operate in the
delineation of the germ line and the germ layers (Monk et al 1987). Thus, two
non-overlapping lineages arise within the embryo and all other cell lineages
descend from these two populations. PGK-1A:1B ratios of different tissues in a
single heterozygous subject can provide information about cell lineage
relationships (Fialkow 1973). If two tissues are derived from a common
progenitor pool, it follows that they should show correlations in the ratio of
PGK-1A:PGK-1B. Gandini & Gartler (1969) found close correlation among ratios
of A and B enzymes in erythrocytes, granulocytes and lymphocytes of the
blood which suggested that these cell lines were derived from a common
stem cell pool. Similar results were obtained by Gornish et al (1972) using the
T6 chromosome system, showing that bone marrow, spleen and thymus cells
were derived from the same stem cell pool. More recently, Micklem et al
(1987), also using the PGK-1 system, showed that high intertissue correlations
existed between the bone marrow of individual bones, blood, thymus and
spleen in irradiated mice repopulated with 10 5 congenic bone marrow cells.
This suggested that artificial repopulation of each haemopoietic organ studied
was also effected by cells from the same stem cell pool. Nesbitt (1971) also
suggested that a common precursor pool (consisting of approximately 21 cells)
seeded various mesodermal and ectodermal tissues. On the other hand,
Gandini et al (1968) found no evidence for a common precursor pool for
erythrocytes (mesodermal) and hair follicles or sub-cutaneous fat (ectodermal),
but the individuals chosen for examination may have been prone to certain
selection pressures in their erythrocyte lineages (Nyhan et al 1970).
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Applications of the PGK-1 system
The PGK-1 system was utilized in three ways ([11, (2] and [3] below) in the
course of this chapter. A fourth application of the system is described in
chapter 6. Mice analysed were (male parent first):
Hybrid A - C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR
Hybrid B - AKR x C3H(PGK-1A)
Hybrid C - CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR
Hybrid 0 - AKR x CBA(PGK-1A)
Strain E - CBA(PGK-1AB)

Interhybrid variation
Xce and parental effects were investigated via whole blood samples from
C
Hybrids A, B, C and D. The PGK-1A parents above carry the Xce allele but
a
b
there is no information in the literature as to which Xce allele (Xce Xce or
some undiscovered Xce) the AKR strain carries and so no predictions can be
made concerning the normal PGK-1A:1B ratios in mice incorporating the AKR
strain in their genotype. It was desirable, therefore, to find out the normal
PGK-1A:1B ratios in these crosses for comparison with neoplastic tissues.
Intramouse variation
Cell lineage relationships were investigated by measuring PGK-1A:1B ratios
present in three haematopoietic organs in Hybrids A,B and C and Strain E (32
mice in total). If the % PGK-1A expression between organs is very similar
within an individual, it is likely that the organs had been seeded from the
same progenitor pool. If the % P0K-1A expression is different between organs
within an individual, this might mean that either organs were seeded from
different progenitor pools or organs were seeded from the same progenitor
pool, but sampling events concerning the seeding of individual organs involved
few cells.
"n" & "II" calculations
Since tumour clonality is investigated in chapter 6, it was thought useful to
estimate how many clones originally contributed to the murine haematopoietic
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system in mice of similar genotype. The binomial formula (Wallis et al 1975)
can be used to estimate clone numbers (n) from the variance in PGK-1
phenotype between mice:
n = p(1-p)
S2

Where n = clone number, reflecting either the number of clones at
X-inactivation or the number of clones involved in a subsequent sampling
event. It can be a combination of the two, but the general rule is that small
sampling events will have more influence in reducing the size of 'n' than large
sampling events.
p = mean % PGK-1A
1-p = mean % PGK-113
S 2 = variance

Interpretation of this statistic depends on certain assumptions:
Individual precursor cells give rise to clones of equal size and
longevity.
X-inactivation occurs synchronously within the embryo.
PGK-1A cells and PGK-113 cells are randomly distributed at any sampling
event from X-inactivation onward.
There is no post-inactivation selection favouring either one of the two
cell types.

Assumptions (ii), (iii) and (iv) are likely to be true. Assumption (i) is less easily
proven and so may render the n calculation misleading. When clone sizes and
lifespans are equal, n tends to be maximised. When unequal, n tends to be
underestimated. Also, technical error will contribute to the variance of the n
calculation. Stone (1983, 1984, pers. comm.) has circumvented this last
problem by introducing another statistic, H.
11A is the probability that two independently and randomly selected cells in
organ A belong to the same post-inactivation clone. The "independently" refers
to selecting with replacement in the terminology of sampling theory. H A can
be calculated as follows:
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= sample variance
P(1 -P)

HA' is a similar statistic that can be calculated for a second organ, A'. Stone

then formulates a further statistic,

fl, which is the probability that a

randomly selected cell in organ A is in the same post-inactivation clone as
one in organ A'. This is represented by the formula -

fl. = sample covariance
p( 1-P)

Since fl, is based on covariance, it is free from the effects of technical
variance. High covariances (high r values) intrinsically imply that there is a
high dispersion of clones between organs and that clones 1,2,3...,n are the
same size in organs A and A'. Stone shows that II. < V'IIA.HA' and assuming

<
that 11 A = 11A' (for example in two femora), then H. < IIA and ri
Otherwise, when 11A cannot be assumed equal to 11A' (perhaps in thymus and
heart for example),

112

<

< HA and

Thus, H, as well as being

an informative value in itself, is a useful device for setting a lower limit on IIA
and 11A' For all Ti calculations, as for ii, it must still be assumed that clones
are of equal size and longevity.

Materials and Methods
All mice used in this chapter were 6 weeks to 3 months old. Cell samples
were prepared as described in chapter 2. The raw data for this chapter are
listed in Appendices B and C.

[1] Interhybrid variation results
The mean percentages of P0K-1A present in whole blood of hybrids A, B, C
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and D are given in Table 3.1. In all four hybrids, the anticipated preferential
C
C
expression of the Xce allele (PGK-1A) was observed. In hybrid B (Xce
maternal), the mean % PGK-1A present was 65.3%, whereas in the reciprocal
hybrid (A) (Xce C paternal), the mean % PGK-1A was 60.3%. The difference
between the two hybrids was statistically significant [t=4.82, p<0.0011.
Similarly, in hybrid 0 (XceC maternal), the mean % PGK-1A present was 65.2%,
whereas in the reciprocal hybrid (C) (XceC paternal), the mean % PGK-1A was
60.2%. The difference between these two hybrids was also statistically
significant [t=2.42, p<0.02].
There was no significant difference in % PGK-1A present between A (60.3%)
C allele was
and C (60.2%) [t=0.08, p>0.91. In both cases, the Xce
paternally-derived and the unidentified

Xce allele of the AKR strain was

maternally-derived. Similarly, there was no significant difference in % PGK-1A
present between B (65.3%) and D (65.2%) (t0.06, p>0.91. In both these cases,
the Xce C allele was maternally-derived and the unidentified Xce allele of the
AKR strain was paternally-derived.
Interhvbrid variation, discussion
The mean % PGK-1A alloenzyme present in each hybrid exceeded the mean %
PGK-113 alloenzyme. Since studies with artificial mixtures of PGK-1A + PGK-113
tissue have shown that the activities of the two alloenzymes are similar (data
not shown), the unequal proportions observed in whole blood of these mice
suggests that cells with an active Pgk_la (Xce

c)

greater in number than cells with an active

bearing X chromosome were
Pgk-1 b (Xce ?) bearing X

chromosome. Using the same techniques as here, Forrester & Ansell (1985)
a

found no reciprocal cross differences when the parents involved were Xce
and Xce C Since reciprocal cross differences were clearly evident in the

present data and since it is known that one parent in each of the four hybrids
a
C
above is Xce it was unlikely that the other parent (AKR) carried the Xce
allele. Also, the high PGK-1A levels (72% and 74%) previously recorded for
Xc?/Xce c heterozygotes (Forrester & Ansell 1985, Johnston & Cattanach
1981) were not attained here in the AKR-containing hybrids, again suggesting
that the AKR strain does not carry an Xcea allele. The 75.1% PGK-1A recorded
here for known Xce aixce

C

heterozygotes [CBA(PGK-1AB)], strain E of Table
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TABLE 3.1 MEAN X P6K-1A IN WHOLE BLOOD OF FOUR TYPES OF AKR HYBRIDS

HYBRID
A
B
C
D

MALE PARENT
Strain
Pgk-1
C3H
a
AKR
b
CBA
a
AKR
b

Xce
c
?

c
?

FEMALE PARENT
Strain
Ppk-1
AKR
b
C3H
a
AKR
b
CBA
a

Xce
c
c

Mean % PGK-IA+s.d.
60.3+8.4
65.3+8.8
60.2+6.9
65.2+8.4

TABLE 3.2 THE DISTRIBUTION OF VARIATION IN V. PGK-1A BETWEEN ORGANS AND
BETWEEN MICE IN FOUR TYPES OF MICE

HYBRID/STRAIN
A.
B.Setl
B.Set2
C.
E.

SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL FOR VARIATION
"ORGANS"
BETWEEN MOUSE
WITHIN MOUSE
BM.SP,THY
p<0.001
p<0.001
BM,SP,SCLN
p<O.001
p<0.01
BM,SP,THY
p<O.001
p0.01
E,PBLeSCLN p<0.001
p>0.5
E,SP,THY
p<O.001
p>06

N
7
5
6
6
8

N = Number of mice in each group
BM = bone marrow
SP = spleen
THY
thymus
SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
E = erythrocytes (whole blood)
PBLe = peripheral blood leukocytes (erythrocyte-lysed)

TABLE 3.3 AN EXAMPLE OF AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR CBA(PGK-1AB) MICE
SOURCE OF VARIATION
SS
Between replicates
93.5
Between organs
53.0
Between mice
4362.3

DF
24
16
7

MS
3.9
3.3
623.2

F
0.85
188.85

SIGNIFICANCE OF F
p>0.6
p<0.001

Overall Mean = 75.1%
Total No. Observations = 48
SS = Sum of squares DF = Degrees of freedom MS = Mean square

N
149
134
27
28

.3.61 was, however, very similar to these previous estimates.
It is possible that the AKR strain carries an

Xce

b allele.

Xce b/Xce

c

heterozygotes show reciprocal cross differences according to some authors
(Forrester & Ansell 1985) but not according to others (Johnston & Cattanach
1981). While the existence and direction of the reciprocal cross differences in
the present data agree best with Forrester & Ansell (1985), the actual
percentages differ from theirs - they found approximately 50% PGK-1A in
C
crosses when Xce was of paternal origin (compared to 60% in present data)
C
and approximately 60% PGK-1A when Xce was of maternal origin (compared
to 65% in present data). However, Forrester & Ansell's work was based on
Xce-established C31-1 and C57/131- parent strains, while here the

Xce genotype

of the AKR strain is still an unknown factor. This data could indicate that AKR
has a distinct allele for

Xce which has an effect intermediate to the

established Xcea and Xceb alleles.
Alternatively, the AKR strain could carry the established

Xce

a or Xce b allele,

but a subsequent modification resulted in the % PGK-1A expression observed.
For example, after Xce-influenced inactivation, AKR cells may find themselves
at a selective disadvantage, due perhaps to effects of the leukaemia virus or
some "moderator" gene. However, it is known that AKR cells are not subject to
any selective disadvantage in aggregation chimaeras (Bona et al 1974, Ford et
al 1974, Tuffrey et al 1973). Consequently, the presence of a fourth allele for
Xce is favoured.
[2] lntramouse variation results
The three haematopoietic organs measured for each mouse can be regarded
as an overall sample of that mouse's alloenzyme ratio; hence a "nested" 1 way
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was carried out by computer programme
(SPSS-X21, ERCC EMAS-A AMDAHL V7) to apportion the variation between
samples into three categories - 1. Mean square between mice, 2. Mean square
between organs within mice, 3. Mean square between replicate samples within
organs within mice.
Table 3.2 shows mouse strain, tissues examined, and the level of significance
for variation between mice and between organs/within mice. Table 3.3 shows a
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breakdown of the ANOVA for CBA(PGK-1AB) mice (strain Q. From Table 3.2,
within all strains of mice examined, the % PGK-1A present overall was found
to vary significantly between mice. It was also found that in hybrid C and
strain E, there was no significant difference in % PGK-1A present between
organs within mice. However, hybrids A and B were found to vary significantly
in % PGK-1A present between organs within mice.
From Table 3.4, all organ pairs of all mice had a high correlation coefficient.
Intramouse variation discussion
The high correlation in PGK-1A:1B ratios between organs of all mice
suggested that all haematopoietic organs under study originated from the
same precursor pool, in keeping with the majority of other workers (Nesbitt
1971, Gornish et al 1972). However, the higher variation of PGK-1A:1B between
organs in hybrids A and B compared to that observed in hybrid C and strain E
could mean that the haematopoietic cells in the organs of the former had
originated from:
a common precursor pool, but the sampling events concerned with seeding
individual organs involved smaller numbers of cells than those of hybrid C or
strain E;
a common precursor pool for true haematopoietic cells, but certain
non-haematopoietic cells (for example, stroma), originating from another pool,
may have been present and influenced results;
different precursor pools (contrary to conventional theory).
It is difficult to distinguish between these alternatives, but, considering the
high correlation coefficients between all organ pairs in all mice, it seems
unnecessary to invoke alternative (iii). An attempt was made to remove at
least the bulk of stroma by passing the cell suspension through a fine-meshed
sieve, therefore alternative (ii) is unlikely to be the cause of any differences.
This leaves alternative (i) - post-inactivation sampling events in hybrids A and
B may involve smaller numbers of cells than those of strain E or hybrid C.
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TABLE - 3.4 CORRELATION-COEFFICIENTS, - Pgy8 ~ 18NCES - AND - n. A .'S

OF 5 GROUPS OF P6K-lAB HETEROZYGOTES

BM
SP

Correlation Coefficient
BM
THY
/
0.84
0.88
0.83

Hybrid A
Covariance
BM
THY
/
91.0
60.2
72.2

fl.

BM
THY
/
0.037
0.025 (i/] 0.029

( 1 /1 1 ]
( 1 /34]

Hybrid B (Set 1)
Correlation Coefficient

BM
SP

Bit
/
0.98

SCLN
0.88
0.95

flAA

Covariance

BM
SCLN
/
161.2
200.0 147.0

BM
SCLN
/
0.067 (1/]
0.084 C1I3 0.061 ('/]

Hybrid S (Set 2)
Covariance
BM
THY
I
53.4
62.1
48.2

BM
/
0.025

Correlation Coefficient
E
SCLN
E
/
0.96
PBLe 0.95
0.97

Hybrid C
Covariance
E
SCLN
/
50.3
50.7
66.9

E
SCLN
/
0.021
0.021 (1148] 0.028

• Correlation Coefficient
E
THY
E
I
0.98
SP
0.98
0.99

Strain E
Covariance
E
THY
/
101.7
106.3 101.9

BM
SP

Correlation Coefficient
BM
THY
/
0.89
0.99
0.87

flAA

( 1 /]

(1/]
[1/]

(1/]
(1/34]

flAA

E
THY
/
0.055 t 113
0.057 E 1 / 1 3 0.054

E = erythrocytes (whole blood)
THY = thymus
SP = spleen
BM = bone marrow
SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
PBLe = peripheral blood leukocytes
All correlation coefficients were significant (p<0.05).
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THY
0.022
0.020

[31 "n" and "II" calculations
"n" was calculated using the intermouse variation from the results in Tables
3.1 and 3.2.
By definition, all tissues within individual mice must have originated from the
same precursor pool - i.e. the pool of cells which was present at the time of
X-inactivation, or if first principles are adopted, the "pool" of cells in the
blastocyst or even the zygote. It is important therefore to stipulate precisely at
which stage in development any estimate of clone number applies. In this
case, clone number may apply either to
the number of cells at X-inactivation (as X-inactivation occurs around the
same time as germ layer differentiation (McMahon et at 1983, Monk 1981), this
estimate probably also reflects the number of cells seeding the embryonic
mesoderm);
the number of cells that seeded the haematopoietic system from the
mesoderm;
the number of cells that seeded a specific haematopoietic cell lineage from
the haematopoietic cell pool (applies only when specific cells, such as
erythrocytes, are analysed).
These sampling events are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
FIGURE 3.1
Sampling events in the formation of the haematopoietic system

(2)

(1)

(3)

POOL OF -------->MESODERM - - - - - - 'HAEMATOPOIETIC - - - - SPECIFIC
COMPARTMENT
CELL
X-INACTIVATED
LINEAGES
CELLS
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The first sampling event is likely to be the X-inactivation process itself,
followed by mesodermal allocation [(1) in Figure 3.11, and then the
haematopoietic system is founded via a series of sampling events from the
mesoderm. The size of these numerous sampling events [within (2) of Figure
3.11 may also affect the clone number calculations. Such events include
formation of the yolk sac, which is the first organ to support haematopoiesis
in the embryo. Later sampling events occur when haematopoiesis is
transferred to the foetal liver and finally to the spleen, bone marrow and
thymus (Metcalf & Moore 1971). The smallest sampling event (probably
X-inactivation itself) will increase the variance most. The present data cannot
distinguish between sampling events, so any estimate of clone number
incorporates both the number of X-inactivated cells in the progenitor pool and
the number of cells involved in subsequent sampling events. Also, the
haematopoietic system is composed of dynamic, rapidly proliferating cell
sub-populations which may expand to an (unknown) greater or lesser degree
at any one time. Thus, the variance obtained may give a distorted (usually
underestimated) interpretation of the true number of clones involved at any
stage of Figure 3.1.
The number of clones seeding the haematopoietic system was calculated for
each mouse hybrid using intermouse variance and the binomial formula. Table
3.5 lists clone numbers for the erythrocyte-only data of Table 3.1. Table 3.6
lists clone numbers which were based on an average of three-organs from
Table 3.2 data. Erythrocyte-only data will reflect the number of cells in the
X-inactivated pool or a subsequent sampling event in the haematopoietic
system [(1), (2) or (3) in Figure 3.11, whichever is the smaller. Averaged-organ
data will similarly reflect the number of cells in the X-inactivated pool or a
subsequent sampling event, but only events (1) or (2) of Figure 3.1 will apply.
The resulting "n" ought to be similar in both data sets, since a large number
of cells are thought to be involved in sampling event (3). From Tables 3.5 and
3.6, it can be seen that the two data sets do show similar results
(erythrocyte-only first):
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Hybrid A - n = 34&31
Hybrid B - n = 29&24
Hybrid C - n = 50 & 42
Hybrid D - n = 32 (erythrocyte only)
Strain E - n = 18 (three-organ only)

Thus, all clone number estimations for the murine haematopoietic system fell
between 18 - 50, in agreement with other authors.

McMahon et al (1983)

reported a clone number of 47 and Nesbitt (1971) one of 21. Both these
studies were actually estimating the number of clones founding the entire
embryo though, since tissues from more than one germ line were analysed.
Micklem et al (1983), via analysis of the erythrocyte lineage, estimated that 19
clones contributed to the haematopoietic system in CBA(PGK-1AB) mice. This
compares very well with the present n = 18 (Table 3.6) for CBA(PGK-1AB)
mice, based on erythrocyte, spleen and thymus samples.
"fl." was calculated using intramouse variation (covariance between organs)
from Table 3.2 (Stone 1983, 1984).
From Table 3.4, the correlation coefficients (r) for organ pairs in strain E were
0.98 (whole blood/thymus), 0.98 (whole blood/spleen) and 0.99 (thymus/spleen).
These high r values and the high covariances that accompany them
intrinsically imply that the dispersion of clones between organs was high.
CBA(PGK-1AB) mice (strain E) had a

fl

, of approximately 1/18 for various

organ pairs. Thus, the probability of randomly and independently selecting 2
cells which belong to the same clone from organ A (11A) or organ A' (IIA') must
be > 1/18 (exactly 1/18 if 11 A =
In Table 3.6, the estimated clone number for the strain E haematopoietic
system was 18 and n is maximised when clone sizes are equal. Thus, from
both U. and n calculations, there must have been 18 or fewer clones present
at X-inactivation. There may also have been some very tiny clones present in
addition to these 18, but since 1/n and 11 AA, were in close concordance with
each other, they could not have contributed significantly to sample variance.
Hybrid B (Set 1) had similar

ri,

values to strain E mice (Table 3.4). Hybrids A,

B (Set 2) and C had slightly lower fl, values, the lowest being 1/50 (0.02) for
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TABLE 3.5 MEAN XPGK-1A 1 INTERPIOUSE VARIANCE AND ESTIMATED CLONE NUMBER
FOR THE HAEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM USING ERYTHROCYTE DATA OF FOUR
TYPES OF AKR HYBRID
HYBRID
A
B
C
D

MEAN V. P13K-lA
-------()
60.3
65.3
60.2
65.2

VARIANCE

NO. OF CLONES

(92

70.6
77.4
47.6
70.6

34
29
50
32

TABLE 3.6 MEAN XPGK-IA,INTERMOUSE VARIANCE, AND ESTIMATED CLONE NUMBER
FOR THE HAEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM USING AVERAGED-ORGAN DATA IN
FOUR MOUSE TYPES
HYBRID/STRAIN
MEAN X P6K-lA
-------------(p
A
54.1
B Sett
60.3
B Set2
57.3
C
58.3
E
75.1

VARIANCE

NO. OF CLONES

-2

81.0
159.0
56.4
57.8
104.0
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31
15 (Sets 1 & 2
43
combined = 24)
42
18

hybrid B (Set 2) spleen and thymus. It follows that

A or 11A' must be > 1/50,

i.e., 50 or fewer clones must have been present at X-inactivation. Thus, all
clone number estimations based on II were within the range of estimations by
other authors, based on more traditional n calculations (Nesbitt 1971, McM a hon
et al 1983, Micklem et al 1983).
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CHAPTER 4 FLOW CYTOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF SURFACE ANTIGENS OF NORMAL CELLS
FROM MICE DIFFERING IN GENOTYPE OR AGE

Ontogeny of some T cell antigens
During lymphopoletic differentiation, T cells (thymus-derived) and B cells (bone
marrow-derived) appear as distinct lineages early in mammalian development
(Micklem 1979). In mice, multipotential stem cells are detectable in blood
islands of the yolk sac by day 7 of gestation and transfer to the foetal liver
around day 10 or 11 (Metcalf & Moore 1971, Till & McCulloch 1980). T cell
progenitors migrate into the thymus from Day 11 of gestation onwards (Owen
& Ritter 1969, Moore & Metcalf 1970). In adult mice, bone marrow is the main
source of T cell progenitors (Ford et al 1966, Muramatsu et al 1976). Murine
thymocytes and T cells can be defined by the possession of Thyl surface
antigen (originally termed theta)(Reif & Allen 1964, Raff 1969) which is first
expressed in the thymus between 11-14 days gestation (Owen & Raff 1970,
Ceredig et al 1983b, Kisielow et al 1984). Two alloantigens of Thyl exist Thyl.1, found in AKR/J mice and Thyl.2, found in all other strains.
Other thymocyte/T cell markers include the antigens Lyl, Ly2 and Ly3 (Boyse
et al 1968, Cantor & Boyse 1975, Huber et al 1976, Ledbetter et al 1980,
Micklem et al 1980). Ly2 and Ly3 are products of closely linked genes and are
not expressed independently of one another, except in a few isolated cases
such as radiation-induced thymoma and gut intra-epithelial lymphocytes
(McKenzie & Potter 1979, Parrott et al 1983, Schrader et al 1983). All three loci
carry two known alleles which code for different specificities in different
mouse s t ra i ns . (McKenzie & Potter 1979). Ly1 cells first appear in the thymus
around day 13-14 gestation. One day later, Ly2 cells can be detected, along
with cells expressing another thymocyte/T cell antigen, L3T4 (Mathieson et al
1981, Ceredig et al 1983b, Kisielow et al 1984).
Thyl is present in high density on cortical thymocytes and low density on
cortisone-resistant medullary thymocytes and peripheral T cells (Fathman et al
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1975, Shortman et al 1979). Cortical thymocytes comprise around 80-85% and
medullary thymocytes around 15% of total thymus cells (Mulder 1986). Cortical
thymocytes express both Ly2 and L3T4, along with low levels of Lyl, while
medullary thymocytes express either Ly2

or L3T4, as well as Lyl at relatively

high density (van Ewijk et al 1981, van Ewijk 1984). A small subcapsular Thy1
population (<5% of total thymocytes) is dull Ly1 Ly2 L3T4 and may
function as intrathymic progenitors of the other thymocytes (Fowikes et al
1985).
Thymocytes begin migrating to peripheral lymphoid organs around or just
before birth (Raff & Owen 1971). In young adult mice, the emigration rate is
approximately 2x10 6 cells/day, or approximately 1% of total thymocytes, but in
older mice, the migration rate drops to 2x10 5 cells/day (Scollay et al 1980).
Since there is a high rate of proliferation going on in the thymus and since so
few thymocytes ever migrate out of it, it follows that there must be a high
thymocyte death rate in situ - indeed, 30% of thymocytes are estimated to die
every day (McPh ee et al 1979, Scollay et al 1980). These are mainly cortical
thymocytes with a lifespan of 3-5 days (Cantor & Weissman 1976, Schrader
1981). Medullary thymocytes live slightly longer - some even appear to have
an intrathymic lifespan of several months (Elliot 1973). There is a divergence of
opinion as to the degree of maturity of cells migrating out of the thymus.
Some authors (Stutman 1978, Piguet et al 1981) claim that migrants are
relatively immature and undergo final functional and phenotypic maturation
stages in peripheral lymphoid organs. These authors generally believe that
migrants are descended from cortical thymocytes. Scollay (1982a, 1984), on
the other hand, considers the migrants to be mature both phenotypically and
functionally and to be descended from medullary thymocytes.
In peripheral lymphoid organs, the classification of Ly12 and Ly12 cells into
"helper/inducer" and "suppressor/cytotoxic" T cell subsets respectively was
useful and seemed warranted initially (Cantor & Boyse 1975). However, later
work showed this dichotomy to be imprecise since Lyl was found not to be
restricted to T helper cells but to be present on all T cells and even a subset
of B cells (Ledbetter et al 1980, Micklem et al 1980, Hayakawa et al 1983b,
Hardy et al 1984). Moreover, the functional dichotomy between Ly2 and Ly2
cells now appears less clear-cut than formerly (Heeg et al 1987). The L3T4
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murine lymphocyte surface antigen is generally considered to be expressed
specifically by the "helper/inducer" subset of peripheral T cells (Ceredig et al
1983a, Dialynas et al 1983). Recent evidence, however, suggests that L3T4
lymphocytes can, under certain conditions, show cytotoxic activity (Macphail &
Stutman 1987). Also, the human homologue of L3T4, called CD4, has been
found on cells of the monocyte/macrophage lineage, although there are no
similar reports for mice (Wood et al 1983).
Generally then, L3T4 and Ly2 antigens do not directly equate with cell function,
but need to be interpreted in a more indirect fashion, relating the markers to a
certain molecule type with which they can interact on other cells. Thus, an
Ly2 cell can interact with target cells expressing Class 1 Major
Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) antigens whereas an L3T4 cell can interact
with cells expressing Class 2 MHC antigens (Swain 1983, Wilde et al 1983).
Although Thyl is often used as a specific T cell marker, Schrader et al (1982)
found it to be expressed on 20% of cultured murine bone marrow cells, of
which a proportion were probably haematopoietic progenitor cells and/or
myeloid cells. Other workers report that few, if any, Thy1 cells are present in
mouse bone marrow (Raff 1971). Thyl is also expressed in large amounts on
murine neural cells (Reif & Allen 1964). In immunofluorescence studies,
inconsistencies with Thyl staining have been reported - it appears to be
easily dislodged from bright Thy1 cell populations (Scollay 1982b), perhaps
due to having a relatively loose external attachment to membrane lipids, rather
than the transmembrane anchor found in most other surface antigens
(Campbell et al 1981). A further complication is that the dislodged Thyl may
reattach to other cells (including B lymphocytes) via multimolecular
antigen-antibody complexes (Micklem et al 1980). Thyl must consequently be
used with some caution as a quantitative differentiation marker but is still
informative if used in conjunction with other markers, such as Lyl, Ly2 and
L3T4.
The lifespan of the majority of peripheral T lymphocytes is relatively long (4-6
months)(Sprent & Basten 1973, Ropke et al 1975), although a subpopulation of
short-lived I lymphocytes has been identified in peripheral blood and lymph
node of newborn/young mice (Olsson & Claesson, 1973).
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Ontogeny of some B cell antigens
Around day 12 of gestation, some of the progeny of foetal liver stem cells
begin synthesizing 1gM heavy chains in the cytoplasm (Raff et al 1976). They
are the first pre-B cells. On migration from foetal liver to bone marrow (Day
15/16), the pre-B cells begin expressing membrane lg (mlg) (Nossal & Pike
1973, Owen et al 1974). Pre-B (and B) cells express a surface glycoprotein of
molecular weight 220kD, termed B220. (Coffman & Weissman 1981a, 1981b,
Kincade et al 1981, Trowbridge et at 1975). B220 is one of several molecular
weight forms of T200, a major surface lymphocyte glycoprotein that is
controlled by the

Ly5 locus and present on all haematopoietic cells, except

erythrocytes and late erythroid precursor cells (Siadak & Nowinski 1980, Watt
et al 1983). 170-190kD molecular weight forms of T200 are found
predominantly on T cells (Trowbridge et al 1975) and a 205kD form is found on
macrophages (Scheid et al 1982).
From the immature B cell onwards, mig receptors specific for particular
antigens are expressed, mlgM appearing first, followed by mlgD. Following
stimulation by specific antigen, these cells proliferate clonally and differentiate
into either
effector cells, i.e. plasma cells which secrete antibody of the same
specificity as the mig expressed or
memory cells which can differentiate quickly into plasma cells upon
subsequent re-exposure to the same or similar antigen.
Immature B cells express mlg at a lower density/cell than the more mature B
cell populations (Follezou et at 1978). However, on further differentiation of
mature B cells into plasma cells, mig is lost from the cell surface, with the
result that most plasma cells are mlg or dull mIg (Jones et al 1971, Nossal &
Lewis 1972).
lmmunoglobulin class is defined by whichever heavy chain (ji, y, 6, c or c) is
present in the molecule and vast Ig diversity is generated by permutations of
assorted heavy chain segments - the C, J, D and V regions (Kindt & Capra
1984). Additional Ig diversity is created, albeit on a smaller scale, by
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permutations of the C, J and V regions of the light chains, kappa and lambda.
Early B cells attempt to recombine a VJ from germ line genes and if functional,
it is transcribed and translated to form a light chain. A similar process occurs
for VDJ recombination in heavy chains, then each of the assembled gene
segments are co-transcribed with the appropriate C-region sequence to
produce an mRNA molecule coding for the complete polypeptide chain
(Hozumi & Tonegawa 1976). Individual B cells produce Ig of only one
specificity. This means that each B cell must transcribe and translate only one
gene out of four light chain gene pools (one kappa, one lambda from each
parent) and only one gene out of two heavy chain gene pools. This
phenomenon, termed allelic exclusion (Early & Hood 1981), occurs only twice
in development - in Ig production as described above and in the
X chromosome-inactivation of female mammals (Chapter 3). In all other
situations, maternal and paternal genes are expressed approximately equally.
B lymphocytes are produced by the bone marrow of young adult mice at
around 108 cells/day (Osmond 1975). There are various estimates for the
lifespan of a B lymphocyte in peripheral lymphoid organs. Some believe that it
is only a matter of days, while others suggest 5-7 weeks (de Freitas &
Coutinho 1981, Sprent & Basten 1973). It is more likely that B lymphocytes are
heterogeneous with respect to lifespan (Strober 1972, Feldbush 1973, Ropke et
al 1975). In comparison to T and B lymphocytes, granulocytes live only a few
hours (Bryant & Kelly 1958) and erythrocytes approximately 43 days (Russell &
Bernstein 1966).
Using indirect staining techniques, membrane lg has been reported to be on T
cells (Greaves et al 1969, Marchalonis et al 1972) although some degree of T
cell activation of the T cells may be necessary before it can be detected
(Hellstrom et al 1971). B cell contamination could not be ruled out entirely in
these studies. Direct labelling techniques however, suggest that membrane Ig
is undetectable on T cells (Jones et al 1971, Vitetta et al 1972, Raft 1970) or if
it is detectable, is actually secretory Ig that has been passively acquired from
neighbouring plasma cells (Hudson et al 1974, Winchester & Fu 1976).
As well as "conventional" B cells, there is a minor (1-2%) B cell subpopulation
in the normal CBA/Ca mouse spleen whose cells also carry Lyl, originally
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thought to be confined to T cells. These Lyl B cells also represent
approximately 5-20% of peritoneal cells (20-40% of mlg peritoneal cells) but
do not appear in lymph node, thymus or bone marrow of CBA/Ca mice
(Hayakawa et al 1983a, 1983b, 1986). Autoimmune strains such as NZB or
1) have elevated numbers of Ly1B cells in spleen and
viable motheaten (me
peritoneum whereas the immunodeficient strain CBAIN has very few Ly1B
cells. (Hayakawa et al 1983a, Hayakawa et al 1986, Sidman et al 1986).
An array of monoclonal antibodies have been produced that recognise surface
antigens of murine haematopoietic cells, including those of the T and B
lineages (Ledbetter & Herzenberg 1979, Micklem 1984).
Fc receptors
Receptors for the Fc fragment of immunoglobulin (FcR's), first described by
Paraskevas et at (1972), can be detected at low density on granulocytes,
macrophages, monocytes, B lymphocytes, a few T cells and on non-T/non-B
(Thylmlg) lymphocyte-like cells (Dickler 1976). lgG binds most efficiently to
mouse FcR's although the other isotypes do so to a lesser extent (Basten et al
1972, MacLennan et al 1973). Thus, immunoglobulins used as antibodies in
fluorescence studies may bind non-specifically via their Fc portion to FcR on
cells as well as via their Fab portion to specific antigen receptors on cells.
Other antigens investigated in this study
MRL/M p-/pr//pr mice develop a spontaneous lymphadenopathy of I cell origin
(Andrews et al 1978, Davidson et at 1986). The antibody 9F3 (Dumont et al
1984, Lynch & Ceredig 1988) recognises the Ly24 antigen that is expressed at
high density on

/pr T cells and at low density on normal resting I cells, B

cells, macrophages, granulocytes and erythrocytes. The antibody 6C3 (Dumont
et al 1985, Melino et al 1983) detects a framework determinant on the Ly6C
antigen which is present on a subset of T cells and bone marrow cells of
normal mice as well as on a high proportion of /pr T cells. The antibodies
10005 and 7131 (Dumont et at 1983, Davidson et al 1986) detect the Ly5-linked
antigen of molecular weight 220kD, which is present on all normal B cells and
/prT cells. Recent evidence shows that Ly24, Ly6C and 8220 are also present
on subpopulations of normal L3T4Ly2 thymocytes (Gause et at 1987), and
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that Ly24 is expressed at high density on activated, non-/prT cells (Budd et al
1987, Lynch et a[ 1987).
Aims
In Chapter 7, tumour cells are analysed with respect to their surface antigen
distribution. The tumours arose spontaneously in a variety of mouse strains
and hybrids. It was prudent, therefore, to carry out similar analyses on
lymphoid organs from you healthy mice of the same genotype as those in
Chapter 7. The effects of both mouse age and haematopoietic stress on
peripheral blood B lymphocyte proportions are also investigated in this
chapter. This has direct relevance to data from the serially-bled CBA mice of
Chapter 5.

Materials & Methods
Cells from haematopoietic organs of healthy 6-8 week old mice of strains CBA
and AKR and hybrids C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR, AKR x C3H(PGK-1A) and
CBA(PGK-1A) xAKR (male parents first) were analysed using flow cytometry
and monoclonal antibodies. Peripheral blood lymphocytes were also analysed
from CBA mice of various ages and from CBA mice subjected to various
amounts of serial bleeding. Mice were bled at 9 a.m. on . every occasion, since
lymphocyte subpopulation proportions show circadian variations (Abc &
Kumagai 1978). Preparation of cell samples and FACS staining procedures are
described in chapter 2.
Removal of cytophilic antibody from lymphocytes was attempted by heating
cells (10 7/ml) at 37 ° C for 40 minutes (Abo et al 1976).
B cell stimulation by lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Spleen cells (2x10 6/m1) were
cultured in RPMI 1640 (with glutamine), supplemented with 20mM Hepes, 10%
heat-inactivated foetal calf serum, lOOiu/ml penicillin, 100g/ml streptomycin
and 0.85g/l sodium bicarbonate (all from Gibco, Scotland). LPS (Difco
Laboratories, Michigan, USA) was added at 10.ig/well/5x10 5 cells and cells
cultured for 48 hours at 37 ° C in 7% CO2.
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Results
Cell viability was routinely >90%, with peripheral blood samples often >99%.
Means (+ standard deviation) for organ-antigen-strain combinations are shown
in Tables 4.1-4.6. The figures in parentheses are the number of samples for
each combination. Cellularities for a given organ were similar in AKR mice and
all AKR-containing hybrids (data not shown) to those found in CBA mice (Table
4.7). Granulocytes, recognisable in flow cytometrv by their high right angle
scatter, contributed <5% to spleen, sub-cutaneous and mesenteric lymph
nodes (SCLN and MLN) and thymus. The lymphocyte:granulocyte ratio was
generally constant between the five mouse types for peripheral blood (80:20).
Of the nucleated bone marrow cells in. all mice, approximately 40% had a
granulocyte-like right angle scatter. The other 60%, mainly precursor cells and
lymphocytes, were lower-scattering. These figures compared well with counts
made using both a Coulter Counter (Coulter Electronics Ltd., Beds., England)
and May-Grunwald/Giemsa stained smears. On the FACS, the position set for
the unstained control cells (Figure 4.1a) was the same as that set for the goat
anti-rat lg-FITC stained cells (Figure 4.1b) and fitted the trough between the
two peaks very well in stained samples (Figure 4.1d-h). An exception to this
was anti-Thy1.2 which had a "pulling out" effect on the Thyl.2 population
(Figure 4.1c). Each dot in the FACS pictures represents one cell. Anti-mlg(w)
refers to an anti-mig reagent that is composed of whole lg molecules (Figure
4.1f). Anti-mlg(f) refers to an anti-mlg reagent composed of the F(ab)' 2
fragment of Ig (Figure 4.1g). Mlg(w) and mlg(f) are used here to represent the
cells that are positive for the two reagents.
Few differences in surface antigen distribution were apparent between strains,
but when any were observed, CBA, CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR and AKR organs
generally had a greater proportion of T cells than C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR and AKR
x C3H(PGK-1A) organs (Tables 4.1 - 4.6). This was most clearly seen in
sub-cutaneous lymph node. Correspondingly, when any differences were
apparent, C3H(PGK-1A)-containing organs had a greater proportion of B cells
than organs from the other mice studied.
The total percentage of T + B lymphocytes was calculated for the five mouse
types and the organs spleen, lymph node, thymus and blood. These sums,
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TABLE 4.1 MEAN PERCENTAGE OF POSITIVELY STAINING CELLS IN SPLEEN ±
STANDARD DEVIATION
(Figures in parentheses are sample numbers)
Antigen
Thyl.1
Thyl.2
Lyl
L3T4
Ly2
mlg(w]
migtf)
B220
kappa
lambda

CBA
ND
40±8 (24)
3415 (21)

CBA(PGK-IA)xAKR
21±6 (4)
3315 (4)
3422 (4)

C3H(PGK-1A)xAKR
15,16
21±3 (3)
2213 (3)
20,23
8±2 (3)
63±6 (3)
63,64
52,57

2523 (9)
1213 (21)
56±4 (21)
50±5 (4)
51±7 (18)

260 (4)
11±1 (4)
60±2 (4)

48±2

(4)

(4)

58,58

1±0

(4)

(4)

615

5925
47±5
52±4
311

(4)
(4)

AKRxC3H(PGK-1A)

AKR

1213
1715
1824
1712

(4)

3116 (5)

(4)
(4)

7±2
6313
6415
5415
56
4

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(1)
(1)

0±0 (3)
2725 (5)
19±3 (5)
8±1 (5)
63±2 (5)
63±3 (5)
6122 (5)
5812 (3)
412 (3)

(4)

TABLE 4.2 MEAN PERCENTAGE OF POSITIVELY STAINING CELLS IN SUB-CUTANEOUS
LYMPH NODE ± STANDARD DEVIATION
Antigen
Thyl.1
Thyl.2
Lyl
L3T4
Ly2
mlgtw]
migEf]
B220

kappa
lambda

CBA
2±1

(4)

805 (22)

(22)
(10)
(23)
(23)
(4)
16±4 (19)
(1)
15
ND

81±5
52±4
30±4
1814
16±2

CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR
53±14 (3)
75215 (3)
77±11 (3)
52±8 (3)
25±1 (3)
25±10 (3)
2228 (3)
21±8 (3)
ND
ND

C3H(PGK-1A)xAKR
46±4 (3)
61±3 (4)
64±2 (4)
47±5 (4)
1923 (4)
30±6 (4)
29±5 (3)
27±7 (3)
(1)
32
ND

AKRxC3H(PGK-IA)
50±5 (4)
60±4 (4)
68±2

(4)

46±2 (4)
2122 (4)
3522 (4)
34±4 (4)
30±5 (4)
(1)
36
ND

TABLE 4.3 MEAN PERCENTAGE OF POSITIVELY STAINING CELLS IN MESENTERIC
LYMPH NODE ± STANDARD DEVIATION (CRA mice only)
Antinen
Thyl.1
Thyl.2
Lyl
L3T4
Ly2
mlgtw]
migEf]
8220

kappa
lambda

CBA
ND
75±4 (5)
72±5 (5)
46±1

22±6
2822 (5)
2413
23±3

ND
ND
53

AKR
76±2 (3)
1±1 (3)
77±2 (3)
57±2 (3)
20±0 (3)
18±1 (3)
17±1 (3)
17±2 (3)
ND
ND

TABLE 4.4 MEAN PERCENTAGE OF POSITIVELY STAINING CELLS IN THYMUS 2
STANDARD DEVIATION
(Figures in parentheses are sample numbers)
C3H(PGK-IA)xAKR
CBA
CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR
Antigen
96±0 (3)
(1)
9711 (3)
0
Thyl.1
96±2 (4)
95±5 (13)
99±0 (3)
Thyl.2
98±1 (4)
100±0 (3)
93±5 (13)
Lyl
8923 (4)
88±4 (3)
92±2 (3)
L3T4
86±3 (3)
90±6 (4)
Ly2
86±5 (13)
3±3 (4)
migtw]
1±1
(9)
211 (3)
2±1 (3)
1±0 (3)
1±0 (4)
migEf]
2±1 (3)
(8)
0±0 (3)
B220
2±1
kappa and lambda staining not done in thymus

AKRxC3H(PSK-1A)
93±4 (4)
97±2 (4)
97±2 (4)
8920 (4)
87±3 (4)
4±2 (4)
3±2 (4)
4±3 (4)

AKR
94±4
ND
92±5
8923
8923
4±2
2±0
2±0

(5)
(5)
(4)
(5)
(4)
(3)
(3)

TABLE 45 MEAN PERCENTAGE OF POSITIVELY STAINING CELLS IN PERIPHERAL
BLOOD ± STANDARD DEVIATION
Antigen
ThyI.1
Thyl.2
Lyl
L3T4
Ly2
migEw]
migEf]
8220
kappa
lambda

CBA
212
58±6
54±6
40±4
14±2
36±6
29±6
29±5
25±1
4±2

(13)
(11)
(5)
(13)
(n &)

(6)
(20)
(4)
(4)

CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR
33,44
49±16(4)
48116(4)
36±20(3)
1022 (4)
37±4 (4)
30±3 (3)
27±3 (4)
(1)
31
2
(1)

C3H(PGK-1A)xAKR
34±3 (3)
39±4 (6)
43±7 (4)
36±2 (4)
923 (3)
47±3 (3)
37±8 (4)
33±5 (6)
32±4 (3)
3±2 (3)

AKRxC3H(PGK-1A)
ND
42±5 (4)
40±5 (4)
24±3 (3)
9±2 (4)
4226 (4)
4216 (3)
37±1 (4)
(1)
42
5
(1)

AKR
50±3
ND
45±3
3611
922
4923
43±3
39±4
39±2
3±1

(4)
(4)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(3)
(3)

TABLE 4.6 MEAN PERCENTAGE OF POSITIVELY STAINING CELLS IN BONE MARROW ±
STANDARD DEVIATION
Antigen
Thyl.1
Thyl.2
Lyl
L3T4
Ly2
migtw]
mlg(f]
B220
kappa
lambda

CBA
ND
4±2
412
211
3±2
9±1
6±2
30±6
ND
ND

(9)
(9)
(3)
(8)
(7)
(3)
(6)

CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR
4±2 (3)
3±2 (3)
3±0 (3)
321 (3)
2±0 (3)
1121 (3)
12±2 (3)
3726 (3)
ND
ND

C3H(PGK-1A)xAKR
4±1
4±2
4±2 (4)
2±0 (3)
120 (4)
8±4 (4)
8±1 (3)
51±3 (3)
9±2 (3)
1±0 (3)
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AKRxC3H(PGK-IA)
3,3
515
615
293
112
10 1 7
10 1 9
34,42
917
2,1

AKR
311
120
20
2±1
110
9±0
799
34,31
8
1

(3)
(3)
(4)
(3)
(4)
(3)

(1)
(1)

FIGURE 4.1
FACS dot plots of CBA sub-cutaneous lymph node (SCLN) cells;
unstained,
or stained with
goat anti-rat Ig-FITC only
rat anti-mouse 30-H12 (anti-Thyl.2) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
rat anti-mouse GK 1.5 (anti-L3T4) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
rat anti-mouse 53-6.7 (anti-) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
rabbit anti-mouse mlg (w) -FI'IC (whole molecule reagent)
sheep anti-mouse mIg(f)-FI
(F(ab)
fragment reagent)
rat anti-mouse RA3-6B2 (anti-B220) +'2goat anti-rat Ig-FPIC
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based on %ThyI.2 (or Thy1.1 in AKR) + %mlg(f) values, are shown in Table 4.8.
Generally, most organ-strain combinations had a %(T+B) approaching 100%.
Exceptions were observed in spleen and peripheral blood of all three iof the
AKR hybrids, wherein approximately 20% of lymphocyte-like cells were Thyl
mlg(f). Although the majority of such ThylmIg(f) cells had the scatter
properties of lymphocytes, their origin is unknown and are hence referred to
as U(unknown) cells. Any of the low %(T+B) values described above were a
result of low I lymphocyte rather than B lymphocyte proportions.
In all thymus samples, two Thy1 populations could be determined - a small,
dull population (10% of total) and a large bright population (85-90% of total).
In peripheral organs, there was no such clear distinction. In CBA mice and the
three AKR hybrids, Thy1.2 density (taken from the brighter population of the
thymus) was consistent between thymocytes and peripheral lymphocytes
(Table 4.9). Thy1.1, however, was generally lost from cells as they migrated
from thymus to periphery in AKR mice and the three hybrids. In all five mouse
types examined here, Lyl and L3T4 density increased on peripheral
lymphocytes and Ly2 density remained constant when compared with
thymocytes (only CBA and AKR Lyl, Ly2 and L3T4 densities given in Table 4.9).
B Lymphocyte markers
In lymph node (Tables 4.2 & 4.3), the proportions of cells expressing mIg(w) =
rnlg(f) = B220t In spleen, CBA and AKR mice were "normal" in that %mlg(w)
= %mlg(f) = %B220, but in AKR hybrids %mIg(w) = %mIg(f) > %B220, i.e.,
a subpopulation of B cells in young hybrid spleens appeared to be B220
(Table 4.1).
In peripheral blood, %mlg(w) > %mIg(f) = %B220t for all mice except AKR x
C3H(PGK-1A), where the three values were more equal (Table 4.5). The excess
mIg(w) cells in peripheral blood could usually be attributed to a dull mlg(w)
subpopulation - such dull staining patterns are frequently associated with
non-specific (Fc receptor) binding on the cell surface. Since anti-mlg(f) is, by
definition, Fc-portionless, an mlg(w)/mlg(f) discrepancy also suggests that
excess staining in mlg(w) assays is caused by Fc-receptor binding. The dull
mlg(w) subpopulation may contain the same fraction of cells as a
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TABLE 4.9 A COMPARISON OF ANTIGEN DENSITY/CELL (LOG FLUORESCENCE) FOR
T CELL SURFACE ANTIGENS t STANDARD DEVIATION
(No. of samples as for Tables 4.2 and 4.4)
PEAK READ%I4C

MOUSE TYPE
CBA

SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
AKR
Thyl.1
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
CBA(PSK-1A)xAKR
Thyl.1
Thyl.2
C3H(PGK-1A)xAXR
Thyl.1
Thyl.2
AKRxC3H(PGK-1A)
Thyl.1
Thyl.2

THYMUS
200±22
156219
198115
141115
211±11
141±3
18013
145±6
19811
191±1
189218
187217
20023
189±2

ClranvteJ t4mbe.'

SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
NS = not significant, p>0.05
9* = significant, p<0.01
5** = significant, p<0.001
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SCLN
205±12
1810
20026
169±4
18416
170±2
18827
163±5
16415
188±6
16524
187±3
16822
18926

p

NS
S**

NS
9*
8*

NS
9*
S**
NS
NS
NS
5*,
NS

•

subpopulation of mlg(f) cells that are "pulled out" to the right - the 900
scatter properties of each are similar (compare Figure 4.2a and b).
Changes in B lymphocyte proportions in peripheral blood with age
Peripheral blood leukocytes (PBLe) of previously uninsulted CBA mice of
various ages were analysed. Since assays were done on the same day, error
due to technical variation would likely be less than for the results from Table
4.5. Four mice were sampled for each assay and four different assays were
performed:
= membrane lg estimated by whole molecule reagent
= membrane Ig estimated by F(ab)' 2 fragment reagent
= B220, estimated by RA3-6132
= FcR cells estimated by an lg-sheep red blood cell complex (Hudson &
Hay 1980)

In Assay 4, all FcR cells, including granulocytes, ought to be labelled. In the
other three FACS-based assays, the majority, if not all, of the granulocytes are
excluded using 900 scatter. Assay 4, then might be expected to give a ceiling
figure for FcR cells.
The results were interpreted in two ways (Table 4.10)
Differences between assays within age groups
Differences between age groups within assays
p < 0.05 was considered significant.

1. Overall, the means for each assay were not significantly different in 2
month-old (p>0.05, ANOVA) or 27 month-old mice (p>0.25, ANOVA). 11
month-old mice did differ significantly between assays (p<0.01, ANOVA). The
two assays done on 18 month-old mice yielded significantly different results
(p<0.001, t-test).
Taking assays in pairs and using the t-test, in the 2 month-old group, only
Assay combination 1/3 (mlg(w)/B220 values), differed significantly (p<0.01). In
the 11 month-old group, there were significant differences between Assays
1/2 (mlg(w)/mlg(f) values) (p<O.00l), and 1/3 (p<0.001) only. In the 18
month-old group, there was a significant difference between Assays 1/3
(p<0.001). The other 2 assays were not done. In the 27 month-old group, only
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TABLE 4.10 THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT STAINING TECHNIQUES AND MOUSE AGE ON PERIPHERAL BLOOD B LYMPHOCYTE PROPORTIONS OF CBA MICE
(inean%2standard deviation, n4)
ASSAY NUMBER
Age(m)

(1]

(2]

[3]

(4]

2
11
18
27

39.613.0
48.4±0.6
55.9±4.9
75.80.2

30.7±7.8
34.6±2.9
ND
71.60.7

28.714.4
32.8±1.7
42.7±3.7
60.6±6.1

Means
Sig.
differ?

Yes
p<0.001

Yes
p<0.001

Yes
p<0.001

Yes
p<0.025

r
Line of
best
fit
ASSAY
ASSAY
ASSAY
ASSAY

28.8±6.6
40.00.6
ND
61.6±19.9

0.90

0.90

0.91

0.76

1.41x+34

1.27x+22

1.71x+22

1.33x+25

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

=
=
=
=

Means sig.
differ?
No, p>0.05
Yes, p<0.01
Yes, p<0.001
No, p>0.25

membrane Ig estimated by whole molecule antibody
membrane Ig estimated by F(ab)' 2 fragment antibody
B220 estimation
FcV cells estimated by an Ig-Sheep Red Blood Cell
complex

TABLE 4.11 THE EFFECT OF MOUSE AGE ON THE PROPORTION OF DULL AND BRIGHT
mlg(w)+ CELLS PRESENT IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF CBA MICE
(meanZ±standard deviation, n=4)
AGE (m)

2
11
18
27

DULL mlg(w)+
12.6±2.6
13.0±2.5
9.5±1.5
10.4±7.6

BRIGHT mlg(w)+
27.015.3
35.4±2.7
46.5±5.1
65.5±15.8

Means sig.
different?

No
p>0.25

Yes
p<0.001

-0.29

0.97

r

m = months
r = correlation coefficient
ND = not done
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Assays 1/3 were different (p<0.05).
Assay [4], the Ig-SRBC complex did not show the expected upper limit- of
FcR-expressing cells but gave an estimate of approximately the same as B220
values. Either (a) only B cells were FcR or (b) the assay had not worked
properly (there was no positive control).
Thus, in peripheral blood of mice of all ages assayed on the same day under
identical conditions, the proportion of lymphocytes expressing mlg(w) > B220.
In young mice, the mlg(f) value was generally more like that of B220 (Table
4.10), agreeing with the results from Table 4.5 for blood done on different
days. In old mice, the mlg(f) value was more similar to that of mlg(w) (Table
4.10). If the extra mlg(w) cells in young mice are a result of FcR binding, then
the anti-mlg(w) might be expected to detach from the cell surface after
extensive washing since non-specific binding is relatively loose. However,
there was no difference in %mIg(w) cells present in peripheral blood of 2
month-old mice after 3, 6 or 10 washings in RPMI-1640 medium (Figure 4.3a).
Thus, if FcR binding occurs, it must be a high affinity attachment which is not
easily severed. In old mice (20+2 months), the proportion of mlg(w) cells
actually increased with washing in peripheral blood of old mice (Figure 4.3b).
The most reasonable explanation for this was probably that non-B cells are
more fragile than B cells in old mice and are destroyed by extensive washing.
It is known that Ig secreted from plasma cells may bind via its Fc portion to
the FcR on neighbouring non-B cells. Under these circumstances, both
anti-mlg(w) and anti-mlg(f) reagents would overestimate B cell proportions
and may explain the presence of mlg(w)mlg(f)B220 PBLe in old mice. To
check for this, PBLe from old mice (20 + 2 months) were pre-incubated at 37 0

,

a procedure known to dislodge such cytophilic antibody (Aba et al 1976)
(Table 4.12). There was no difference in mlg(w) 4 proportions with or without
pre-incubation at 37 0, thus the mlg(w)mlg(f)B220 cells appeared to belong
to a genuine B cell population.
Some plasma cells are reported to be mlgB220 (Coffman & Weissman
1981b). Spleen cells from two 8 week-old CBA mice were cultured for 48
hours with or without LPS, a known plasma cell inducer. The resulting plasma
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TABLE 4.12 7. PERIPHERAL BLOOD LYMPHOCYTES STAINING WITH anti-mlg(w) (WITH
OR WITHOUT PRE-INCUBATION AT_37 - C) I _gnti:@Iglil_6 ~ D - anti-B220
IN CBA MICE AGED 20±2 MONTHS
42
51

38
75
50

29
49
30

38
79
47

77
49

47

37

49

50

47

32

52

60
49
70

59
50
62

46
40
34

65
46
72

TABLE 4.13 THE EFFECT OF LIPOPOLYSACCHARIDE (LPS) STIMULATION ON B CELL
PROPORTIONS IN 48 HOUR CULTURES OF 2 NORMAL CBA SPLEENS
__XmIgCw -Spleen 1 0 hr.
53
48 hr.
42

54
42

56
40

LPS+48 hr.

45

46

41

Spleen 2 0 hr.

50

ND

ND

48 hr.

44

45

39

LPS+48 hr.

49

51

50

ND = Not Done
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cells did not lose B220 preferentially, but a decrease in density of mlg(w),
mlg(f) and 8220 was seen with LPS stimulation (Figure 4.4), although absolute
percentages did not decrease (Table 4.13). This makes it less likely that the
B220 B cell population found in peripheral blood of old mice (and in the
spleens of young AKR hybrids - Table 4.1) are plasma cells. After 48 hours, the
cultured cells began dying off, so there was no opportunity to analyse more
mature plasma cells.
2. There was a significant difference between age groups within Assays 1, 2, 3
(all p<0.001) and 4 (p<0.025) (all ANOVA), the proportion of cells expressing
mlg(w), mlg(f), B220 and putative FcR increasing with age (Table 4.10).
Correlation coefficients were high for the four assays. Lines of best fit were
estimated for the proportions of mlg(w)-, mlg(f)-, and 13220-expressing cells
present with increasing age (Figure 4.5).
In all age groups, two positive subpopulations, a dull and a bright, could be
discerned for mlg(w) assays. On average, the latter was more brightly stained
than the former by a factor of 7 (log. fluorescence). There was no difference in
%dull-staining mlg(w) cells present between age groups (p > 0.25, ANOVA, r=
-029). in contrast, there was a significant difference in % bright-staining
mIg(w) cells present between age groups (p < 0.001, ANOVA, r=0.97)(Table
4.11).
The effect of haematopoietic stress
Tests were done to ascertain whether the extent to which a mouse had been
bled previously had any effect. on PBLe proportions. In each monthly bleed,
2x10 6 PBLe (0.3ml) were removed. 1.6 x 106 (80%) of these were lymphocytes
and of those, 29% were known B cells (mlg(f) value from Table 4.5). Thus, 4.6
X

iü B cells were removed in one bleed, which is <0.5% of the daily output

(10 8 cells) of bone marrow. On the other hand, assuming thymocytes leave the
thymus at an average rate of 10 6/day, depending on mouse age (Scollay et al
1980), similar calculations for I cells show that 93% of the daily I cell output
is removed in one bleed. The implication is that monthly bleeds will have a
more serious impact on the T than the B cell subpopulation since T cells
cannot be replaced as quickly as B cells in the periphery.
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FIGURE 4.4
FACS dot plots of cBA spleen cells after 48 hours in vitro with RPMI-1640
alone (a,b,c) or after 48 hours in vitro with RPMI-1640 + lipopolysaccharide (d,e,f) and subsequently stained with;
(a,d) rabbit anti-mouse mlg(w)-FITC (whole molecule reagent)
(b,e) sheep anti-mouse mIg(f)-FI
(F(ab) '2 fragment reagent)
(c,f) rat anti-mouse RA3-6B2 (anti-B220) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
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TABLE 4.14 THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT STAINING TECHNIQUES AND HAEMATOPOIETIC STRESS ON THE PERIPHERAL BLOOD B LYMPHOCYTE POPULATION
IN CBA MICE AGED 27 MONTHS
(meantstandard deviation, n4)
ASSAY NUMBER
Bleed

[1]

(2]

1
2
20

75.80.2
68.4±4.7
71.2±13.6

71.60.7
62.8±8.0
62.5±17.6

Means
Sig.

No
p>O.S

No
pO.S

(3]
60.616.1
47.10.0
56.5121.5
No
p>0.5

(4]
61.6±19.9
60.5127.7
ND

Means Sig.
differ?
No, p>0.25
No, p>0.25
No, p>0.50

No
p>0.9

differ?

ND = Not Done
For explananation of Assay numbers, see Table 4.10.

TABLE 4.15 THE EFFECT OF HAEMATOPOIETIC STRESS ON THE PROPORTION OF DULL
AND BRIGHT mlg(w)+ CELLS PRESENT IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF
CRA MICE AGED 27 MONTHS
(mean%tstandard deviation, n4)
Bleed
1
2
20
Means sig.
differ?

DULL mlg(w)+
10.4±7.6
17.30.3
27.2±37.1

BRIGHT mlg(w)+
65.5±15.8
51.1±8.4
44.0±26.9
No
p>0.25

No
p>0.5
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Table 4.14 gives data for mice (aged 27 months) at first bleed (i.e., previously
unbied), second bleed (0.3ml blood removed previously at 18 months of age),
and twentieth bleed (0.3m1 blood removed once a month from 8 months of
age onward). There was no significant difference between bled and unbled
mice within Assays 1, 2, 3 (all p>0.5, ANOVA) or 4 (p>0.9, t-test). There was
also no difference in the proportions of dull mlg(w)' or bright mlg(w) cells
with bleeding (p>0.5, p>0.25 respectively, ANOVA) (Table 4.15).
/pr-associated surface antigens on CBA spleen and SCLN cells
Ly24 density was low in CBA spleen and SCLN. 53% and 33% of cells
respectively were positively stained from these organs (Figure 4.6). There was
generally a

unimodal Ly24 staining distribution, some cells falling into the

negative range and some into the positive range. Ly6 was present at high
density on <25% of cells in SCLN and spleen. B220 was expressed

at high

density on 50% of the lymphocytes in spleen and on approximately 20% of
those in SCLN. There was

no difference in staining proportions for the the

three anti-13220 reagents (10005, 7131 and RA3-6132 are stippled bars in Figure
4.6).

Discussion
The five strains/hybrids of mice under study had similar proportions of B and
T cells in thymus and bone marrow. Generally, in peripheral organs, there were
no striking differences in T and B cell proportions between mouse types.
However, in sub-cutaneous lymph node, there was a tendency for CBA, AKR
and CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR mice to have more T cells than C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR
and AKR x C3H(PGK-1A) hybrids, and for C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR hybrids and the
reciprocal cross to have slightly elevated proportions of B cells present. It was
possible that the introduction of the C3H(PGK-1A) genome to these mice
resulted in an increase in the proportion of B cells in the lymphocyte pool.
U cells (Thylmlg lymphocyte-like cells) account for 6% of normal mouse
splenic lymphocytes (Micklem et al 1980), although other sources estimate this
value higher at 13% (Stobo et al 1973) or even 27% (Hudson & Hay 1980). U
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cells comprise around 6% of total mononuclear cells in peripheral blood
(Hudson & Hay 1980). In this study, whenever U cells were abundant (AKR
hybrid spleens and peripheral blood) the low %(Thy1 + mlg(f)) totals were
caused by few Thy1 cells being present compared to CBA organs. In these
cases, mIg(f) cells were usually present in normal amounts. Setting aside
Thyl staining inconsistencies (Micklem et al 1980, Scollay 1982b), this might
be interpreted as evidence for a T cell origin of U cells, contrary to Stobo et al
(1973). The majority of U cells were also mlg(w) and had identical scatter
properties to lymphocytes - they probably represent true null lymphocytes
(Dickler 1976, Stobo et al 1973). In peripheral blood of young mice however, a
fraction of U cells had slightly greater

900 scatter and were dull mlg(w).

These cells may be monocytes. Monocytes have a marginally greater
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scatter compared to lymphocytes (Forrester, unpublished Ph.D. thesis 1986).
Natural killer (NK) cells may originate from a subpopulation of null lymphocytes
called large granular lymphocytes (LGL) (Ortaldo & Herberman 1984). NK
cells/LGL comprise around 5% of total mononuclear cells in blood and spleen
(Herberman & Ortaldo 1981), Timonen et al 1981). Since they are similar in size
and complexity to monocytes (Herberman & Ortaldo 1981), it is impossible to
distinguish between these two cell populations using their light- scattering
properties. Both monocytes and NK cells/LGL's carry FcR's (Dickler 1976) and
could explain the %mlg(w) excesses in peripheral blood of young mice. The
anti-mlg(w) antiserum was the only reagent used in this study that had been
raised in rabbit. Rabbit Ig binds more strongly to FcR than other types of Ig
(Alexander & Saunders 1977).
Other (technical) reasons for the %mlg(w) excess in peripheral blood of young
mice include: (a) optimum incubation temperatures may not be the same for
all reagents (b) binding of anti-mlg(f) is severed more easily than binding of
anti-mlg(w) during post-staining washing or (c) the anti-mlg(w) and anti-mlg(f)
may not recognise exactly the same set of surface molecules.
In all thymi studied here, there was a small, dull Thy1and a large, bright
(85-90% of total) Thy1 population, corresponding to medullary and cortical
thymocytes respectively (Fathman et al 1975, Mulder 1986). Progression from
the cortical thymocyte to the medullary thymocyte and/or the peripheral T cell
is known to be associated with a:
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Decrease in Thyl density
Increase in Lyl density
Loss of Ly2 from most cells (those retaining it keep it at the same
density and belong to the so-called suppressor/cytotoxic subpopulation)
Loss of L3T4 from some cells (those retaining it belong to the so-called
helper/inducer subpopulation. L3T4 density changes are not commented upon
(Ledbetter et al 1980, van Ewijk et al 1981, van Ewijk 1984,
Mathieson & Fowlkes 1984).
In this study, however, Thyl.2 density was constant between thymocytes and
peripheral lymphocytes for all Thyl.2-bearing mice, contrasting with other
workers. The Thyl.2 density data had been collected over four years, so
technical variation may have been important in generating these discrepant
results. Also, the organs were all from different mice, that is, thymus from one
animal was being compared with lymph node from another. There is bound to
be variation between animals, although this ought to affect all the surface
antigens analysed.
The Thy1.1 alloantigen was, however, lost from Thy1.1 cells, shown by the
fact that the average Thy1.1 density of peripheral lymphocytes was one third
of that of thymocytes (log fluorescence). If enough Thy1.1 molecules were lost
from cells on migration from thymus to periphery, this could result in fewer
cells actually being bright enough to be considered Thy!.! in the periphery.
There are reports of both Thy1.1 and Thy1.2 being lost from the T lymphocyte
surface during staining with monoclonal antibody (Scollay 1982b). This may be
of relevance here when there are abnormally low proportions of Thy1 cells.
However, even when %(Thy1 + mlg(f)) was much less than 100%, anti-Lyl
stained the same percentage of cells as anti-Thyl did. Thus, it seems that the
low Thy1 percentages recorded here are genuine and not a result of surface
antigen shedding. The possibility of Thyl being expressed on non-T cells
(Schrader et al 1982, Hunt et al 1977) was ruled out in these studies since
%Ly2 + %L3T4 was nearly always similar to or slightly greater than %Thy1.
Also, there were virtually no Thy1 cells in bone marrow.
In this study, it was observed that, during T cell maturation, Lyl remained on
all T cells and increased in density, while Ly2 was lost from the majority of T
cells. The Ly2 cells remaining did not change in density. These observations
are in keeping with other authors (Ledbetter et al 1980, 1981, van Ewijk et al
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1981, van Ewijk 1984, Mathieson & Fowlkes 1984). Measurements of the
proportion of peripheral T cells that are Ly2 differ, depending on the assay
used to detect them. Cantor & Boyse (1975) used a complement-dependent
cytotoxicity assay and reported this to be approximately 60%. Other workers
have estimated the figure to be around 30%, using the more reliable flow
cytometry technique (Ledbetter & Herzenberg 1979, Ledbetter et al 1980,
Micklem et al 1980). In this study, peripheral Ly2 cells comprised some 3040% (rather less in peripheral blood) of total I cells, in keeping with the
majority of other workers.
Also, for all five mouse types, L3T4 density increased with maturation from
thymocyte to peripheral T lymphocyte. It is well-known that some thymocytes
become L3T4 between the cortex and medulla/periphery (van Ewijk et al 1981,
van Ewijk 1984), but this is the first report of L3T4 density increasing on the
cells that retain it between thymus and periphery.
The similarity between medullary thymocytes and peripheral I cells in Ly1,
Ly2 and L3T4 proportions and densities might suggest that thymocyte
emigrants originated from the medulla, in keeping with Scollay (1982a, 1984). If
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antigen distribution must have changed to that of peripheral I cells extremely
rapidly, since no cortical-like cells were observed in peripheral lymphoid
organs.
Ly1B cells, reported to make up 1-2% of splenic B cells and 20-40% of B cells
in the peritoneum (Hayakawa et al 1983a, 1983b, 1986) were undetectable in
any of the spleens examined here. Most Ly1B researchers, however, used dual
fluorescence flow cytometry to identify these cells. In spleen, Ly1B cells are so
few and the Lyl is present on them at such low densities that they may not
be detectable by any other method.
In CBA mice of all ages, the proportion of mlg(w) cells in blood exceeded that
of B220 cells. In young mice, this may be a result of FcR binding since mlg(f)
values were nearer B220 than mlg(w) values. In old mice, there appeared to be
a population of true B cells (mlg(f)) present that did not express B220, in
contrast to Coffman & Weissman (1981a). Although a small proportion of
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plasma cells may be B220 (Coffman & Weissman 1981b), the LPS-induced
plasma cells generated in this study by LPS stimulation did

not show a

differential loss of B220 antigen. Admittedly, after only 48 hours in culture,
there would have been relatively few of the more mature plasma cells present.
The possibility of cytophilic secretory lg attaching to non-B cells (Hudson et a[
1974, Winchester & Fu 1976) non-specifically (anti-mlg(w) and anti-mlg(f)
thereafter binding specifically to cytophilic Ig) was eliminated since incubating
cells at 37 0 to remove the putative cytophilic Ig had no effect on the
proportion of mlg cells present. A mlg(w)mlg(fB220 population was also
seen in spleens of young "normal" AKR hybrids.
An increase was seen in the number of B cells (mlg(w), mlg(f) and 13220) of
the peripheral blood with age. In the mlg(w cells, the increase originated
entirely from the bright subpopulation of cells.
There was no difference in the proportion of B lymphocytes between
previously unbied mice, mice bled once previously (0.3ml removed) and mice
bled nineteen times previously (0.3m1 removed monthly x 19). Since leukocyte
counts were constant between bleeding groups, the absolute number of B (and
T) lymphocytes also remained constant. Thus, both thymus and bone marrow
must be able to replace lymphocytes in normal proportions after extensive
bleeding, even though the daily cell output of the thymus is approximately one
hundred times lower than that of the bone marrow (Osmond 1975, Scollay et
al 1980).
The antibody 9F3 was thought to detect the trypsin-sensitive Ly24 antigen on
young CBA SCLN and spleen. Mitogenic stimulation of both B and T cells is
known to result in an increased expression of this antigen (Dumont et al 1984),
so it may be interesting to analyse tumour cells with this antibody. As
expected, 10005, 7131 and RA36132 (Dumont et al 1983,. Davidson et al 1986)
antibodies stained similar proportions of lymphocytes in SCLN and spleen,
confirming their common antigenic target - 8220.
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SEQUENTIAL MONITORING OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD LYMPHOCYTES IN NORMAL
AND VIRALLY INFECTED MICE

This chapter deals with the preleukaemic effects of the murine leukaemia virus.
The breeding of virus-susceptible inbred strains of mice in which the degree
of biological variability can be carefully controlled has been an important
development in the study of viral oncogenesis. It became apparent that
different types of tumours occurred more frequently in certain inbred families
of mice than in others. For example, mice (usually female) of the C3H and A
strain were found to develop spontaneous mammary carcinoma at
approximately 12 months old, whereas other strains were virtually free from
the disease (Strong 1935, 1936). The development of mammary tumours in
these mice depended to some extent on the inheritance of mouse mammary
tumour virus (MMTV) through the germ line, but that alone could not account
for the following observation. When a female from a high-mammary-tumour
strain was mated to a male from a low-tumour strain, the female offspring of
this mating had a high incidence of mammary tumours, but in the reverse
situation, when males of high mammary tumour strains were mated to females
of low tumour strains, their female offspring remained relatively free from
mammary tumours (Staff of the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory 1933).
Bittner (1936) also discovered that when newborn mice of a
high-mammary-tumour strain were removed from their mothers and foster
nursed by a low-tumour strain female, the offspring's tumour incidence was
greatly reduced. From these observations, it was postulated that milk
containing the virus could transmit mammary carcinoma. The disease could be
avoided by appropriate foster-nursing. Conversely, newborn mice of
low-tumour strains transiently fostered to mothers of. high-tumour strains had
an increased mammary tumour incidence (Bittner 1940a, 1940b).
In 1933, Furth et al developed a strain of mouse designated Ak (no relation to
Strong's stock A). Ak mice were found to develop an approximately 70%
incidence (actual proportion varies between substrains and/or authors) of
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spontaneous lymphatic leukaemia around 12 months of age. The term
"leukaemia" is generally employed in the literature in its broader sense, that is,
meaning a malignancy of leukocytes in any location, rather than more strictly
in the peripheral blood leukocytes. The Ak leukaemia was suspected of being
induced by an endogenous virus. In 1945, Gross and his colleagues obtained a
litter of these mice and raised their own highly leukaemic substrain by
breeding from close relatives of diseased individuals. This family was
designated Ak-n. A similar stock maintained in the Rockefeller Institute, New
York, was designated AkR (or AKR). Gross (1951a) found he could produce
leukaemia by injecting newborn mice of a low-leukaemia strain (C3H) with
cell-free, but virus-containing, ultracentrifuged material from the Ak-n strain.
Tumours appeared 8-11 months later, as opposed to the few weeks after
transplantation of a single neoplastic cell (Furth & Kahn 1937). Proof of the
involvement of endogeneous virus in Ak-n leukaemia was obtained when it
was demonstrated that the disease could be passed on by inoculation of
leukaemic filtrates (Gross 1951b). The leukaemia induced with these filtrates
was usually of a lymphatic type, resembling that which developed
spontaneously in Ak-n mice. This murine leukaemia virus (MuLV) came to be
known as the Gross virus.
Filtration experiments cannot demonstrate a direct causal relationship between
viruses and cancer since many other factors may be involved, such as
hormonal imbalance or external chemical and physical environment. The virus
may just be an accelerating factor in a sequence of oncogenic events. For
example, if factors X, Y and Z are needed before malignancy appears, a lot of
factor X (perhaps the virus) may compensate for ,a comparative paucity of V
and Z and cancer will then appear more often and/or sooner than would
otherwise occur.
During the preleukaemic period, AKR mice show abnormal 'morphological
changes in the thymus, including narrowing of the cortex with a selective
depletion of cortical small lymphocytes and enlargement of the medulla by
follicular aggregates of lymphoid cells (Metcalf 1966). These phenomena are
associated with certain abnormalities in humoral factors regulating
lymphopoiesiS - for example, thymic lymphocytosis-stimulating factor levels
are elevated whilst lymphocytolytic corticosteroids are diminished (Metcalf
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1960b, Metcalf 1962). It is unclear whether thymic hyperplasia results from
this humoral imbalance or as a direct effect of the Gross virus.
Cells accumulate in the AKR thymus shortly before the appearance of fully
developed neoplastic cells. Takeuchi et al (1984) postulate that these are
virus-altered pre-T cells that have undergone mutation and cannot respond to
normal maturation signals in the thymus. They are driven to continuous
proliferation by thymic factors. More infectious virus is produced and they
become factor-independent, resulting in a thymoma which may then
disseminate to become a generalised disease. The final leukaemic cells differ
from the preleukemic thymus cells in their lower mitotic indices (Metcalf 1962).
Metcalf (1962) concluded that hormonal imbalance, along with lymphoid
hyperplasia and Gross virus infection, led to the incomplete differentiation of
certain cells and finally the development of neoplasia. The exact order and
relative importance of each factor is not known.
McE n d y , et al (1944) noted that the thymus was almost always involved in the
spontaneous leukaemias of Ak mice - sometimes it was the only organ
involved - whereas the degree of neoplastic infiltration in spleen, lymph nodes
and other haematopoietic organs was variable. These authors also found that
surgical removal of the thymus at 1-2 months of age significantly inhibited the
development of spontaneous leukaemia. Thymectomy was also found to
prevent the induction of lymphoid leukaemia by passaged Gross virus in C3H
mice, although it did not render an otherwise susceptible mouse resistant to
the implantation of leukaemic cells. Grafting of normal thymus tissue to
virus-infected, thymectomized mice re-established a high incidence of
lymphoid leukaemia in the recipients, even if grafting was delayed for six
months after thymectomy. Thymectomy did not, however, prevent
multiplication of the Gross virus since viable virus could be extracted from the
spleens of mice five months after thymus removal (Gross 1959, Miller 1959,
1960a, 1960b).
Thus, it seemed that, although the virus was ubiquitous in Ak tissues, the
presence of the thymus was necessary for leukaemia to develop in AKR mice.
It was thought that it was perhaps only in the thymus that lymphoid cells
multiplied at a sufficient rate to incur virus-induced damage or that the
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thymus secreted an essential factor which must be present after viral
infection. Recent reports suggest that leukaemic cells arise from a
heterogeneous pool of thymocytes - Peled & Haran-Ghera (1984) described
the age-related expression of thymus-leukaemia (TL) alloantigens in AKR mice.
The frequency of spontaneous TL leukaemias was 50% in young mice and
decreased to 20% in older mice.
However, the presence of preleukaemic cells in bone marrow of AKR mice
from 14 days old onwards has also been described, showing that cells do not
have to be strictly of thymus origin to have the potent/alto become leukaemic
(Haran-Ghera 1980, 1985). Although thymectomy did lead to a decrease in
spontaneous tumour incidence, when bone marrow cells from 8-12 months old
AKR mice (thymectomised at 2 months old) were transplanted to
thymectomised or intact young mice, >80% of recipients developed tumours
of donor origin (Peled & Haran-Ghera 1985, Trakhtenbrot et al 1987). Thus, the
bone marrow cells' leukaemic potential was not lost as a result of
thymectomy, but their ability to express the leukaemic phenotype was.
Moreover, all of the resulting tumours in that study (including those arising in
intact recipients) were of B cell origin, illustrating that the ultimate leukaemic
phenotype could be altered by thymectomy. Thus, although the AKR thymus
has long been considered to be the primary site of neoplastic transformation
(Cloyd 1983, O'Donnell et al 1984), prothymocytes present in AKR bone marrow
can also function as target cells in both T and B cell leukaemogenesis
(Haran-Chera 1980, 1985, Peled & Haran-Ghera 1985, Trakhtenbrot et al 1987)
It appears that gender can influence leukaemia development since females are
reported to develop leukaemia earlier and with a higher frequency than males
(Cole & Furth 1941). Also, ovariectomised Ak's have a reduced leukaemia
incidence, whereas orchidectomy increases leukaemia incidence

(MCEndy et al

1944). Leukaemia development can be retarded in AKR's of both sexes by
underfeeding. The mechanism by which this occured was not understood but
Saxton et al (1944) suggested that the sex hormone balance may have been
disturbed since sexual organs were underdeveloped in underfed males and
females. Normal mice that have been starved for 72 hours have a marked
reduction in T cell proportions in peripheral blood, spleen and thymus. Wing et
at (1988) suggested that this may be a result of increased cortico-steroid
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production during the trauma of starvation.
When newborn Ak mice were foster-nursed onto C3H females, although the
leukaemia incidence in the Ak mice decreased significantly, it was not
eliminated altogether. In the reverse situation however, when C3H mice were
foster-nursed at birth onto Ak females, none of the foster-nursed C3H females
developed leukaemia (Furth et al 1942). These findings contrast directly with
those for mouse mammary carcinoma (Bittner 1940a, 1940b). Although the milk
of Ak female mice has been demonstrated to contain MuLV, the quantity
present seems to be insufficient to induce leukaemia in foster-nursed low .leukaemia strains. What little there is present, though, appears to have an
additive effect on the virus already received through the germ line from Ak
parents (Furth et al 1942). Reciprocal mating experiments showed that when
Ak females were mated to C3H males, the leukaemia incidence was 50%, but
when C3H females were mated to Ak males, it was 34% (Furth et al 1942).
These experiments cannot determine whether the virus is transmitted more
efficiently by ova than sperm or whether the

16°Io

difference is due to

additional virus passed on through milk.
There are specific genes in both AKR and non-AKR mice that determine
susceptibility to tumour induction by MuLV. They will be discussed later in
relation to the results of chapter 7.
In conclusion, many host factors in AKR mice exert an influence on the
Ieukaemic outcome. The principle factor is clearly the inheritance of MuLV
through the germ line. Nevertheless, approximately 10-30% of AKR's reach 18
months of age or more and may die of non-neoplastic causes (Gross 1983 &
personal observations) whilst their genetically identical littermates succumb to
leukaemia/lymphoma. Thus, genetic inheritance cannot be held fully
responsible for neoplasia in AKR mice.
Oncogenic viruses are often grouped according to whether their involvement
is causally direct

or indirect. With indirect methods, immune

responses may be suppressed

by viral infection and tumour cells are not

in neoplasia

eliminated (Salaman & Wedderburn 1966, Blair et al 1971). Viral infection of
tumour

cells

is

simply fortuitous.

Leukaemogenesis
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may

also

result

from

continuous antigenic stimulation of cells in AKR mice (McGrath & Weissman
1979,

McGrath et al 1980). This "receptor mediated viral leukaemogensis

hypothesis" proposes that the leukaemogenic retrovirus expresses envelope
antigens which enable it to bind to and infect the subset of thymocytes which
express receptors complementary to these viral antigens. The interaction of
viral antigens with cell surface receptors would stimulate the T cell to undergo
continuous rounds of antigen-induced proliferation. Neoplastic transformation
then, would result from a secondary or tertiary event caused by continuous
stimulation of the normal mitogenic apparatus of the cell by viral antigens. The
primary event in transformation is believed to be non-viral.
Direct mechanisms of infection are defined by the virus having infected the
tumour cells or their ancestors. Direct mechanims can be divided into three
groups.
Hit and Run. In this case, the virus acts transiently as a mutagen but its
continued presence is not obligatory for neoplasia to occur. Some oncogenic
herpesviruses (Galloway & McD ouga ll 1983) and the Avian Leukaemia Virus
(ALV) (Payne et al 1981, Neel et al 1981) may operate in this manner. Although
the Abelson murine leukaemia virus (A-MuLV), is found integrated in the host
genome of most A-MuLV-induced neoplasms, it is absent from plasmacytoid
lymphosarcomas (Mushinski et al 1983). The one-time presence of A-MuLV is
implicated in these tumours.
Transforming viruses with oncogenes. The main features of the viruses of
this group are that they directly transform normal cells into tumour cells in
vitro and that tumours develop extremely rapidly (approximately 2 weeks) after
introduction of the virus. The transforming genes (viral oncogenes) cause
damage by encoding proteins necessary to initiate and/or promote
transformed cell growth (Hunter 1984, Bishop 1985, Adamson 1987, Nishimura
& Sekiya 1987). The virus usually integrates into the host DNA, although this is
apparently not obligatory for neoplasia to occur. The two dozen or so
established

viral

oncogenes

are

related

to

cellular

genes

called

proto-oncogenes which are thought to play some crucial non-neoplastic role
in the normal cell.
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[3] Insertional Mutagenesis. Retroviruses that do not have an oncogene cannot
directly transform cells in vitro and induce tumours in vivo only after a
relatively long period. Tumour induction is thought to result from a direct
effect of the viral genome rather than the action of a virus-coded protein, and
the insertion of viral DNA into the host genome is obligatory for
transformation to occur. ALV, MMTV and the long-latency MuLV are thought to
transform cells in this manner. Although viral DNA (provirus) integrates into
the host genome randomly, any tumours which subsequently develop tend to
have the provirus inserted in the same position in the host DNA. It is likely
that the provirus acts as a mutagen whose insertion modifies host gene
expression in that region, often leading to increased transcription of host DNA
(Wyke & Weiss 1984).
It has been demonstrated that ALV integrates near, and increases transcription
of, c-myc

a host proto-oncogene, leading to neoplasia of B cell origin

Hayward et al 1981, Neel et al 1981, Payne et al 1981). Activation of the
c-myc gene is also found in Burkitt's lymphoma where concomitant malarial
and Epstein-Barr virus infection may lead to an aberrant translocation between
chromosome 8 (containing c-myc ) and chromosome 2, 14 or 22 (containing
immunoglobulin genes) (Davis et at 1984, Showe & Croce 1987). Transgenic
mice and rabbits bearing the c-myc oncogene coupled to the immunoglobulin
i or

K

enhancer frequently develop B lymphocyte neoplasia (Adams et al 1985,

Langdon et al 1986, Knight et at 1988). Thus, when the c-myc locus becomes
adjacent to highly transcribed genes, an unnaturally high and potentially
cancer-causing level of c-myc expression is induced.
c-myc is also thought to be activated in certhin murine T lymphocyte
neoplasias induced by the AKR-derived leukaemia virus (Corcoran et al 1984).
In mice, the c- myc (and c- cis) proto-oncogene is located on chromosome 15
(Ohno et al 1984, Wiener et al 1984, Le Clair et al 1987)). Perhaps significantly,
the most common chromosomal abnormality in many spontaneous T and B
cell murine leukaemias, including those of the AKR strain, is reported to be
trisomy 15 (Dofuku et al 1975, Fialkow et al 1980, Herbst et al 1981, Wiener et
at 1981), although other workers believe karyotypic abnormalities to be more
random (Trakhtenbrot et al 1987).
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Where the provirus has not integrated near an established proto-oncogene, its
integration position may reveal other genes important in oncogenesis. For
example, in mouse mammary tumours, MMTV is often found near a specific
region of the host genome designated

mt 1 in C3H mice and a region

designated mt 2 in BR6 mice (Nusse & Varmus 1982, Peters et al 1983). Also,
when mink cell focus-forming proviruses from Baib/Mo and AKR mice
integrate within the P/rn-i region, T cell lymphomas often result (Cuypers et al
1984). The specific proto-oricogenes which may be involved in the mt-1, /nt-2
and P/rn-i regions remain unidentified.
Within the AKR strain, there are at least four distinct groups of MuLV (Nowinski
& Hays 1978), "Gross" virus often being used as a synonym for some
permutation of the four. The groups are:
ecotropic (can only infect mouse cells in culture) XC MuLV, occurring in
normal tissues of AKR mice throughout their lifespan.
ecotropic XC - MuLV, produced in greatest amounts by leukaemic cells.
[The XC/XC criterion refers to an assay designating the virus to be of low
infectivity (XC') or high infectivity (XC) in culture].
xenotropic (can only infect non-mouse cells in culture) MuLV apparent only
in ageing mice.
Polytropic or mink cell focus-forming (MCF) viruses, occurring in old mice
as a result of genetic recombination between ecotropic and xenotropic MuLV
(Hartley et al 1977, Herr & Gilbert 1983).
MCF viruses isolated from AKR thymi infect immature thymocytes and replicate
selectively in them in vivo (Cloyd 1983). These viruses are the most efficient at
accelerating leukaemia when injected into newborn AKR mice, leading Cloyd et
al (1980) to conclude that they are the ultimate oncogenic viruses of AKR
mice.
Several oncogenic events are believed to precede the development of
neoplasia (Pitot 1979, Farber & Cameron 1980, Farber 1984). "Preleukaemia",
coined by Block et al (1953) describes a state in which the cells may have
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undergone one or two of the several steps necessary for carcinogenesis,
although they need not show any signs of autonomous growth. The definition
of preleukaemia is otherwise obscure - it does not allow for the diagnosis of
leukaemia and it cannot predict the leukaemic outcome (Bernard 1976). Usually
the preleukaemia is diagnosed retrospectively after leukaemia onset.
"Haematopoietic dysplasia" rather than "preleukaemia" is often used in
prospective analysis since preleukaemia suggests that leukaemia is bound to
develop at a later date.
A discrete preleukaemic phase is recognised in peripheral blood for acute
myeloid leukaemia or acute myelomonocytic leukaemia in man (Greenberg et
al 1971, Dreyfus 1976). Its properties include anaemia, thrombocytopenia,
neutropenia, vitamin B12 deficiency and occasional splenomegaly (Linman &
Bagby 1976). Bone marrow can be hyper- or hypocellular or of normal
cellularity, often with a slight increase in proportion of early precursor cells
(Saarni & Linman 1973).
Davis et al (1987) describe a two-step process involving Moloney murine
leukaemia virus which leads to preleukaemia characterised by a generalised
haematopoietic hyperp!asia. There are few reports of a recognisab!e
preleukaemic state for lymphoid leukaemia in man or mouse. It is known
however, that certain lymphoid cells can reside in the murine host for long
periods without appearing overtly abnormal, then when transplanted to
secondary hosts, a leukaemia can develop in a very short time (Kaplan &
Lieberman 1976, Peled & Haran-Ghera 1985). Thus, there appears to be a state
of equilibrium in the primary host which can be unbalanced by transplantation
to a new environment.
If a preleukaemic phase exists for lymphoid leukaemia, it might be reflected in
changes in the surface antigen distribution of peripheral blood lymphocyte
subpopulations in mice that have an expected high incidence of neoplasia.
Oligoclonal or monoclonal expansions of particular cell types might also occur
in such preleukaemic mice, since the oncogenic process appears to be one of
cellular evolution based upon repeated selection of rare cells (Farber 1973,
Cairns 1975, Nowell 1976). Thus, peripheral blood lymphocytes from mice
derived from MuLV-carrying AKR stock were analysed once a month for
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surface antigen expression. Most of the mice were heterozygous for PGK-1
alloenzymes. Normal C3H, CBA and CBA(PGK-1AB) mice were also subjected
to. this sequential monitoring. The mosaicism of sorted and unsorted
leukocytes was investigated in some mice that were heterozygous for PGK-1.

Materials and Methods
Once a month, between 9a.m. and 10a.m., 10-12 drops of blood (approximately
0.3ml) were collected from the retro-orbital sinus of the mouse as described
in chapter 2. Peripheral blood leukocytes from these samples were incubated
with monoclonal antibodies to assay the surface S antigens present.
Occasionally, B cells and non-B cells were sorted for PGK-1 analysis. Details
of antibodies used are given in chapter 2.
Tumour nomenclature - organ involvement. In literature concerning both man
and experimental animals, tumour descriptions are often ambiguous with
respect to the organs involved in neoplasia. "Involvement" in this study is
defined as the organ weight being three or more times greater than normal, or
in peripheral blood the leukocytes/ml being three or more times greater than
normal. In the vast majority of cases however, the organ weight/cellularity was
10 - 50 times greater than normal. Further definitions in this study are as
follows.
Peripheral blood or bone marrow/blood involvement only = LEUKAEMIA.
Bone marrow was not analysed in every mouse, so a separate category for its
invlovement is unjustified.
Thymus involvement only = THYMOMA.
Spleen and/or lymph node involvement only = LYMPHOMA. "Lymph node"
usually refers to both sub-cutaneous and mesenteric lymph nodes.
Occasionally, only mesenteric lymph nodes were enlarged and this is stated
where relevant.
4. Any combination of category 2 and category 3 = THYMIC LYMPHOMA.
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Any combination of category 1 and category 2/3 = LYMPHATIC LEUKAEMIA.
Tumours not fitting into any of these five categories are termed
miscellaneous.
Additional information regarding tumour localisation is provided in chapter 7.
Tumour nomenclature - cell type involvement. The tumours in this study have
also been classified using a second set of criteria, dependent on the cell type
involved and defined using monoclonal antibodies.
"T" tumour - cells involved have a T lymphocyte phenotype.
"B" tumour - cells involved have a B lymphocyte phenotype.
"T/B" tumour - the percentage of cells expressing T cell antigen (any one) plus
the percentage of cells expressing B cell antigen (any one) is appreciably
greater than 100%.
"Dubious" tumour - two conditions must be satisfied; (i) more than 30% of
lymphocytes express neither T nor B cell-associated antigens and (ii) of the
cells that are positively stained, no more than 40% can be positive for any one
T or B cell-associated antigen.
The "dubious" definition has been invented by the author for comparative
purposes and is not intended to be regarded as a recognised clinical type.
These definitions will also be used in chapter 7.

Results
Thirty female mice, including 12 CBA, 4 AKR, 2 C3H, 8 C3H x AKR and 4 AKR x
C3H were bled monthly. Fourteen (5, 2, 1, 4 and 2 of each type respectively) of
the mice will be discussed in full. The criteria for choosing the 14 was merely
that most information was available concerning them and that they included
some of the more interesting tumours described in chapter 7. Ten of the 14
mice discussed went on to develop neoplasia. At death, these mice were given
a number, such as M275 or M282 (M=malignant). Consequently, before death,
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these mice are termed pre-M275, pre-M282 etc. At the last bleed seen on the
sequential monitoring graphs of Figures 5.1-5.5, 5.7-5.12, and 5.14-5.16, the
mouse has actually been killed and for some of the subjects, further
information is given in chapter 7. Four of the 14 mice discussed did not
develop neoplasia, were not given an "M" number and consequently are not
termed pre-M_. Two are termed P1 and two are termed P6_.
Graphs labelled "a" depict the distribution of T cell antigens on peripheral
blood lymphocytes each month ( = Thyl. .... = Lyl, - = Ly2 and --- =
L3T4). The figures at the top of some of the "a" graphs are the increases i • n
peripheral blood leukocyte (PBLe) cellularity compared to normal. If there is no
figure present, the cell count was normal. "Normal" was defined in chapter 4
as 6.3 x 10 6 leukocytes/ml. The "b" graphs depict the expression of B cell
antigens ( = mlg(w), = B220 and = mlg(f)). In
anti-mlg(w)-stained samples, two populations, a dull and a bright could be
discerned consistently in 7 of the 14 mice. In these cases, the subpopulation
(dull or bright) most closely resembling the total mlg(w) percentage is plotted
as a dotted line on "b" graphs. In the other 7 mice, cells were usually
homogeneous (and bright) for mlg(w). A summary of what is depicted on the
graphs is given on Page 93. Figures 5.1-5.17 are placed at the end of the
results section.
A condensed version of the PGK-1 data is included at the top of the "b"
graphs of Figures 5.1-5.15, while the complete data for every monthly bleed
can be found in Appendix D. All samples were assayed twice and the means
shown in the graphs or in Appendix D. On the graphs, the %PGK-1A for the
leükocyte or whole blood (E) samples are underlined while the %PGK-1A for
mlg(w)7 or granulocyte sorted samples are enclosed in circles and labelled
"-", "+" or "G" respectively. In Figure 5.5, dull and bright mIg(w sorted cells
are represented as "+d" and "+b" respectively.
1. CBA(PGK-1AB) mice (Figures 5.1-5.6)
The average age at death of the 12 serially bled CBA mice was 28.2 + 4.9
months. This figure includes three mice still alive at time of writing, aged 34,
34 and 30 months. Eleven of the 12 mice showed an increase in the
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proportion of B cells and a decrease in the proportion of T cells over their
lifespan. The other mouse, P1132, is described below. Out of 12 CBA that were
serially bled, 3 eventually developed B cell neoplasia - they are described
below (pre-M275, pre-M282 and pre-M227).
P1R2 (Figure 5.1)
A steady decline in T cells with a rise in B cells (of homogeneous
fluorescence) was observed, but at death, there was a sharp drop of 40% in
the proportion of B cells present along with the continued drop in the
proportion of T cells.
P61.1 (Figure 5.2)
A proportionate T cell decrease and B cell increase continued until death. The
B cell increase Was caused by a rise in mlg(w bright cells. Sorts at 18
months and 31 months revealed no difference in %PGK-1A between T cells
and B cells.
pre-M275 & pre-M282 (Figures 5.3 & 5.4)
The serial bleeds of these two mice had similar surface antigen profiles over a
similar time scale, ending at death with >90% B cells (mlg(w) 4 mlg(f)B220)
and <5% T cells. The B cell increase could be accounted for in both mice by a
rise in mlg(w) bright cells. Mlg(w) dull cell proportions were constant.
Pre-M275 and pre-M282 also had similar %PGK-1A's - approximately 70% for
whole blood, 84%, rising to 100% for leukocytes and 81%, rising to 100% for B
cells. T cells also eventually became 100% PGK-1A, but were so few in
number that this measurement may be inaccurate. The 100% PGK-1A
expression would suggest that an oligo/monoclonal expansion had occurred
within the lymphocyte population. Both mice eventually developed B cell
lymphatic leukaemia. M282 PBLe count was x55 normal and peritoneal cavity
cell count was x250 normal. Spleen and sub-cutaneous. lymph node (SCLN)
weights were xlO and x2 normal respectively. M282 is described fully in
chapter 7. M275 PBLe count was x5 normal and peritoneal cavity cell count
was normal. Spleen and SCLN weights were x7 and x4 normal respectively.
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of total lymphocytes. The B cell proportion increased steadily to nearly 80% at
13 months. Many of these (Ca. one third of total) were B220. The mIg(w' cells
usually consisted of only one (bright) population. At death, a drop in the
proportion of B cells was observed in peripheral blood. M228, a Thy1'Ly1
non-thymic lymphoma (spleen, and SCLN weights x9 and x1 normal
respectively), is discussed in chapter 7.
C3H(PGK-1A) mice (Figure 5.9)
Both C3H mice died of non-neoplastic causes (at 24 and 18 months). One of
these, P6RE (Figure 5.9), showed little month-to-month variation in the
proportions of T cells expressing Thyl, Lyl, Ly2 and L3T4 antigens. At 2
months of age, B cells were already proportionately high at around 50% of
total. This increased to around 60-70% in the first 8 months and remained
stable at that figure thereafter. Mlg(w) and mlg(f) expression was generally
greater than B220 expression. The other serially-bled C3H mouse was similar
to P6RE with respect to surface antigen expression.
C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR mice (Figures 5.10-5.14)
Of 8 serially bled C3H x AKR mice, 5 went on to develop lymphoid neoplasia (3
T-, 1B- and 1 pre B-cell-derived). One developed a mammary tumour and 2
died of non-neoplastic causes. Four of the 8 are discussed here. Of those 4,
only PiLE did not develop neoplasia. The average age at death for these 8
mice was 19.6 + 4.1 months.
PiLE (Figure 5.10)
Peripheral blood had substantial complementary fluctuations in T and B cell
proportions, although the leukocyte count remained constant. %T + %B
generally added up to around 70-90%, until about 22 months of age, when %T
+ %B = 50%. Between 22 and 25 months, bright mlg(w) cells increased to a
maximum of 80%. The majority of those were B220'. The unsorted peripheral
leukocyte %PGK-1A was constant but a predominance of PGK-1B cells
appeared in the T cell population at 22 and 25 months.
pre-M153.5 (Figure 5.11)!
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Pre - M153.5 (Figure 5.11)

Serial bleeding did not start in this mouse until 7 months of age and even by
then, there were few I cells (<20%) and increased numbers of B cells (Ca.
60%). At 10 months of age, %T cells increased to 40% and %B cells dropped
to 40%. After that, the peripheral leukocyte count increased, due to a rise in
the number of B cells. At 16 and 20 months, the B cells were skewed in favour
of PGK-1A. At 22 months, the mouse died of B cell leukaemia (x48 normal
count).
pre-M191 (Figure 5.12 & 5.13)
From approximately 8 months of age, the proportion of T cells decreased.
Simultaneously, B cells increased, often due to an expansion of dull mlg(w)
cells but this was not seen consistently. At 12 months, B cells decreased to
<20% (1 cells <30%), although at 13 and 14 months, a rise in pre-B cells was
observed. At the same time as the changes in the lymphocyte populations,
cells of high 90 ° scatter increased steadily, until, at 13 months old, they
comprised around 50% of the total PBLe population (Figure 5.13a - d). Staining
with May-Grunwald/Giemsa showed that these cells were granulocytes. The
unsorted PBLe's became increasingly skewed towards PGK-1A as the disease
t 19 mrinth
the granular
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while B lymphocytes were 92% PGK-1A. At death (M191, see chapter 7),
granulocytes, B cells and T cells were all 100% PGK-1A, while the unsorted
population (perhaps contaminated with erythrocytes) was 90% PGK-1A. M191
(chapter 7) died of a lymphatic leukaemia (PBL count x15 normal, spleen and
SCLN weights xlO and x12 respectively). Figure 5.13 and the PGK-1 data
suggest that the origin was in an early or non-committed progenitor cell and
that the resulting clone differentiated in >1 direction. At death, 41% of
lymphocytes were B220 and carried very little of any other surface antigen.
According to the preset criteria however, this was enough to commit the
leukaemia to the (pre) B cell category.
pre-M217 (Figure 5.14)
Again from around 8 months of age onwards, the T cell proportion fell and B
cell proportion rose. Between 14-16 months however, as well as the
continuing drop in T cells, B cells also fell to <20% of the total lymphocyte

population. At death, granulocytes and mlg(w) cells were 48% PGK-1A and
60% PGK-1A respectively, reflecting the unsorted peripheral leukocyte value.
"Non-B" cells (mlg(w)) on the other hand, were 100% PGK-1A, suggesting an
oligo/monoclonal expansion in this subset. M217 (chapter 7) eventually died of
a Thy1 4- Ly1 T cell lymphoma (spleen and SCLN weights x17 and x29 normal
respectively).
5. AKR x C3H(PGK-1A) mice (Figures 5.15 - 5.17)
Of the 4 AKR x C3H mice, 2 developed lymphoid neoplasia (1 Ly113, 1 pre-B), 1
developed a mammary tumour and the other did not develop neoplasia. The
average age at death for the four was 24.0 + 4.0 months.
pre-MP2LE (Figure 5.15)
A gradual drop in T cell and increase in B cell proportions was observed, but
this trend was occasionally interrupted by wide fluctuations of up to 20% in
both T and B cell subpopulations. The rise in B cells was due mainly to an
expansion of a dull mlg(w) subpopulation that was B220 and mlg(f) 4-. There
was no change in the in the % PGK-1A present in the peripheral leukocyte
population over the bleeding period. MP2LE eventually died from a Ly1B cell
lymphoma situated mainly in mesenteric lymph nodes (x26 normal weight) and
peritoneum (xlOO normal count). MP2LE is briefly mentioned in chapter 7,
section IV).
pre-M189 (Figures 5.16 & 5.17)
From an early age, T cells decreased, while the proportion of B cells fluctuated
(Figure 5.16). At 13 months, mlg(w) B cells comprised 80% of total
lymphocytes (Figure 5.17a) of which half lacked B220 antigen (Figure 5.17e).
Figure 5.17a-d shows the change in mlg(w) expression at 13, 15, 17 months
and death (18 months). Figure 5.17e-h shows B220 expression at these ages.
Around the time of death, there was a dramatic rise in B220 4- mlg(w) cells,
along with an increase (x 43 normal) in peripheral leukocyte count. The
unsorted leukocytes and sorted mlg(w) and mlg(w) subpopulations became
increasingly skewed towards PGK-1A, until at death, all three groups were
100% PGK-1A. M189 (chapter 7) died from a lymphatic leukaemia, consisting
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mainly of B220mIg(w) cells and affecting spleen, thymus and SCLN (x25, x14
and x15 normal weights respectively) as well as peripheral blood.
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General legend for Figures 5.1 to 5.5, 5.7 to 5.12, 5.14 to 5.16
Graphs labelled "a" depict the percentage of lymphocytes bearing typical 'T
cell antigens.
= Thyl.2 (or Thyl.1 in the case of the AKR mice of Figures 5.7 & 5.8)
= Lyl
=Ly2
- L3T4 (not done for every mouse). When L3T4 was tested once only, this
is represented by a * in the "a" graphs.
Values along the top of "a" graphs represent the increase over normal of
peripheral blood leukocyte cellularity.

Graphs labelled "b" depict the percentage of lymphocytes bearing typical B
cell antigens.
mlg(w)
B220 (via RA36B2 antibody)
= mlg(f)
= Dull OR bright mlg(w)+ cells. If m19(w) cells could be
consistently split into dulls and brights, the subpopuiation most closely
following the mlg(w)F total is represented by a dotted line. Reference is
made at the appropriate point as to whether the cells are dull or bright for
mlg(w).
0= kappa
U=lambda
= mIgM(w)
A = mIgD(w)
o = B220 (via 10005 antibody)
* = B220 (via 7B1 antibody)
Values along the top of the "b" graphs are %PGK-lA present in peripheral blood
leukocytes (underlined), erythrocyte (denoted by an "E" and underlined).
Sorted subpopulations are encircled and labelled "-" (mlg (w)
(mlg (w) ), "+d" (dull mlg (w) ), "-fb" (bright mlg (w) ) and "G"
(granulocytes).
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Discussion
The mice described in this chapter were subjected to haematopoietic stress by
removing approximately one-seventh of their blood volume once a month
under ether anaesthesia. Haematopoietic stress may cause myeloid leukaemia.
In unbied rats exposed to whole body X-ray irradiation, there are few deaths
due to neoplasia, whereas irradiated rats that subsequently had two-thirds of
their blood volume removed, all (N=128) succumbed to myeloid leukaemia
(Gong 1971). However, unirradiated, bled rats, which are more akin to the mice
studied here, did not develop leukaemia. Gong (1971) suggested that
irradiation was necessary to induce a state of "leukaemia-proneness" but that
the bleeding triggered the actual disease. Others have found that irradiation
over a wide range of doses is sufficient to induce myeloid leukaemia in the
majority of mice some two years later (Major & Mole 1978).
Eleven out of twelve serially-bled CBA mice showed (to varying extents) an
increased proportion of B cells and a decreased proportion of T cells with age.
In chapter 4, it was estimated that in one bleeding session, approximately 0.5%
of the bone marrow's daily B cell output and 93% of the thymus's daily T cell
output, was removed. This, combined with the fact that T cells are replaced
less quickly than B cells in the periphery (Osmond 1975, Scollay et al 1980),
makes it seem hardly surprising that serially bled mice develop an increased B
cell:T cell ratio in peripheral blood. However, since similar high B and low T
cell proportions were observed in old, unbled CBA mice anyway (chapter 4),
the increased B:T cell ratio of the eleven CBA mice of this chapter is probably
a consequence of the advanced age of the mouse, rather than the extent to
which it had been bled.
What was unnatural was the high proportion of old mice succumbing to
lymphatic leukaemia (3/12 = 25%). The incidence of neoplasia in old, uninsulted
CBA mice from our stocks is unknown, but is believed to be <1%. Admittedly,
leukaemia (in its stricter definition) may occur unnoticed in stock mice, but the
three mice described above suffered from lymphatic leukaemia - the spleen
especially was enlarged and the abdomen swollen. This would have been
observed in stock mice.
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With hindsight, it would have been good practice to have had a group of
controls that had been anaesthetised in the same manner as the serially bled
mice since there are reports of repeated exposure to anaesthetic leading to
increased lymphoid tumour incidence in man (Bruce et al 1968) and increased
metastases of rodent sarcomas (Agostino & Cliffton 1964, Lundy et al 1977).
Also, anaesthesia can disrupt the flow of lymphocyte traffic through the
lymphatic system in sheep (Moore et al 1988).
For the first few bleeds, C%Thy1 + %mlg(w)"} lymphocytes approached 100%
in CBA mice (96+6%, n=5). Thus, on average, only 4% of lymphocytes had a
non-T, non-B phenotype, similar to the phenotype of the "U cells" of chapter
4. The mlg(w) value had to be used here since mlg(f) values were only
available for later bleeds. In the first few bleeds of AKR mice and AKR hybrids,
{%Thy1 + %mlg(w)} = 84+9% (n=8), thus 'U cells" were present at a higher
frequency in AKR-derived mice. These differences may be of little relevance,
especially since up to 20% of peripheral blood lymphocytes of normal
serially-bled rats have been observed to have a non-T, non-B cell phenotype
(Thompson et al 1986).
Whereas CBA mice had a common pattern in their serial bleeds, AKR mice and
AKR hybrids were much more variable in the lymphocyte proportions present
every month. Discussion of these mice is confined to those depicted by
graphs. One reasonably common feature was that many mlg(w) cells lacked
8220. In Figure 5.7, this was probably due to the dull mlg(w) cells being
non-T, non-B FcR cells since the mlg(f) value matched that of B220. On other
occasions, in Figures 5.8-5.11 and 5.14-5.15, the mlg(f) value was similar to
the mlg(w) value, or if mlg(f) was not tested, the mlg(w) cells. were
brightly-stained, suggesting that they were not mlg(w) due to Fc binding.
The origin of these mlgB220 cells is unknown since B220 is reported to be
on all B cells (Coffman & Weissman 1981a, Kincade et al 1981). The
observation that plasma cells may carry less B220 than B cells (Coffman &
Weissman 1981b) and that some of them have too little to be distinguished
from B220 cells may be one explanation for this occurrence. However, it was
shown in chapter 4 that the loss of B220 from plasma cells was not so
pronounced that it changed the measured proportion of B220 cells.
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In the other two mice (Figures 5.12/13 and 5.16/17), there was an expansion of
cells that were B220mlg(w), i.e of pre-B type. B220mlg cells are prevalent
in peripheral blood of mice that have been bled 24 hours beforehand (J. Ansell,
pers. comm.). This is thought to be due to the rapid output of immature B
cells from the bone marrow to replace the cells lost from the periphery.
However, these replacement cells are dull B220, whereas those in Figures 5.12
and 5.16 are bright B220. Also, the leukocyte count increased greatly in both
these cases (x15, x43 respectively). These observations suggest that the
increase in B220mIg cells in the periphery was due to a neoplastic expansion
rather than normal bone marrow cell immigration.
The fluctuations in T and B lymphocyte proportions observed in sequential
monitoring were often dramatic in AKR and AKR hybrids compared to those of
CBA and C3H mice. However, in mice of this study, at least the waves
complemented each other, that is, when T cell proportions were high, B cell
proportions were low. PiLE (Figure 5.10), a C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR mouse is the
best example of this. Serial bleeding in normal rats by Thompson et al (1986)
revealed a rather more random display of T and B lymphocyte proportions.
They acknowledged that circadian rhythms and/or technical variation may have
influenced their results and controlled for this as well as possible so it would
appear that fluctuations in lymphocyte subpopulation proportions are real
rather than a staining artefact (Knapp & Pownall 1984). In the present study,
bleeding was always carried out between 9a.m. and 10a.m., so any variation
due to circadian rhytms was kept to a minimum.
The fluctuations observed may be likened to the waxing and waning of clones
seen in preneoplastic phases of certain human lymphodenopathieS and in
Sjogren's syndrome (characterised by salivary gland tumours) (David Onions,
pers. comm.). Since PGK-1 alloenzyme values of unsorted and sorted
populations of cells were never observed to move in one direction and then
move in the opposite direction, the first fluctuations were probably caused by
polyclonal expansions of T or B cells. Such expansions may have been
stimulated by MuLV infection, at least in the AKR derived mice. At this point,
control mechanisms may still be effective in restricting the overgrowth of
individual clones.
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If and when neoplasia developed, the affected cells were observed to be of
one PGK-1 type only. This suggests that eventually one cell belonging to a
lymphocyte subset is changed so drastically that it escapes important normal
growth control mechanisms and that cell becomes the founder of the
neoplastic clone. In pre-M227 (Figure 5.5 and 5.6), neoplastic cells are dull
mlg. These cells usually comprise < 10% of total PB lymphocytes in young,
normal mice (chapter 4). At 26 months, one month before death, dull mlg
cells made up 72% of the lymphocyte total, thus,
62 = 86%
62+10

Thus, 86% of this subpopulation was contributed by neoplastic cells and 14%
by non-neoplastic cells. The PGK-1A:1B ratio for this mouse at 5 months old
was aprroximately 50:50, so of 14% normal cells, only 7% will be PGK-1A. The
tumour at death was 100% PGK-1B (dull mlg'), so for the month before death,
the dull mlg cells should have been approximately 7% PGK-1A rather than the
20% observed. Thus, at death, this tumour appeared monoclonal, but
immediately before that it was probably oligoclonal (assuming that dull mlg 4
normal lymphocytes were not proliferating selectively in response to the
advancing neoptasia). This emphasises that clonality can only be assessed for
the time of study (Woodruff 1988).
In 6 of the 14 mice illustrated in this chapter, it was noted that, while they
appeared outwardly in good health, their PBLe count increased slightly for
some weeks before death (Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.11, 5.12, 5.16). Very suddenly
thereafter, these mice began to look ill with a staring coat and hunched-up
appearance, they developed splenomegaly and lymphodenopathy and their
PBLe count increased further still. The latter was dramatic in some cases, for
example, in Figure 5.4, pre-M282 PBLe count increased from x2 to x53 in the
space of one month, while the mouse showed a simultaneous deterioration in
general health. These changes may be likened to the acute blast crisis, often
called Richter's Syndrome (Richter 1928) which has occasionally been reported
in man when histiocytic or non-Hodgkin's lymphoma supervenes in the course
of chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) (Brouet et al 1973, Splinter et at 1978,
van Dongen 1984). Many authors believe that the supervening acute disease is
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a transformation of the existing neoplastic clone(s) (Brouet et all 1973, 1976,
1977, Salmon & Seligmann 1974, Berard et at 1976). More recently, however,
van Dongen (1984) showed that since Ig heavy chain gene rearrangements
were different in the two neoplastic populations and since light chain
rearrangements and lg idiotypes were also usually different in the two
populations (David Saltman, Western General Hospital, Edinburgh, pers. comm.),
it was unlikely that the acute disease was a direct progression of the chronic.
Saltman (pers. comm.) suggests that an initial event may transform many, a
few or one cell(s) and some of the cells from the clone(s) differentiate to give
CLL. Within the transformed clones, partially-differentiated cells may be
present and a second oncogenic event results in them entering an acute blast
crisis. Thus, even if the acute disease is not a direct progression of the
chronic disease, an oncogenic event common to both in an early cell cannot
be excluded.
In the present results, the PGK-1 phenotype of the cells in the acute phase
was similar, although generally more skewed, to that of the cells in the
chronic phase. This suggested that the initial transforming event had taken
place in an early (but post-X-inactivation) cell, common to both the chronic
dic,c,c

More than one FACS-sorted subpopulation was single-banded for PGK-1 in
two mice - in M191 (Figure 5.12 & 5.13), granulocytes, mlg cells and mlg
cells were all 100% PGK-1A, while in M189 (Figure 5.16 & 5.17), mlg and mlg
cells were 100% PGK-1A. Thus, it appeared that neoplasia has arisen in a stem
cell which subsequently developed along different haematopoietic lineages. A
situation similar to this is reported for human chronic myelogenous leukaemia
(CIVIL), whereby granulocytes, erythrocytes, monocytes, B lymphocytes and
possibly T lymphocytes are all single-banded for X-linked
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase in heterozygous females (Fialkow 1967,
1980, 1982, Fialkow et at 1977). CIVIL is not strictly a stem cell leukaemia
though, since the predominant feature of the disease is usually an
overabundance of mature granulocytes rather than stem cells (Fialkow 1980).
In 3 of the 4 serially bled AKR mice, a T cell tumour eventually developed,
although in the examples here (Figures 5.7 & 5.8) and in the other 2 AKR mice
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tested, there were few T cells observed in peripheral blood. Neoplasia also
occurred early in life (14.5 + 3.3 months). In the other groups of mice (N=26)
subject to serial bleeding, B cell neoplasia, whether blood-borne or situated
elsewhere in the lymphatic system, was more common and occurred relatively
late in life (24.3 + 5.7 months). The age at death for AKR F 1 hybrids (N=12) was
21.1 + 4.4 months. Lymphomagenic AKR mice contain multiple (>15 in some
cases), somatically-acquired MCF proviruses and very few ecotropic proviruses
(Herr & Gilbert 1983). MCF viruses efficiently infect and replicate in cortical
thymocytes and may induce T cell tumours by integrating near and affecting
the expression of, cellular oncogenes that are involved in regulating normal
lymphoid differentiation (Cloyd et al 1980, Cloyd 1983).
On the other hand, in AKR hybrid tumours, Copeland et al (1986) observed that
73% of all somatically-acquired proviruses are ecotropic in origin. 23% of
hybrid tumours contain both ecotropic and - MCF proviruses, while a mere
4% contain MCF proviruses only. Significantly, the 27% of hybrids that
contained MCF proviruses were more susceptible to T cell neoplasia than the
73% containing ecotropic proviruses only. The latter developed a high
proportion of B cell neoplasia. Thus, high incidence of B cell neoplasia appears
to be associated with ecotropic rather than MCF viruses. This will be
discussed further in chapter 7, since sample numbers are higher there and
allow some statistical analysis.
Of the 30 serially-bled mice, there was no evidence of a recognisable
preleukaemic phase, using the techniques described. All 16 AKR and AKR
hybrids did have wide fluctuations in lymphocyte surface antigen distribution,
but since 5 of these mice went on to die of causes other than lymphoid
neoplasia, such fluctuations may not indicate preleukaemia. Of the 22 PGK-1AB
heterozygotes that were serially-bled, there was generally no change in
clonality until the PBLe count had begun to increase (pre-M227 was an
exception to this), i.e., until leukaemia was established. Thus, clonality studies
in unsorted or mIg/mlg sorted subpopulations were not reliable preleukaemia
indicators either. However, if subpopulations were sorted on the basis of more
specific surface antigens, such as dull versus bright mlg (as in pre-M227), or
perhaps on the basis of MuLV surface receptor expression, rather than the
crude B versus non-B method employed here, PGK-1 analysis may reveal
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subtle clonality changes.
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CHAPTER 6 TUMOUR CLONALITY
Intrntl, ,rtinn

Neoplasia is the proliferation of one or more cells that have undergone
transformation, allowing it/them to elude normal growth control mechanisms.
If a single cell is transformed and is the sole progenitor of neoplastic tissue,
the tumour is said to have a monoclonal origin. If many cells are transformed,
the tumour is said to be polyclonal. The terms pleoclonal (more than one
clone) and oligoclonal (a few clones) are also used in the literature. If the
transformation was caused by a very rare event, such as a random somatic
mutation, a single cell origin might seem the more probable. If the
transformation occurred due to a widespread event such as an external
carcinogen, many cells might be involved in neoplasia. However, it is long
established that tumour formation generally requires more than one
transforming event and these events can often be grossly divided into
induction and promotion steps (Friedewald & Rous 1944, Pitot 1979, Farber &
Cameron 1980, Farber 1984, Wigley 1987). This multistage theory predicts that
if both early and late events are common, tumours will be polyclonal and
develop frequently, while if both early and late events are rare, tumours will
likely be monoclonal and occur very infrequently (Woodruff 1988). If a tumour
develops as a result of a common event followed by a rare event, a shift from
poly- to monoclonality might be observed, whereas a tumour resulting from a
rare event followed by a common event would probably appear monoclonal
throughout. These last two tumour types would have an expected frequency
somewhere between that of the first two.
It must be acknowledged that any information regarding clonality can only
refer to the situation at the time of study since the clonal composition of a
tumour may change throughout its development due to (a) increasing rarity of
carcinogenic events (b) simply because one particular clone outgrows all
others.
X chromosome-inactivation mosaics have been used to study clonal origins of
tumours. The female mammal is a mosaic of two cell types - those with an
active maternal X chromosome (XM) and those with an active paternal X
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chromosome (X P ) ( Lyon 1961, 1962, 1974). A tumour with a monoclonal origin
will arise from an XM or an X P cell and consequently will consist of all XM or
all X P cells, but never both. A tumour of polyclonal origin will probably contain
both XM and X P cells. An oligoclonal tumour may contain all XM cells, all X P
cells or a mixture of both. The greater the number of cells (n) from which a
tumour originates, the less likely it is that the cells will be all of one parental
type. For example, assuming that the probability of inactivation is 0.5 for XM or
when n=5, the probability of cells being either all XM or all X P is = (0.5) =
0.03, and when n=10, p=(0.5) 10 = 0.001. XM cells are distinguishable from X P
cells when the female is heterozygous for an X-linked trait. The X-linked
enzyme, phosphoglycerate kinase-1 (PGK'-l) is convenient for use in murine
tumours since two alleles exist, Pgk-1 a and Pgk-1 b Thus, normal cell
populations and polyclonal tumour populations would contain a mixture of
PGK-1A and PGK-113 cell types whereas neoplasia of monoclonal origin would
contain only PGK-1A cells orPGK-1B cells in PGK-1AB heterozygotes. The two
alloenzymes of glucose-6--phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) have been
similarly utilized in human tumour studies.
Congenital tumours of AKR mice are caused by an endogenous virus (Gross
1951b). AKR(PGK-1AB) mice, produced by back- crossing the Pgk-i a aiiee onto
an AKRPgk-1

b

background, develop both single-banded and double-banded

tumours (Collins & Fialkow 1982). AKR(PGK-1AB) tumours, whose development
had been accelerated by injection of extraneous virus, are also of either
single-or double-banded phenotype (Collins & Fialkow 1983, Reddy & Fialkow
1983). The minor band in PGK-1AB tumours could be contributed by (a) a
second clone(s) of malignant cells (b) non-malignant tissue, including blood
vessels and connective tissue (collectively called stroma) (c) normal
tumour-reactive lymphocytes or other inflammatory cells. To distinguish
between (a) and (b)/(c), Fialkow and his colleagues injected PGK-1AB tumours
into homozygous PGK-1A or PGK-113 mice. When the recipient mouse was of
the same PGK-1 type as the predominant band of the primary tumour, the
transplanted tumours displayed only the PGK-1 enzyme that had predominated
in the primary tumour while the minor enzyme component was undetectable.
This suggested that the minor enzyme component had been contributed by
normal non-malignant (i.e., non -transplantable) cells. Thus, AKR tumours are
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probably monoclonal at the time of study. This monoclonality may seem
difficult to reconcile with the fact that all nucleated cells of a young AKR
mouse are infected with Gross virus (Rowe & Pincus 1972), i.e the first step in
transformation is an extremely widespread event. For a monoclonal tumour to
result, at least one subsequent event must have been rare. Such events may
include a specific recombination or a chromosome translocation. Both these
events are known to occur in preleukaemic/leukaemic AKR mice (Hartley et al
1977, Spira et al 1979, Cloyd et al 1980, Herbst et al 1981, Herr & Gilbert 1983,
1984). One of the few pieces of evidence for spontaneous AKRIJ tumours
being pleoclonal comes from a cytotoxicity study of Olsson & Ebbeson (1979),
although this reported pleoclonality consisted of one large clone (97% of total)
and three very small ones.
Murine fibrosarcomas induced by methylcholanthrene (MCA) were also found
to be largely monoclonal (Deamant & lannaccone 1985, Deamant et al 1986,
lannaccone et al 1978, Tanooka & Tanaka 1982). Other tumour types, such as
hepatomas (Williams et al 1983), papillomas and certain carcinomas
(lannaccone et al 1978), induced by chemicals other than MCA were also
monoclonal. Conflicting evidence for the monoclonal theory comes from Reddy
Q.

Fia!kow (1979) and Woodruff at a! 1 1982, 1986) who found an oligoclonal

origin for MCA-induced fibrosarcomas. The differences may be partially
reconciled when the doses of carcinogen are taken into account. Tanooka &
Tanaka (1982) administered very low doses of carcinogen which may favour
the development of monoclonal tumours whilst the oligoclonal tumours had
been induced by extremely high doses. On a chance basis alone the higher
doses could result in an increased probability of more than one cell becoming
neoplastic. The monoclonality reported by Deamant et al (1986) and
lannaccone et al (1978) cannot be explained by low doses of carcinogen, but in
these studies interspecific and interstrain chimaeras were used respectively: it
is possible that one of the two genotypes was more susceptible than the
other to transformation, resulting in an apparently monoclonal phenotype.
The monoclonality reported by Deamant & lannaccone (1985) cannot be
explained by either of these theories, since they administered high doses of
carcinogen to C3H(PGK-1AB) mice. It may be significant that these tumours
took only 5-6 weeks to appear, compared to 6-9 months in other studies
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(Reddy & Fialkow 1979, Tanooka & Tanaka 1982, Woodruff et al 1982). For
some reason, one particular clone of cells may have been especially
susceptible to tumour induction or had a superior proliferative advantage after
transformation in Deamant & lannaccone's mice.
The majority of human tumours appear to have a monoclonal origin. Chronic
myelogen ous leukaemia (CIVIL) has perhaps been most extensively studied,
utilizing both G6PD heterozygotes and a characteristic CIVIL abnormality called
the Philadelphia chromosome (Ph'), which is a reciprocal translocation
between chromosomes 22 and 9 (Nowell & Hungerford 1960). 90-100% of
dividing bone marrow cells from patients with CIVIL have the chromosomal
abnormality, but this does not indicate a monoclonal origin of the disease
since the neoplastic cells could have been derived from more than one Ph1 4
stem cell. This may occur if the agent which caused the anomaly had a
specific affinity for the involved regions on chromosomes 22 and 9. What the
Ph i data do reveal is that a stem cell(s) common to the myelogenous and
lymphoid series is involved in CIVIL. G6PD data meanwhile also show that CIVIL
is probably monoclonal (Fialkow et al 1967, 1980, 1982, 1983, Fialkow et al
1977). A monoclonal origin is described in G6PD heterozygotes for many other
cancer types, including chronic !ymphocytic leukaemia (Beutler et al 1967,
Fialkow et al 1978, Fialkow 1980), Burkitt's lymphoma (Fialkow et al 1970),
childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (Fialkow 1980, Dow et al 1985,), acute
myelogenous leukaemia (Fialkow 1983), leiomyomas (Linder & Gartler 1965),
myeloma (Fialkow 1974), and lastly the benign common wart (Murray et al
1971). Studies using G6PD heterozygotes are, like PGK- 1 studies, limited to
female subjects that have the appropriate alloenzymes. A recent approach has
been to use restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) of Xchromosomes along with methylation patterns to determine the clonal
composition of (human) tumours; 90 out of a total of 92 tumours of various
types were judged monoclonal (Vogelstein et al 1985, 1987). Hopefully, RFLP
will eventually be available for analysis of all female tumours.
Sklar et al (1984) provide evidence for a biclonal origin of spontaneous B cell
lymphoma in humans and suggest that biclonality occurs in around 10% of
such tumours. Giardina et al (1985) also detected two distinct malignant B cell
clones in a patient with hairy cell leukaemia. Spontaneous polyclonal
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neoplasms in humans are extremely rare, with the possible exception of
Hodgkin's Disease (Knowles et al 1986).
The spontaneous human tumours mentioned so far are similar in that they are
relatively rare and in these, a monoclonal origin is common. Hereditary
tumours, on the other hand, might be more likely to have a polyclonal origin
because cells in the tissue are genetically sensitive to tumour induction. In
other words, the inducing agent would have a large number of cells on which
to act as targets. Indeed, hereditary trichoepithelioma (Gartler et al 1966),
hereditary neurofibroma (Fialkow et al 1971) and hereditary carcinoma of the
colon (Beutler et al 1967) are all reported to be polyclonal. From this, Woodruff
(1987) predicts that hereditary human tumours occur as a result of
commonplace carcinogenic events, i.e., there are no rare events to "narrow the
field" and lead to monoclonality, as is thought to happen in AKR mice.
Aims There have been a number of confusing reports concerning clonality of
murine neoplasms. The aim of the work described in this chapter was to
investigate the clonality of tumours from AKR hybrids heterozygous for PGK-1.

Materials & Methods
Samples. Unsieved, sieved and FACS-sorted tissue samples were prepared
as described in Chapter 2 for alloenzvme electrophoresis.
Transplants. 10 tumour cells in 0.4ml aliquots were injected through a 25g
needle into lateral tail veins of PGK-1A and PGK-1B recipients of similar
genetic background to the donor.
Tissue culture. All reagents are from Gibco, unless stated. The following
medium proved most efficient in maintaining tumour cells:
RPM[ 1640 (with L-glutamine) +
10% foetal calf serum (heat-inactivated)
20mM Hepes
Penicillin (lOOiu/ml)
Streptomycin (100g/ml)
1% Non-essential amino acids
10mM sodium pyruvate
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0.01% B-2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma)
1% recombinant lnterleukin-2 (from A. Cooke, Middlesex Hospital)
or
5% Mixed Thymocyte Medium (made in this laboratory by B.A. Hodson)
The cells were plated at

106/M 1, 5x10 6/ml and

107 /ml in 48 well plates

(11.3mm well diameter, Costar, USA), at 250l/well and cultured in 7% CO2 at
37 ° C and 39 ° C. If the cells multiplied over the next few days, cultures were
diluted 1 in 2 using the same culture medium/additives and replated in the
same size wells. If these cells continued multiplying, they were again diluted 1
in 2 and transferred to 24 well plates (17mm well diameter, Flow Labs Inc.
USA). The longest a culture survived for was 14 days, even then growing only
slowly. Generally the cells would remain viable for 4-5 days, dividing slowly,
then start dying off, as shown by AO/EB staining. The cultures survived slightly
better at 39 ° C than 37 ° C. Initial plating concentrations appeared to have little
effect on the subsequent growth of the culture.

Results
Seventy-three mice heterozygous at the

Pgk-t locus developed tumours. Two

of these were CBA(PGK-1AB) mice (M87.5, M227). The other 71 mice were AKR
hybrids, and of these, 43 were F 1 's from a CBA(PGK-1A) or C3H(PGK-1A)
mating with AKR. The remaining 28 were further backcrosses of CBA(PGK-1A)
mice onto the AKR strain (generation 2 (75% AKR) - generation 5 (97% AKR)).
The average PGK-1A:1B ratio of brain for the hybrids tested was 56:44. A

x2

test showed that there was no difference in distribution of PGK-1A, PGK-1B
and PGK-1A13 tumours between hybrid types (p>0.1, Table 6.1). The following
section headings refer to primary tumours and information regarding
transplanted tumours is contained in each section. Unless otherwise stated,
the data for primary tumours refer to sieved or, in leukaemias, red blood cell
(RBC)-lysed samples. The majority of stromal cells will not pass through the
sieve and so sieved samples will have a higher proportion of tumour cells than
unsieved samples.
PGK-1A and PGK-1B tumours/
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TABLE 6.1 P6K-1 PHENOTYPES OF TUMOURS ARISING IN SEVERAL HYBRIDS
'HYBRID
C3H(PGK-1A)xAKR
AKRxC3H(PGK-1A)
CBA(PGK-IA)xAKR
CBA(PGK-IA)xAKR
CBA(PGK-IA)xAKR
CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR
CBA(PGK-IA)xAKR
CBA(PGK-1AB)

2 pf3K-1A ONLY
15
3
3
Seni
3
Gen2
5
Gen3
1
Gen4
1
6en5
0

2 PGK-1B ONLY
6
4
3
3
3
5
1
2

2

TOTAL
26
8
9
7
ii
7
3
2

15

73

27

31
'

PGK-iAB
5
1
3
1
3
1
1
0

Overall brain PGK-1A:1B was 56i44. There was no difference between hybrids
in brain PGK-1AgPGK-1B ratios (ANOVA, p>O.i)
Single-banded on initial assay and/or on subsequent transplantation.
Double-banded on initial assay and subsequent transplant failed or not
done.

TABLE 6.2 P6K-1 PHENOTYPES OF TUMOURS BEFORE/AFTER SIEVING AND
TRANSPLANTATION

PROCEDURES
(a)Sieved/
RBC-lysed
(b)Unsieved (64)
Whole Blood (1)

0

% P6K-lA FOUND IN "MOST SKEWED" NEOPLASTIC ORGAN
80-89
90-99
100
21-79
1-10
11-20

TOTAL

18

2

5

8

8

7

25

73

3

0

6

23

21

7

5

65

(c)Sieved/
RBC-lysed/
Transplant

Info

27
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0

0

0

0

0

31

58

PGK-1A and PGK-113 tumours
Out of the 73 tumours, 25 (34%) were 100% PGK-1A on initial testing in their
"neoplastic organ" (Figure 6.1 and Table 6.2(a)). The neoplastic organ was
defined as the organ within each individual that has the most extreme
PGK-1A:1B ratio. This was the sub-cutaneous lymph node (SCLN) in 37/73
cases (Table 6.3). Although it may appear as if monoclonality is being selected
for here, in >95% of cases, the organ of most skewed PGK-1A:1B ratio also
had the most increased cellularity. A further 18 of these 73 tumours (25%)
were 100% PGK-113 on initial testing. Thus, 59% of the tumours were
monotypic - either all PGK-1A or all PGK-113 - on first assay. The cellularities
of monotypic neoplastic organs were increased, on average, by a factor of 24;
1-10% & 90-99% PGK-1A tumours
Two out of 73 (3%) tumours fell into the 1-10% PGK-1A range (Table 6.2(a)
and Figure 6.1). One of these tumours had a corresponding brain (thought to
be uninvolved in neoplasia) value of 64% PGK-1A, so a monotypic expansion
may have occurred in PGK-113 cells to get this skewed ratio in the tumour.
Also, spleen cells from this slow-growing CBA(PGK-1AB) tumour (M227) were
transplanted and a monotypic PGK-113 population expanded in the recipients
(Tables 6.2(c) and 6.4). There was no brain PGK-1 or transplant information for
the second individual.
Seven out of 73 (10%) fell into the 90-99% PGK-1A range (Table 6.2(a) and
Figure 6.1). Five of these tumours had corresponding brain values of 54-63%
PGK-1A. There was no PGK-1 information for the brains of two mice. Of these
7 tumours, 4 were all PGK-1A on transplant to PGK-1A recipients (Tables 6.2(c)
and 6.4), 1 tumour killed recipients before neoplastic disease was apparent and
2 tumours were not transplanted.
11-89% PGK-1A tumours
21/73 (29%) tumours were in the 11-89% PGK-1A range (Table 6.2(a) and
Figure 6.1) - probably the group most likely to harbour polyclonal tumours.
The corresponding PGK-1 value of the brain for 16 of these mice was analysed
(Figure 6.1) and the discrepancy between the tumour PGK-1 value and the
brain PGK-1 value was > 15%. No brain data are available for the other five
mice. Compared to 100% PGK-1A and 100% PGK-113 tumours, the solid
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TABLE 6.3 ORGANS WITH MOST EXTREME PGK-1A1B RATIOS
("neoplastic organ")
SCLN
37
3
MLN
Spleen
4
Thymus
7
6
BM
9
PBLe
Ascites
3
Spinal Tumour
1
PBLe&BM
1
MLN, BM, & Ascites 1
Thymus & Spleen
1
TOTAL
73
SCLN = Sub-cutaneous lymph node
MLN
Mesenteric lymph node
BM
Bone Marrow
PBLe = Peripheral Blood Leukocytes

TABLE 6.4 7. P8K-1A FOUND IN HOMOZYt3OIJS RECIPIENTS OF 15 SPONTANEOUS
P6K-1AB TUMOURSi

MOUSE NO.
M99
M142
M229
MP2LE
M217
P134
M129
P1173
P1255
P1197
M224
M62
M120
P1187
M227

Y.PGK-14 IN TUMOUR
95
94
90
90
89
77
44
47
26
25
17
18
35
17
12

AVERAGE X P6K-1A IN TUMOUR AFTER BEING
TRANSPLANTED TO RECIPIENT OF TYPE
P8K-1A
P6K-1B
100 (3)
64 (2)
100 (1)
100 (1)
100 (1)
77 (1)
100 (2)
90 (1)
100 (1)
68 (1)
100 (8)
60 (8)
24 (1)
0 (4)
28 (5)
0 (2)
0 (1)
0 (1)
0 (2)
0 (1)
ND
0 (2)
ND
0 (2)
24 (1)
0 (1)
22 (1)
0 (1)
0 (2)
0 (1)

All values are after sieving
Numbers in parentheses refer to the number of mice sampled
ND = Not Done
The cells that were transplanted are not necessarily the cells of the
organ of the most skewed ratio of Figure 6.1, but generally those of the
most increased cellularity over normal. The two lots of cells were usually
one and the same.
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tumours of this 11-89% P0K-1A group were hard and very awkward to
dissociate into suspension, perhaps due to the presence of much connective
tissue. Thus, stroma may be present in substantial quantities in these tumours.
The cellularity of the organs harbouring these tumours was, on average, 12
times normal. The underlying PGK-1A:1B ratio of the normal stromal cells, may
therefore exert greater influence on the apparent P0K-1 tumour phenotype in
tumours of lower cellularity.
Eight tumours were transplanted and have not appeared in recipients up to 18
months later. A further two tumours killed their recipients very rapidly on
transplantation, yet no overt disease was apparent on dissection. One tumour
was not transplanted. Of the other 10 tumours in the 11-89% P0K-1A group, 8
were all PGK-1B and 2 were all PGK-1A on transplantation to recipients of the
same PGK-1 type as the predominant band in the tumour sample (Tables 6.2(c)
and 6.4). This suggests that the minor band in these spontaneous tumours was
due to non-transplantable normal host tissue such as stroma and/or
inflammatory cells. When transplanted to recipients of the same P0K-1 type as
the minor band in the tumour sample, the transplanted tumour was either
single-banded (of the predominant tumour P0K-1 type) or double-banded. In
the Ilatter case, the main tumour PGK-1 type still predominated. The minor
band (22%-40% P0K-1A or B) represented either host tissue or (less likely
since it was not present when transplanted to recipients of the same PGK-1
type as the major band) a secondary clone of transplantable tumour cells.
This seemed an extraordinary amount to attribute merely to normal host
tissue. However, enzyme phenotypes of primary tumours

before sieving

contain comparable amounts of (putative) stroma (Figure 6.2 and Table 6.2(b)).
To determine whether such large host contributions were genuinely attainable,
2 separate homozygous PGK-113 tumours were each injected into 3 P0K-1A
recipients (Table 6.5). This resulted in a host contribution amounting to 3047% of the total tumour mass before sieving and 8-21% after sieving. This
was not due to neoplastic transformation of recipient cells, since, on reinjection of the PGK-1AB passaged tumour to P0K-113 mice, no PGK-1A cells
survived and the resulting tumour was all P0K-113.
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TABLE 6.5 ¼ CONTRIBUTION FROM HOST (PGK-1A) ON INJECTION
OF 2 P6K-lB TUMOURS
MOUSE NO.
M47

RECIPIENT NO.
1
2
3

M48

¼ P6K-lA IN SCLN (BS)
33
47
42

¼ P6K-1A IN SCLN (AS)
ND
ND
ND
8
21
13

30
40
37

1
2
3

BS = before seiving
AS = after sieving

TABLE 6.6 PGK-IA:1B RATIOS OF CULTURED 'M82 SCLN AND SPLEEN CELLS
(after sieving)

M34 INOCULUM
77:23

P6K-lA: lB RATIO IN:
7 DAY CULTURE
TRANSPLANT 1 (M82)
100:0
54:46 (SCLN)
100:0
86:14 (SP)

12 DAY CULTURE
2 100:0
100:0

7 DAY CULTURE
93:7
90:10

14 DAY CULTURE
100:0
100:0

TRANSPLANT 2 (76E)
70:30 (SCLN)
65:35 (SP)

SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
SP = Spleen
i = A P6K-1B 8th generation passage of M34
2 = 12th day lymph node culture was subsequently reinjected
into a P6K-1B recipient (Table 6.6)
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Cell Culture
Spleen and SCLN cells from two P0K-113 recipients of M34 SCLN tumour cells
(Table 6.4) were cultured in vitro. After one week, a decrease in the minor
P0K-1 band was seen and by two weeks, the cultures were single-banded
(P0K-1A tumour) (Table 6.6). The P0K-1A SCLN culture marked (2) in Table 6.6
was then injected back into a congenic PGK-113 recipient. A substantial amount
of recipient tissue (as judged by %PGK-113 pesent) was found on analysis of
the resulting tumour (Table 6.7). Spleen and SCLN cells from

*129a, the

P0K-1A recipient of M129 SCLN cells (Table 6.4) were similarly cultured in
vitro (Table 6.8). SCLN and spleen cultures were single-banded (PGK-1B
tumour) after 1 and 2 weeks respectively. Thus, a period of time in culture
eliminated the cells causing the secondary alloenzyme band detectable in
recipients. Although suspected to be of tumour origin, the true identity of cells
persisting in vitro was uncertain.
To help clarify this, SCLN cells from the M82 transplant culture (Table 6.6)
were removed on Day 9 and stained with monoclonal antibodies. The rationale
behind this was that if the P0K-1 value had changed to a more tumour-like
phenotype, then so too might the cell surface antigens. The expression of
surface antigens on M34 SCLN cells, M82 SCLN cells (8th generation passage
from M34) and M82 SCLN cells after 9 days in vitro was compared (Table 6.9).
Culturing increased the proportion of M82 cells expressing Thyl from 77% to
100% and expressing Lyl from 80% to 97%. The density/cell of B220
decreased with culture to the extent that it was unclear whether the cells in
question were positive or negative. After culturing, Ly2, mlg and L3T4 antigens
were practically undetectable on the cell surface. The distribution of surface
antigens on M82's cultured cells had become more similar to that of the
original M34. It was uncertain whether this was due to the elimination of
stromal cells or to changes in surface antigen expression on the tumour cells
themselves.
FACS-sorted subpopulations
By sorting tumours on the basis of their cell surface markers, the majority of
normal non-malignant cells can be excluded from analysis.
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TABLE 6.7 7. CONTRIBUTION FROM HOST (PGK-1B) ON TRANSPLANTATION OF M82
12th DAY CULTURE (P6K-IA)
X P6K-1B
48
14
46
25

UNSIEVED SCLN
SIEVED SCLN
UNSIEVED SPLEEN
SIEVED SPLEEN

TABLE 6.8 P6K-1A: lB RATIOS OF CULTURED i*129a SCLN AND SPLEEN CELLS
(after sieving)
P6K-IA:1B RATIO IN:
7 DAY CULTURE
TRANSPLANT(*129a)
0:100
24:76 (SCLN)
28:72
48:52 (SP)

M129 INOCULUM
44:56

14 DAY CULTURE
0:100
0:100

= A P6K-1A 1st generation passage of M129

TABLE 6.9 X LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING ANTIGEN (+ DENSITIES) ON M34 SCLN
CELLS AND ON 1*82a SCLN CELLS BEFORE AND AFTER 9 DAYS IN VITRO

Thyl
Lyl
Ly2
mlg
B220
L3T4

% +VE M34
96
97
7
12
87
ND

Peak
176
122
200
197
164
ND

X +VE M82
77
80
9
21
20
17

Peak*
197
148
186
185
182
163

= P182 was the 8th generation passage of P134
ND = Not Done
dull-staining unimodal population
SCLN = Sub-cutaneous lympti node
It a

Channel Mttrn6ew
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•h +VE M82
9 Day Culture
100
97
2
0
90/35?
9

Peakl
191
128
none
none
128
none

TABLE 6.10 PGK-1A:1B RATIOS AFTER SORTING 8 SPONTANEOUS DOUBLE-BANDED
TUMOURS (6 MICE) ON THE BASIS OF THEIR SURFACE ANTIGENS

MOUSE NO.
1187.5

ORGAN
PB

SORTED TUMOUR P6K-lA: lB
TUMOUR PGK-1A:IB
TUMOUR TYPE
mlg0:100
6:94
T cell
mlq+
52:48
(92% Thyl+,10% mlg+)
grans. 65:35
Lyl+

0:100

mlgmlg+

100:0
100:0

dubious
(7% mlg+)

mlg+

100:0

59:41

dubious
(15% mlg+)

mlg100:0
grans. 44:56

84:16

T cell
(90% Thyl+)

mlgmlg+

100:0
49:51

PB

9:91

B cell
(89% mlg+)

mlgmlg+

49:51
0:100

SP

12:82

B cell
(91% mlg+)

mlgmlg+

58:42
0:100

M173

SCLN

47:53

M191

PB

90:10

11198

SCLN

82:18

11217

PB

SCLN

11227

T cell
(96% Lyl+)
pre-B
(6Y. mlg+,41% B220+)

PB = peripheral blood
SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
SP = spleen
grans. = granulocytes from peripheral blood (sorted by high 90° scatter)
"dubious" = (1) >30% of lymphocytes express neither T nor B cellassociated antigens (i.e. are sinullu)
(2) no more than 40% lymphocytes can be positive for any one
T or B cell-associated antigen
mlg+ = refers here to cells that are positively stained with rabbit
anti-mouse mlg(w)-FITC, a reagent composed of whole Ig molecules
Lyl+ = cells that are positively stained with rat anti-mouse 53-7,3 +
goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
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TABLE 6.11 P6K-iA: lB RATIOS AFTER SORTING 9 TRANSPLANTED TUMOURS (8 MICE)
(DOUBLE-BANDED IN ORIGINAL AND TRANSPLANT) ON THE BASIS OF THEIR
SURFACE ANTIGENS
(sub-cutaneous lymph node, unless stated)
TRANSPLANT
MOUSE NO.

SPONTANEOUS
MOUSE NO.

P6K-lA: lB IN
TRANSPLANTED TUMOUR

TUMOUR TYPE

PGK-1A:1B IN
SORTED SAMPLE

t1199(PBLe)

M87.5

38:62

M91

M34

70:30

T cell
Dull Thyl+ 49:51
(100)Thy1) Bright Thyl+ 90:10

M91(Spleen)

M34

90:10

1 cell
(lOOXThyl)

Thyl+

100:0

M94

M34

80:20

T cell
(91V.Thyl)

ThylThyl+

57:48
100:0

tllOO

M34

85:15

1 cell
(98XThyl)

Thyl+

100:0

MiOl

M34

91:9

T cell
(98XThyl)

Thyl+

100:0

M102

P134

93:7

1 cell
(100%Thyl)

Thyl+

100:0

M103

M34

93:7

T cell
(lOOXThyl)

Thyl+

100:0

M138

P134

91:7

T cell
Dull Thyl+ 30:70
(98%Thyl) Bright Thyl+ 100:0

T cell
(89%Thy1,11)mIg)

mlg0:100
mlg+ve 100:0

PBLe = peripheral blood leukocytes
mlg+

Thyl+

cells that are positively stained with rabbit anti-mouse mlg(w),
a reagent composed of whole Ig molecules
cells that are positively stained with 30-H12 +
goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
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TABLE 6.12 P6K-1A PERCENTAGES FOUND IN VARIOUS NEOPLASTIC ORGANS OF 2 PUCE

M207
M221

BRAIN PBLe
58
ND
65
80

SCLN
88 (x14)
56 (xiS)

SPLEEN
78 (xiS)
22 (xB)

THYMUS
28 (xlB)
74 (x6)

LIVER
76 (x4)
ND

PBLe = peripheral blood leukocytes
SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
Figure in parentheses is weight increase over normal
Solid tumours had been sieved.

TABLE 6.13 EXPECTED PROPORTIONS OF P6K-IA. PGK-IB AND P6K-lAB TUMOURS
ORIGINATING FROM N (14 6 8 10) CELLS
ALLOENZYMES
EXPRESSED
P6K-1A ONLY
P6K-1B ONLY
P6K-lAB

1
0.56
0.44
0.00

EXPECTED PROPORTION
2
3
4
0.31 0.18 0.10
0.19 0.08 0.04
0.49 0.74 0.86

WHEN N =
6
8
0.03 0.01
0.01 0.00
0.96 0.99

....

10
0.00
0.00
1.00

OBSERVED
PROPORTION
0.53 (0.42) 1
0.47 (0.37) 1
0.00 (0.21) 1

= Figures in parentheses include 15 tumours in which a double-banded
phenotype was not confirmed by transplantation
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Six double-banded spontaneous tumours, M87.5, M173, M191, M198, M217 (2
organs) and M227 (2 organs) were sorted into discrete subpopulations on the
basis of their surface antigens (Table 6.10). The predominant subpopulation
had a single-banded phenotype in 8/8 cases (6 mice). The other,
non-neoplastic subpopulation(s) had a double-banded phenotype on assay.
One PGK-1AB leukaemia, M191, was single-banded in both mlg and mlg
subpopulations suggesting that the secondary band in the tumour was caused
by granulocytes or unlysed erythrocytes. M198 lymph node, although of
"dubious" phenotype (few T or B surface antigens present), was 100% PGK-1A
in the minority mlg (7%) subpopulation. M87.5 was subsequently transplanted
in to a PGK-1A recipient (M219) and the resulting tumour was FACS-sorted
using anti-mlg. Also, tumours from 6 PGK-113 recipients of M34 lymph node
(PGK-1A:1B = 77:23) were sorted using anti-Thyl. The results are shown in
Table 6.11. As with spontaneous tumours, the double-banded phenotype in 9/9
transplanted tumours (8 mice) could be eliminated by selectively sorting the
predominant (tumour) subpopulation and electrophoresing that sample.
Multiple tumours
There were two occasions in this study when the evidence suggested that
more than one tumour may have occurred in an individual. In M207 (Table
6.12), lymph node, spleen and liver were predominantly PGK-1A, while thymus,
enlarged to a similar degree as the lymph node and spleen, was mainly
PGK-113. In M221, the organs involved all had very different PGK-1A levels.
Transplantation was unsuccessful in both cases. Other cases of more than one
tumour occurring within the individual may go unnoticed, if by chance all the
tumours of that individual had originated from cells of the same PGK-1 type.

Discussion
In this study, 58 (56 AKR hybrids + 2 CBA(PGK-1AB) mice) out of 73 (79%)
tumours were monotypic (PGK-1A or PGK-113) on initial assay (43) or after
transplantation, tissue culture or FACS-sorting (15). Fifteen out of 73 tumours
(21%) were double-banded on initial assay, but their clonality was "not proven"
since they either did not "take" on transplantation (8), killed the recipient
before disease was apparent (3), or were not transplanted (4). The neoplastic
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component of a tumour mass was probably monoclonal (single-banded), while
the non-neoplastic component was probably polyclonal (double-banded), in
keeping with the findings of many other authors (Deamant & lannaccone 1985,
1987, Tanooka & Tanaka 1982). "Probably monoclonal" must always encompass
"perhaps oligoclonal", since 2+ neoplastic clones might happen to be of the
same PGK-1 phenotype, resulting in a single-banded tumour. This is a distinct
possibility at, say, n=2 or n=3. For example, given that on average, 56% of cells
in these hybrids express PGK-1A (brain value), then the probability that a
neoplasm was descended from 2 PGK-1A cells, 2 PGK-1B cells or 1 PGK-1A +
1 PGK-113 cell would be 0.31, 0.19 or 0.49, respectively. Thus, in a panel of' 58
tumours, if they were biclorial, approximately 50% of them ought to be
double-banded. Since there were no double-banded phenotypes, a monoclonal
origin for these tumours becomes more likely.
The demonstration that 'host tissue can account for as much as 47% of the
tumour mass before sieving (Table 6.5), meant that there was no cut-off limit
for what amount could or could not be attributed to host contamination in a
double-banded neoplasm (Figure 6.2). The host component probably consisted
mainly of connective tissue and blood vessels (collectively called stroma).
Host anti-tumour inflammatory cells, in the form of cytotoxic T lymphocytes,
macrophages, NK cells and even B lymphocytes have also been isolated from
many tumours (Holden et al 1976, Gillespie et al 1977, Yron et al 1980). Such
cytotoxic T lymphocytes have recently been dubbed tumour-infiltrating
lymphocytes (TIL) and often exhibit selective in vitro lytic reactivity for the
tumour from which they were derived (Rosenberg et al 1986, Rosenberg 1988).
While sieving would remove the bulk of stroma, many of the host
inflammatory cells would pass through the sieve and may have contributed to
the secondary band in some of the tumours in Figure 6.1.
There is some evidence that cells of like PGK-1 phenotype tend to occur in,
patches (McL aren 1976, West 1978). Thus, the probability of transformation of 2
PGK-1-similar cells may be greater than that for 2 PGK-1-dissimilar cells,
when transformation occurs in a specific area. This problem is attenuated
when it is assumed that patch sizes are small and cell mixing is extensive
within the haematopoietic system.
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Differences in susceptibility to both carcinogenesis and selection exist in
studies using interspecies chimaeras (Deamant et al 1986, lannaccone et al
1978) making related clonality studies open to misinterpretation. If chimaeras
rather than mosaics are to be the subjects of such studies, intraspecific
chimaeras offer a more comparable basis to start from. lannaccone et al
(1973) found, using chemical induction, that multiple tumours of both PGK-1
types arose in one animal. This suggests, at least in these particular
experiments, that a single enzyme in a tumour does not merely reflect a
selective growth advantage of the cells producing that enzyme within the
individual. In the present study, selection in the population as a whole was
negligible as shown by the even numbers of monoclonal PGK-1A : PGK-113
tumours (53:47) and by the even PGK-1A:PGK-1B ratio of normal tissue (brain
- 56:44), but this equipoise cannot disprove the idea that selection may still
act on cells of the individual.
The present results agree well with those of Reddy & Fialkow (1979, 1983),
Collins & Fialkow (1982) and Deamant & lannaccone (1985), all of whom
observed equal proportions of single-banded PGK-1A and PGK-113 tumours,
whether induced or spontaneous. Reddy & Fialkow (1979, 1983) also give
figures for normal tissues - around 50:50 A:B in individual samples. Woodruff
et al (1982, 1986) and Tanooka & Tanaka (1982), on the other hand, found a
marked preponderance of PGK-1A tumours in their studies. The normal tissues
of Woodruff et al's mice have a high PGK-1A (72%) content anyway, probably
due to influences of the Xce locus (Forrester & Ansell 1985), but this alone
cannot account for the high numbers of PGK-1A tumours induced in these
studies. The fact that many, or perhaps all, of these tumours were biclonal
(Woodruff et al 1986) meant that the proportion of A tumours should have
been approximately 0.72 x 0.72 = 0.5184 and the proportion of B tumours 0.28
x 0.28 = 0.0784. From this, A tumours would be expected to be 6 or 7 times
more abundant than B tumours, rather than the 20 or 15 times actually
observed (Woodruff et al 1982, Woodruff et al 1986). The fact that Woodruff et
al's (1982, 1986) and Tanooka & Tanaka's (1982) tumours were chemically
induced was unlikely to have been important in causing the excess PGK-1A
tumours since other authors used similar induction techniques (Reddy &
Fialkow 1979, Deamant & lannaccone 1985).
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High doses of chemical carcinogen induce pleoclonal tumours (Reddy &
Fialkow 1979, Woodruff et al 1982, 1986) in virtually 100% of mice. If the dose
is reduced, the resulting tumours are monoclonal and only arise in 50% of
mice (Tanooka & Tanaka 1982). A 50% incidence rate is comparable to the
average tumour incidence in the range of AKR hybrids studied here and may
be compatible with a monoclonal origin. However, incidences approaching
100% have been recorded for virus-accelerated AKR tumours and
rnonoclonality prevails (Collins & Fialkow 1983, Reddy & Fialkow 1983).
Using immunisation/cytotoxicity techniques, Olsson & Ebbeson (1979) inferred
that AKR/J tumours were pleoclonal, but this pleoclonality consisted of a large
clone (97%) and three very small ones (all 1%). A minor component of 1% is
approaching the limits of detection in most assays for clonality, including our
own (Ansell & Micklem 1986), so it just possible that some very small clones
may have passed undetected in some tumours. If there is an unequal growth
of clones in an individual, for example, if one clone (A) has twice the cell
division time of another (B), in approximately 12 divisions of B, A will be
almost undetectable by PGK-1 analysis (1.5% of total).
There was a difference in success of tumour transplantation between single
banded (18 out of 18) and double-banded tumours (18 out of 26, 8 tumours
have not overtly affected their recipients some 8-15 months later)

(x2

p<0.01). It is known that each clone of a biclonal methylcholanthrene-induced
fibrosarcoma possesses strong tumour-associated transplantation antigens
(TATA) with no demonstrable cross-reactivity (Woodruff et al 1984). Although
it was not known whether the 8 tumours described above were double-banded
due to a large stroma component or whether they were genuine pleoclonal
tumours, it is possible that. recipients can mount a more effective immune
response against an invading pleoclonal (TATA-rich) tumour than a monoclonal
tumour. The locus for murine leukaemia virus surface receptor expression may
be involved in this respect, since it is believed to be sufficiently polymorphic
to account for TATA diversity in pleoclonal tumours (Lennox 1980).
The average PGK-1A:1B ratio of brain of the tumour mice was 56:44. From this
value, a table can be drawn up of the expected proportions of PGK-1A
tumours, PGK-113 tumours and PGK-1AB tumours for specific clonalities (Table
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6.13) (Woodruff et al 1986). Disregarding the 15 double-banded tumours of
"not-proven" clonality, the observed proportions most closely resemble the
expected proportions if the clonality is equal to 1.
Monoclonality of these tumours could have been the result of one of three
things, or some combination of the three.
Target cells were few. This is possible, although it is reported that
lymphomagenic virus infects and replicates selectively in immature
lymphocytes of the thymic cortex and these cells are plentiful in AKR mice
(Fathman et al 1975, Cloyd 1983). The knowledge that the tumour cells of 95
AKR hybrid mice (this chapter + chapter 7) had diverse surface antigen
phenotypes infers little about the characteristics of the original target cell,
which may very well have been an undifferentiated and perhaps rare, stem
cell.
All clones were eliminated except one. This may be true in some cases
when a much-expanded population of pre-malignant cells is shown to be
polyclonal but the resulting tumour is monoclonal (Langdon et al 1986). In
chapter 5 of the present study, it was shown from serial blood samples that,
whenever the peripheral blood lymphocyte count increased, then the PGK-i
value concomitantly moved in one direction towards either all-A or all-B and
continued moving in that direction as the cell count increased. There were
occasions however, (e.g. pre-M227 of chapter 5), when more than one clone
may have been present in peripheral blood of a developing leukaemia,
although at death, the disease was probably monoclonal. This suggests that
the overgrowth of a single clone from a pleoclonal beginning could occur in
some cases. As discussed earlier, using the PGK-1 system, only 12 cell
divisions are necessary for overgrowth of one clone if that clone has twice the
division rate of others.
Probability of transformation was low. This was probably the most
significant factor in deciding clonality in mice of this study. In CBA (PGK-1AB)
mice, tumour formation may have resulted from a chance mutation or aberrant
somatic recombination. Both mice were >2 years old and such events are
known to occur in old age with an increased frequency. However, the
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frequency must still have been low enough to induce tumours of monoclonal
origin. For AKR mice, although ecotropic viruses exist in high titre from a very
early age (Rowe & Pincus 1972), xenotropic viruses are found only from 6
months of age onwards (Kawashima et al 1976, Nowinski & Doyle 1977). Thus,
it is relatively late in the mouse's lifespan (6-12 months in AKR) before
recombination can take place between these two virus types to generate the
strongly lymphomagenic Mink Cell Focus-Inducing virus (Cloyd et al 1980).
Since the recombinatorial event itself is rare, the transforming virus is
produced in only small amounts and so the probability of transformation is
low at any one time. Copeland et al (1986) estimate that AKR hybrids carry
only 2-4 somatic proviruses per lymphoma. Nevertheless, a high proportion of
these AKR hybrids succumb to neoplastic disease (an average of 50%,
increasing with AKR content). This might be due to the probability of
recombination increasing as the mouse ages and so many mice will be likely
to generate the transforming virus at some time in their life, but only in very
small amounts at the transformation stage. Consequently, there will only ever
be enough material to infect one (or at most, very few) cell(s).
Thus, monoclonality of AKR neoplasia is not necessarily inconsistent with a
viral aetiology. Other virus-induced neoplasms are known to be monoclonal.
Restriction enzyme analysis of murine mammary tumours induced by mouse
mammary tumour virus suggests that these tumours have a monoclonal origin
(Cohen et al 1979). Also bursal lymphomas, induced in chickens by the avian
leukosis virus are probably monoclonal (Neiman et al 1980, Neel et al 1981,
Payne et al 1981). Both these tumours and virus-induced tumours of the
murine haematopoietic system are thought to develop due to the integration
of viral sequences near a single specific oncogene in a single cell, with the
subsequent expression of this gene resulting in neoplasia (Hayward et al 1981,
Nusse & Varmus 1982, Corcoran et al 1984, Cuypers et al 1984).
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CHAPTER 7
FLOW CYTOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF SPONTANEOUS AND TRANSPLANTED
TUMOURS
Introduction
The majority of mammalian tumours have a monoclonal origin (Collins &
Fialkow 1982, Fialkow 1980, Woodruff 1988). At least some of the cells from
this one clone cannot proceed to the non-proliferating end cell stage (Greaves
et al 1986). Instead, they continue to self-renew and do not respond normally
to growth control mechanisms. Neoplastic cell surface antigen phenotypes
often reflect the phenotypes of normal cells. This need not necessarily be a
cell seen in the adult - it could be an embryonic cell, or a cell belonging to a
normally undetected population in the adult. Even when neoplastic cells do not
appear to be perfect imitations of normal cells with respect to surface antigen
expression, this may be due to our ignorance of the diversity of normal
embryonic and adult cells, rather than the neoplastic cells being truly deviant.
The relationship of neoplastic cells to normal cells is not always clear, but two
main alternatives can be considered:
If malignant transformation does not act directly on the cell(s) that will give
rise to the eventual tumour, but acts indirectly on an associated cell or some
process which is crucial to normal development, the neoplastic cells should
express surface antigens that can be correlated with those found on normal
lymphocytes at particular developmental stages. If these neoplasms are
arranged sequentially with respect to their surface antigen expression, the
order matches that of normal lymphoid differentiation (Foon et al 1982,
Anderson et al 1984, Foon & Todd 1986).
An alternative hypothesis is that the normal cell is directly transformed into
a neoplastic cell, while all around, associated cells and processes function
normally. Such neoplastic cells can still appear superficially normal transformation might only have interfered with their intrinsic differentiation
capacity and so the neoplastic cell would be indistinguishable from an (a) type
cell using surface marker analysis. At the other extreme, neoplastic cells may
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be radically deviant, with their surface antigen phenotypes bearing little
resemblance to those of normal cells. Transformation can occur at any point in
the lineage, leading to abnormal expression of surface markers. Abnormal
neoplastic phenotypes may arise as a result of "lineage promiscuity" (Greaves
et al 1986) or "lineage infidelity" (M c Culloch et al 1984). Lineage promiscuity
implies a temporal disruption of normal genomic events, so that functions
and/or markers of normal cells are expressed at the wrong time. This
asynchrony results in a phenotype which is not detected in normal
development. Lineage infidelity is characterised by the aberrant expression of
functions and/or markers which are normally alien to that lineage.

McC u llo c h

(1983) reports that lineage infidelity is correlated with a poor prognosis in
some tumour types and relates this to abnormal gene expression.
In both (a) and (b), transformation and overgrowth affecting a cell appearing
early in the development of a lineage is often referred to as "maturation
arrest" of that cell (Greaves et al 1986).
There are very few surface antigens that can be regarded as tumour-specific,
with the possible exception of tumour-associated transplantation antigens
(Woodruff 1980, Woodruff et al 1984). Neoplastic cells, however, often show an
increase or decrease in the expression of normal cellular antigens (Boyse &
Old 1969, Ting & Herberman 1971, Stackpole et al 1974, Schmidt et al 1979)) for example murine leukaemia virus (MuLV) surface antigen is only expressed
on a small proportion of lymphocytes from young AKR mice, but is expressed
on all cells in leukaemic AKR mice (Zielinski et al 1981). Murine tumours tend
to become increasingly malignant on serial passage (Denton & Symes 1968,
Leibovici 1984) - this could be a result of tumour antigen loss, which renders
the host less able to recognise the invading tumour as foreign. However,
although a tumour may have gained or lost antigen after transformation, any
apparent change in antigen density could be a result of transformation,
maturation arrest and subsequent overgrowth of a previously undetectable cell
population whose antigens actually remain constant.
If normal embryonal cells are transformed, or if cells further along the lineage
are dedifferentiated, the expression of embryonic surface antigens would be
expected (Bodmer 1983, Ward 1985). Such antigens are rare in lymphoid
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neoplasia. Kasai et al (1983) found foetal thymocyte antigen (FT-1) on foetal
thymocytes and the leukaemic T cells of some mice and suggested that it was
an oncofoetal antigen. However, the molecular weight of FT-1 was observed to
be 130kD, which is similar to that of the human leukocyte sialoglycoprotein,
present on normal T but not on normal B cells (Brown & Williams 1982, Brown
et al 1985). Also, this 130kD molecule has recently been found on normal
murine T cells (Farr et al 1988). Klein et al (1988) suggest that the molecule is
a cell surface receptor for an as yet unidentified growth-promoting agent.
Thus, .FT-1 cannot be regarded as an oncofoetal antigen.
The AKR strain has long been a model for spontaneous T cell neoplasia in
mice. (Krammer et al 1976, Ledbetter et al 1982, O'Donnell et al 1984, Reif &
Allen 1964, Shevach et a! 1972, Yetter & Morse 1984, Zielinski et al 1981).
Typically, an AKR tumour is Thy1, but variations in Lyl and Ly2 positivity do
occur. For example, out of 16 Thy1 thymomas analysed, Ledbetter et al (1982)
found 6 to be bright Ly1Ly2, typical of normal medullary thymocytes or a
subpopulation of mature peripheral T cells. This antigen phenotype was
consistent on transplantation. The remaining iO thymomas studied by
Ledbetter et al and all 8 Thy1 thymomas studied by Zielinski et al (1981) were
extremely heterogeneous with respect to the proportions of cells expressing
Lyl and Ly2 and the density of that expression. There appeared to be at least
two populations of cells within each of Ledbetter et al's 10 heterogeneous
thymomas which they considered representative of a mixture of immature (dull
Ly1/Ly2) and mature (bright Ly1/Ly2 -) T cell phenotypes. Both immature
and mature subsets were probably malignant populations since both grew on
initial transplantation. On subsequent passages however, bright Ly1/Ly2
(mature) cells predominated and overran the immature population. Ledbetter et
al considered it unlikely that these heterogeneous tumours were polyclonal in
origin since only one stable subpopulation in each tumour could be generated
on continued passage. That does not rule out the possibility of there being
many different target cells

available for transformation (Peled & Haran-Ghera

1984). A more likely explanation for the heterogeneity is that transformation
occurred in a thymic T cell precursor, some of whose progeny were
phenotypically similar (dull Ly1/Ly2) to itself and some of whose progeny
retained the ability to differentiate further along the T cell pathway and
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become bright Ly1/Ly2 cells.
Although the presence of the thymus may be necessary in the primary host
for typical T cell tumours to develop, if bone marrow cells of ageing,
thymectomised AKR mice are transplanted to thymectomised or intact hosts, a
lymphoma of donor origin and, curiously, of B cell phenotype, results (Peled &
Haran-Ghera 1985, Trakhtenbrot et al 1987). Thus, potentially neoplastic cells
clearly are present in bone marrow and require the thymus microenvironment
to proliferate in the primary host but not in a secondary host (Haran-Ghera
1980). Since a significant proportion of all human lymphoid tumours (and 95%
of all chronic lymphocytic leukaemias) are of B cell phenotype
(Caligaris-Cappio & Janossy 1985, Gale & Foon 1985), development of further
animal models for B cell neoplasia would be advantageous.
If AKR mice are mated with the low-leukaemic DBA strain, the resulting hybrid
tumours develop later in life compared to AKR tumours and are believed to be
mostly (67% of total) of B cell origin (Copeland et al 1986). Murine B cell
tumours have been produced artificially by injecting variants of the Abelson
leukaemia virus (Abelson & Rabstein 1970, Potter et al 1973, Green et al 1985),
the Rauscher leukaemia virus (Shevach et al 1972) or by using certain
carcinogens (Haran-Ghera & Peled 1973, Bergman & Haimovich 1977).
Spontaneously occurring murine B cell tumours have also been reported. One
of the earliest was a multiple myeloma (Potter et al 1957). Two more recently
discovered B cell neoplasms, BCL 1 (Slavin & Strober 1978, Krolick et al 1979,
Strober et al 1979) and the series of CH lymphomas (Lanier et al 1981,
Haughton et al 1986), are alike in that they both express Lyl (found mainly on
T cells) on the cell surface. This phenotype is similar to the CD5 B cell
chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (B-CLL) of humans (Royston et al 1980, Gale &
Foon 1987). "LylB" tumour cells need not be regarded as having, experienced
"lineage-promiscuity" or "lineage-infidelity" however, since small populations
of Lyl-bearing B cells have been found in both normal human and mouse
subjects (Caligaris-Cappio et al 1982, Hayakawa et al 1983a).
It has been demonstrated, using immunoprecipitation techniques, that
expression of the leukocyte-common antigen (L-CA) in human B-CLL ranges
from a B cell-like pattern (a single band at 230kD) to a T cell-like pattern
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featuring all four bands at 230, 215, 200 and 185kD's with emphasis on the
lower molecular weight bands (Smith et al 1985, Brown et al 1987). Also, the
130kD leukocyte sialoglycoprotein, considered by many to be a feature of
normal T cells, is usually expressed on B-CLL cells, but not on the cells of
hairy cell leukaemia or prolymphocytic leukaemia (Brown et al 1985, 1987). The
latter two leukaemias are thought to be descended from relatively mature B
cells.
Some human tumour cells have been reported to express mlgM and la B cell
markers as well as combinations of T cell markers, CD3 + CD4 or CD3 + C08.
Thymectomy of AKR mice, while drastically reducing tumour incidence, leads
to the development of unusual tumours, such as those expressing Thyl, mlgM,
FcR and la antigens. These tumours were also found to be Ly1 or Ly2, but
not both (Greenberg & Zatz 1975, Greenberg et al 1977, Schwartz et al 1977).
Lanier et al (1983) however, describe a spontaneous AKR tumour that is
Thy1mlgM1aB220, as well as Ly1Ly2. These unusual phenotypes may be a
result of aberrant gene expression due to direct cellular transformation.
Lymphoid tumours have been described in both mice and humans that have
no detectable conventional T or B cell markers (Shevach et al 1972, Ramasamy
& Munro 1974, Foon et al 1982, Foon & Todd 1986). For some of these human
tumours, immunoglobulin heavy chain (lgH) gene rearrangements have shown
that the tumours may have arisen in a committed B cell progenitor. Since
there must be a stage in normal B cell development between IgH gene
rearrangements and cytoplasmic ji (cjz) synthesis, then the requirement for
membrane lg and/or cji may be too stringent a criterion for placing tumours in
the B cell series (Korsmeyer et al 1981, 1983). Indeed, it has also been
demonstrated that T cell malignancies often show clonal rearrangements of
IgH genes and that B cell malignancies similarly may have clonal
rearrangements of T cell receptor beta and gamma genes. In Ieukaemias of I
or B lymphoid lineage precursors (acute lymphoblastic leukaemia) the
inappropriate gene is rearranged in over 25% of cases (Korsmeyer et al 1983,
Asou et al 1987, Chen et al 1987, Greaves et al 1987). Mature T or B lymphoid
neoplasms show a lower level of cross-lineage rearrangements (Cory et al
1980, Herr et al 1983, Chen et al 1987, Morabito et al 1987).
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Thus, the analysis of cell surface antigens is not an infallible method for
determining the exact cellular origin of neoplasia. Many events can occur
between the initial oncogenic transformation and expansion into the overt
tumour. However, cell surface antigen characterisation is a good guide to the
tumour cell's identity at the time of study. This chapter describes a variety of
AKR and AKR hybrid neoplasias, as well as a few neoplasias arising in old,
serially-bled CBA mice. The AKR mice were expected to develop T cell
thymomas or lymphomas, but less was known of the properties of hybrid
tumours with varying proportions of AKR in the genome. Characteristics such
as cell surface antigen distribution, localisation in the lymphatic system, age of
tumour onset, mouse genotype and stability on transplantation are
investigated fully.

Materials & Methods
Tumour samples were prepared for enzyme and FACS analysis as described in
Chapter 2. Reagents are described fully in chapter 2.
Transplantation of tumour cells. Male recipient mice, homozygous for PGK-1
and/or GPI-1, were exposed to gamma-irradiation from a 137-Caesium source
at a dose rate of 0.343 Gy/minute (+3.4%) for 8 minutes 45 seconds (i.e. 3Gy
total body irradiation). During the irradiation procedure, the mice were placed
in a ventilated, round, plastic container which was fitted with a perspex
restrainer 2.5cm from the base. 10 7 tumour cells were transplanted
intravenously in 0.4ml aliquots into the irradiated recipients. In most cases, the
recipient was congenic with the donor mouse for either PGK-1 or GPI-1. AKR
tumours were transplanted into AKR recipients and CBA tumours into CBA
recipients. Tumours from CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 's and generations 2-5 were
transplanted into CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 's and the reciprocal cross. Tumours
from C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 's and the reciprocal cross were each transplanted
into C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 's and the reciprocal cross.
In specific tables describing surface antigen expression of tumours (Appendix
E), the data are arranged from left to right in the order of serial passage. If
only the first serial passage is given in tables, it can be assumed that
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subsequent serial passages had the same surface antigen distributions as the
first passage. If passage schemes were more complicated, a figure explaining
them is provided in Appendix E.
Recipients were inspected daily and killed by ether anaethesia at the first sign
(usually 3-6 weeks after transplantation) of enlarged lymphoid organs,
respiratory embarrasment, or overall poor condition. If a transplant did not
"take" in the recipient, a second attempt was usually made, using tumour cells
stored in liquid nitrogen.
Storage of cells. 0.5ml aliquots of tumour cell suspension (10 7/ml) were placed
in vials with 0.5m1 freezing buffer [50% RPMI-1640 (Gibco), 40%
heat-inactivated foetal calf serum (Gibco), 10% dimethyl sulphoxide (Sigma)],
wrapped in cotton wool, placed in a polystyrene container and stored
overnight at -70 ° C. Next morning, samples were transferred to liquid nitrogen
(-180 0 C). Viability was poor (approximately 30%) but did not decline with
storage time for up to 2 years afterwards.

Results
The results of this chapter are sectioned as follows.
Section 7.1 = Overview of all tumour types
Section 7.11 = T cell tumours
Section 7.111 = B cell tumours
Section 7.lV = T/B cell tumours
Section 7.V = Dubious tumours
Section 7.Vl = tumours with diverging antigen phenotypes in different organs
Section 7.Vll = A range of May-Grunwald/Giemsa-stained tumour cells
Section 7.1
One hundred and nineteen (119) spontaneous tumours were analysed and are
discussed as a whole in Section 7.1. Five (5) of these originated in CBA mice.
The other 114 were derived from mice containing varying proportions of the
AKR genome.
Tables 7.1.1-7.1.8 summarise various characteristics such as lymphoid tumour
incidence, mouse strains, age of tumour onset, tumour localisation, tumour
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TABLE 7.1.1 LYMPHOID TUMOUR INCIDENCE IN VARIOUS MOUSE STRAINS/HYBRIDS

STRAIN/HYBRID (male parent first
where applicable)

TUMOUR INCIDENCE

NE
NE
88%
78%
26%
19%
53%
74%
77%

CBA
C3H
AKR
C3H(P6K-IA) x AKR F1
AKR x C3H(PGK-IA) F1
CBA(GPI-1A) x AKR F1
CBA(P6K-IA) x AKR F1
'CBA(PGK-IA) x AKR Generation 3
*CBA(PGK..1A) x AKR Generation 5

TOTAL NO. OF MICE

-

-

40
80
61
31
66
27
13

NE = not estimated, but thought to be <1% in our stocks
*These hybrids were backcrossed onto AKR mice. Generation 3 has an 87.5%
AKR background, while Generation 5 has a 977. AKR background. The breeding
programme is described fully in chapter 2.
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TABLE 7.1.2 TUMOUR LOCALISATION WITHIN MOUSE TYPE

MOUSE TYPE

LEU

THYM

LYM

THYLYM

CBA

LYMLEIJ
4

AKR

1

MISCELL
1
ascites
only

OTHER INFO
1 LYMLEU has
ascites

2

16

24

11

3

1 LEU has
asci tes

6

1

1

1 LYM has
asc i tes

1

1

2

CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR F 1

4

3

2

CBA(PGK-IA)xAKR
Generation 2

3

3

1

I spinal
tumour

CBA (P6K-lA) xAKR
Generation 3

1

9

14

3

C3H(Pf3K-1A)xAKR F 1

2

AKRxC3H(PGK-IA) F 1
CBA(GPI-1A)xAKR F 1

1

CBA (P6K-lA) xAKR
Generation 4

1 spinal
tumour

1 LYM has
MLN + ascites
only
2 LYMS have
MLN + ascites
only
1 LYM has
MLN + ascites
only

7

CBA (P6K-LA) xAKR
Generation 5
3

1

3

3

44

54

LEU
leukaemia
THYM = thymoma
LYM = lymphoma
THYLYM = thymic lymphoma
LYMLEU = lymphatic leukaemia
MISCELL = miscellaneous

MLN = mesenteric lymph node
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TABLE 7.1.3 CELL SURFACE ANTIGEN PHENOTYPES WITHIN MOUSE TYPE

MOUSE TYPE
CBA
AKR
C3H(PGK-1A)xAKR
AKRxC3H(PGK-1A)
CBA(6P1-1A)xAKR
CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR
CBA(P6X-1A)xAKR
CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR
CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR
CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR

F1
F1
F1
F1
62
63
64
65

T

B

1
17
126.5
4
'1.5
6
6
9
6
3

4

205

1
1
2

80

16.5

15.5

1/B

4
2
3
1
2

8
2
'0.5
1

DUBIOUS
2
11.5
1
1
1
1

0.5
7

TOTAL
5
19
40
8
6
9
8
11
7
6
119

= T in sub-cutaneous lymph node (SCLN) and dubious' in spleen
= '1' in SCLN and T/8' in MLN
2
= B' in SCLN and 'dubious' in spleen
(See Section 7.VI for discussion of divergent phenotypes).
I

62-65 = generation 2 - generation 5
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TABLE 7.1.4(a) AVERAGE AGE OF TUMOUR ONSET IN VARIOUS TUMOUR TYPES
AGE ± S D. (MONTHS)
13.6±5.2
21.0±5.4
18.8±6.7
17.9±4.6

TUMOUR TYPE
T
B
T/B
DUBIOUS

.

TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE (STUDENTS 1-TEST)
T/B

DUBIOUS

T

p<0.001

p<O.Ol

0.01<p<0.02

B

/

p>0.2

p>0.1

17B

/

/

p50.5
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TABLE 7.1.4(b) AVERAGE AGE OF TUMOUR ONSET IN TUMOURS ASCRIBED TO T AND
B LYMPHOCYTE SUBSETS
TUMOUR TYPE
'Early I cell
2 Mature I cell
3

Pre-B cell
B cell

AGE ± S.D (MONTHS)
11.0±4.3
14.5±6.1

N
15
29
$7 • 5
6

18.2±4.1
25.8±4.6

TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE (T-TEST)
0.02 < p ( 0.05
p < 0.01

'Tumours were L3T4Ly2'
'Tumours were L3T4Ly2 or L3T4Ly2'
(L3T4Ly2 tumours and tumours not analysed for L314 were excluded
from calculations).
lumours were B220mIg(w)mIg(f) or B2 20 mIg(w)mIg(f)7
B220 dull mIg(w)mIg(f) tumours (535) were also included as they
are likely derived from FCR pre-B cells.
4 lumours were B220mIq(w)mIg(f).
3

(B220mIg(w)mIg(f)? tumours (3) were excluded from calculations as
they may derived from either B lymphocytes or FR pre-B lymphocytes).
(? = Not Done)
5The 07•51 and "3.5" figures include a mouse (designated 0.5) with a pre-B
tumour in SCLN and a dubious tumour in spleen (see Table 7.1.3).
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TABLE 7.1.5 MOUSE AGE AT TUMOUR ONSET IN RELATION TO MOUSE TYPE
MOUSE TYPE
CBA
AKR
C3H(PGK-IA)xAKR F1
AKRxC3H(PGK-1A) F1
CBA(GPI-1A)xAKR F1
*CBA(PGKIA)XAKR F1
CBA(PSK-1A)xAKR 62
CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR 63
CBA(PGK-1A)xAKR 64
CBA(PGK-IA)xAKR 65

MEAN AGE (MONTHS) at TUMOUR ONSET ± S.D.
28.4±3.2
12.4±3.0
15.6±4.9
17.5±6.7
24.2±5.7
17.7±3.4
13.4±5.7
13.3±3.7
9.7±1.7
11.3±1.0

TOTAL
5
19
40
8
6
9
8
11
7
6
119

* There may be a difference in tumour onset age found in these two F1 groups;
(t = 2.5 1 0.02 < p < 0.05)
62-65 = generation 1 - generation 5

TABLE 7.1.6 MOUSE AGE AT TUMOUR ONSET IN RELATION TO TUMOUR LOCALISATION
TUMOUR
Leukaemia
Thymoma
Lymphoma
Thymic Lymphoma
Lymphatic Leukaemia
Miscellaneous

MEAN AGE (MONTHS) at TUMOUR ONSET ± S.D.
23.7±1.5
17.0
16.1±4.6
14.7±4.9
21.0±7.0
21.70.1
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TOTAL
3
1
44
54
14
3
119

TABLE 7.1.7 TUMOUR LOCALISATION IN RELATION TO TUMOUR SURFACE ANTIGEN
PHENOTYPE
PHENOTYPE
1
B
T/B
Dubious

LEU
1
2
0
0

THYM
0
0
0
1

LYM
26
5•5*
11.5*
2

THYLYM
47
1
4
1

LYMLEU
5
6
0
3

MISCELL
1
2
0
0

TOTAL
80
16.5
15.5
7
119

TABLE 7.1.8 TUMOUR ANTIGEN PHENOTYPE IN RELATION TO ANTIGEN STABILITY ON
TRANSPLANTATION TO RECIPIENTS
HENOTYPE
T
B
1/B
Dubious

STABLE
12
4
1
0
17

UNSTABLE
8
2
35*
2
15.5

4$ For relevance of 5.5, 11.5 and 3.5, see Table 7.1.3.
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surface antigens etc. Predictably, AKR mice had the highest lymphoid tumour
incidence in this study (88%) with C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 mice (male parent
written first) and CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR generations 3 & 5, second (78%, 74%
and 77% respectively) (Table 7.1.1). AKR x C3H(PGK-1A) mice had a relatively
low tumour incidence (26%) compared to the reciprocal cross. This difference
was statistically significant

(x2. p<O.00l). There was no significant difference

in tumour incidence between CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 (53%) and generations 3
and 5 (74%, 77%) hybrids

(x2 .

p>0.1). AKR mice however, had a significantly

higher tumour incidence than CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 mice

(x2 .

p<0.005). CBA x

AKR hybrid F 1 's had a variable incidence, dependent on whether a
CBA(PGK-1A/GPI-1B) (53%) or a CBA(PGK-1B/GPI-1A) (19%) mouse was the
male parent. The difference in tumour incidence between these two strains
was also highly significant

(x2 p<0.005). In our stocks, CBA and C3H mice

had a very low lymphoid tumour incidence (approximately <1%).
AKR mice and hybrids with a high AKR content (Generation 2-5) usually had
thymic lymphomas whereas in AKR F 1 's, non-thymic lymphomas prevailed
(Table 7.1.2). This may have a bearing on the animal's health at analysis - AKR
mice were always in poor condition, hunch-backed with respiratory
embarrassment and a staring coat. F 1 's, on the other hand, often looked
remarkably healthy although their lymphoid organs were generally enlarged
more than those of AKR mice.
T cell tumours were the most common in all strains of mice except for CBA
and CBA(GPI-1A) x AKR hybrids. In these two types, B cell tumours were the
most common (Table 7.1.3). CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR mice, identical to the latter
hybrid except for PGK-1 and GPI-1 alleles, developed mostly I cell tumours.
Combining the B cell, T/B cell and dubious tumours into one large "non-T"
tumour class circumvents the

x2- test requirement for each expected value to

be >1. The proportions of T and non-T tumours were significantly different
between the strains and hybrids tested

(x2 . 0.01 <p<0.05).

The proportion of B and T/B tumours increased and the proportion of T cell
tumours decreased with age, irrespective of whether AKR tumours were
included or excluded (Figures 711(a) & (b) respectively). T cell tumours
occurred significantly earlier in the mouse's lifespan compared to B (p<O.00l),
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T/B (p.<0.01) or dubious (0.01<p<0.02) cell tumours. B, T/B and dubious cell
tumours did not differ significantly in age of tumour onset (Table 7.1.4(a)).
L3T4Ly2 tumours occurred earlier (11.0+4.3 months) than the (more mature?)
L3T4Ly2 or L3T4Ly2 T cell tumours (14.5+6.1 months) (0.02<p<0.05).
Similarly, pre-B (mlg B220) tumours occurred earlier (18.2+4.1 months) than
other, more mature, B cell tumours (25.8+4.6 months) (p<0.01, Table 7.1.4(b)).
CBA mice and CBA(GPI-1A) x AKR F 1 hybrids tended to develop tumours late
in life (28.4 and 24.2 months respectively). The other AKR F 1 hybrids developed
tumours earlier than this. In general, the higher the proportion of the AKR
genome in an individual, the earlier tumours developed (Table 7.1.5).
Thymic lymphomas, non-thymic lymphomas and thymomas developed slightly
earlier in life than leukaemias, lymphatic leukaemias and miscellaneous
tumours (Table 7.1.6). Also, T and T/B cell tumours tended to be lymphomas or
thymic lymphomas, while B cell and dubious tumours inhabited a broader
range of niches (Table 7.1.7). There is a problem with diagnosis in tumour
localisation since the enlarged lymphoid organs of thymomas and lymphomas
are easily detected, but Ieukaemias generally have few outward signs.
Leukaemias, therefore, may well be underrepresented in all strains and hybrids
examined. Although the mouse with a B cell tumour entered as a thymic
lymphoma in Table 7.1.7 appeared to have a large thymus, the presence of
enlarged parathymic lymph nodes was not ruled out. This "thymus" was not
subjected to FACS analysis.
Table 7.1.8 shows the surface antigen stability of 1, B, T/B and dubious
tumours on in vivo passage. All tumour types can alter their surface marker
expression on tranplantation, but T/B and dubious tumours appear especially
prone to doing this in the small sample analysed. Most tumours in Table 7.1.8
were passaged at least three times, but on five occasions, tumours were
passaged once and then failed to grow on further passage. This may be
important for the one T/B tumour and two of the T cell tumours registered as
stable in Table 7.1.8. All three were passaged only once and so did not have
much opportunity to show themselves to be anything other than stable. The
other 2 single passages had an unstable phenotype, so this problem did not
arise.
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B220 expression was estimated using antibodies RA3-6132 (always) and 10005
and 7131 (sometimes). As the three reagents gave the same results on every
occasion, only the RA3-6132 value is represented in the tables.
A further generalisation that can be made here concerns the expression of
Ly24 and T200 on tumour lymphocytes. Approximately one-third of all tumours
were tested for these antigens. All except one (M34) were 80-100% Ly24.
Ly24 was expressed at a higher and more homogeneous density on tumour
lymphocytes compared to normal lymphocytes (chapter 4). 90-100% of cells in
any tumour expressed T200, which is also found on nearly all normal bone
marrow-derived cells and present on normal and neoplastic lymphocytes at
the same density.
Each of Sections 7.11 - 7.V start off with a general preamble regarding the
variation that occurs within each tumour type. In general tables a "plus (+)"
indicates that >40% lymphocytes expressed the antigen in question. A "minus
(-)" indicates that < 40% of lymphocytes expressed that antigen. There were
very few tumours in the middle range of 40-60% - most had either <20% or
>80% lymphocytes expressing any individual antigen. General tables are
placed in the results sections accordingly.
Little other than a bulky tome would be achieved by cataloguing every tumour
in detail, so each preamble is followed by a few specific representative
examples of the variation seen within that type. Since 67% of all tumours were
of T cell origin, Section II has most examples (nine). Section III (B cell tumours
- 14% of total) has four examples. Section IV (T/B cell tumours - 13% of total)
has three examples and Section V (dubious tumours - 6% of total) has two
examples. General tables are placed in the text accordingly. Tables and FACS
dot plots pertaining to specific examples can be found in Appendix E. The
letter "M" appearing before the number of a tumour denotes that information
regarding surface antigen phenotype is available. An asterisk (*) before a
tumour number means "transplant of

......

There are usually no surface antigen

data for (*) samples. *227a an ongoing recipient of M227 spleen cells, is the
only exception to this rule. Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that the
tumour under discussion was monoclonal at time of study (i.e. single-banded
for PGK-1 in primary "host" or in transplanted hosts). Tumour weights and
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cellularities are referred to only occasionally. In general, both were increased
by more than a factor of fifteen over normal.
Section 7.11 General T cell tumour information
It is known that CBA/Ca T cells express the Thyl.2 allele only and AKR/J T
cells express the Thyl.1 allele only, although there are certain substrains (not
used in this study) of both CBA and AKR mice that carry Thyl.1 and Thyl.2
respectively. T cell tumours of CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR generation 4 and 5 mice
(94% and 97% AKR genome respectively) expressed Thyl.1 but not Thyl.2
(Table 7.11.1). T cell tumours of CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 generation 2 and 3 mice
,

(50%, 75% and 87.5% AKR genome respectively) had variable patterns of Thyl
staining. Of the 8 F 1 mice, 5 expressed both Thyl alleles on their tumour cells.
Two were Thy1.1Thy1.2 and 1 was Thyl.1Thyl.2 . Thyl.1 and/or Thyl.2
were not completely absent in these 4 cases, but expressed dully on a small
proportion of cells (approximately 30%).
An attempt was made to partition all T cell tumours into subtypes. Of the 80 T
cell tumours, 3 were Thyl and T cell identity was inferred by the presence of
other T cell markers (see rows 1 and 2 of Table 7.11.2). Of the remaining 77
Thyl-expressing tumours, 12 were Ly1 with various combinations of Ly2 and
L3T4 (see rows 3-7 of Table 7.11.2). Of the remaining 65 tumours, all were
Thy1Ly1 with various combinations of Ly2 and L3T4 (see rows 8-13 of Table
7.11.2). Four extra groups are necessary in Table 7.11.2 to accommodate tumours
in which L3T4 was not tested. Thus, there are really nine different sub-types
of T cell tumour. It was suspected that Thy1Ly1Ly2L3T4 tumours might all
involve thymus, since thymocytes have such a profile in the normal mouse.
However, of 11 such tumours, only 7 involved thymus. The others were
lymphomas (3) and one (non-thymic) lymphatic leukaemia. There did not
appear to be any pattern regarding stability or non-stabilty of tumour surface
antigens on transplantation between the various T cell subgroups (last column
of Table 7.11.2). In general, the unstable T cell lines (8) in this study lost antigen
rather than gained it and tended to become more heterogeneous with respect
to antigen density. In the unstable tumours, there were only two instances of
de novo surface antigen expression. One Thy1Ly1Ly2L3T4 tumour began
expressing Lyl after one passage and a Thy1Ly1Ly2 L3T46C3 tumour
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TABLE 7.11.1 THY I ALLELIC EXPRESSION IN T CELL TUMOURS OF SUCCESSIVE
BACKCROSSES OF CBA x AKR HYBRIDS

V.

AKR/J
IN MOUSE

THVI.l+THY1.2+

THY1.1+THY1.2 -

THY1.1 - THY1.2

THY1.1 - THY1.2 -

507.
757.
87.57.
94%
977.

5
1
1
0
0

0
2
6
6
3

2
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

TABLE 7.11.2 EXPRESSION OF SURFACE ANTIGENS ON T CELL TUMOURS
TOTAL
1
2
4
3
2
1
2
11
7
16
*10.5
*10.5
10

THY1

LY1

LY2

L3T4

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
ND
ND
+
+
ND
NO

STABILITY
S
SILlS
S I US
S,US
S

S'S
US
S,US
S,US
S,US
S,US
S
20 transplanted

80

= >40% of lymphocytes positively stained for surface antigen
<40% of lymphocytes positively stained for surface antigen
S = surface antigen phenotype remains stable on transplantation
US = surface antigen phenotype is unstable on transplantation
ND
Not Done
* denotes two mice (each designated 0.5) with a I cell tumour in one
organ and a non-I cell tumour in another (see Section 7.VI).
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began expressing 6C3 after two passages. Both de novo antigens stayed stable
on continued passage.
Section 7.11 Specific I cell tumour information
In order to shorten and simplify the text, all tables and figures have been
placed in Appendix E.
M87.5 (Tables 7.11.3, 7.11.4, Figure 7.11.1)
M87.5 arose in a 30 month-old CBA(PGK-1AB/GPI - 1B) mouse and was a
lymphatic leukaemia, involving sub-cutaneous lymph nodes (SCLN) and
mesenteric lymph nodes (MLN), spleen and peripheral blood (PB). Virtually all
M87.5 tumour cells expressed I cell antigens Thy1.2, Lyl and Ly2. B
lymphocytes comprised <10% of the total in any enlarged organ. Lyl dull
(83%) and bright (15%) Ly1 populations could be clearly seen in thymus. This
bimodal Ly1 distribution was also seen to a lesser degree in lymph node,
spleen and bone marrow cells. On transplantation to CBA mice (M152 & M153),
the surface antigen phenotype was consistent.
M171 (Table 7.11.5, Figure 7.11.2)
M171 was a thymic lymphoma that developed in a 9 month-old CBA(PGK-1A)
x AKR generation 4 mouse, involving lymph nodes (SCLN only), spleen and
thymus. M171 had a Thy1.1L3T4 phenotype with very little Thyl.2, Lyl or Ly2
antigen on the cell surface. Virtually all cells expressed Ly24 at high density
compared to normal cells.
M143/M142 (Table 7.11.6, Figure 7.11.3)
The next two T cell tumours arose in mice that were known littermates and
had been caged together since birth. They were 12 month-old C3H(PGK-1A) x
AKR females and both had thymic lymphomas. M143 was a Thy1Ly1 tumour
while the majority of M142 cells were Thy1Ly1. M143 expressed Ly2 but not
L3T4 while M142 expressed L3T4 but not Ly2. Thus, T cell tumours with very
different surface antigen phenotypes can develop in mice of identical genetic
background, age, environment and tumour localisation.
M104 (Table 7.11.7) /
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M104 (Table 7.11.7)
M104 was a I cell lymphoma involving SCLN and spleen and arose in a 15
month-old C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR mouse. The Thy1Ly1 L3T4 Ly24 (negative
for other antigens) phenotype stayed constant for the first serial passage. On
the second and all subsequent passages, virtually all cells began, additionally,
to express the Ly6-related antigen revealed by 6C3 staining.
M120/M63 (Table 7.11.8, Figure 7.11.4/Table 7.11.9
The T cell tumours discussed so far were alike in that the cells tended to be
either positive or negative for any antigen, or at least if there were some of
each, the two populations were very distinct from each other. This was not
always so, as in the following two examples. M120 developed in a 21
month-old C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR female mouse and was a lymphoma involving
SCLN, MLN and spleen. For Lyl and Ly2, it was uncertain which cells were
positive and which were negative, since the marker set on unstained cells fell
around the middle of the unimodal population. Ly24 was expressed on the
majority of the tumour cells. Lyl, Ly2 and L3T4 expression was lower on
transplantation (M136), leaving the tumour essentially Thy1Ly1Ly2 L3T4.
M63 developed in a 15 month-old AKR female mouse and was a thymic
lymphoma involving SCLN, spleen and thymus. M63 had a ThyiLVi
phenotype with approximately half of these cells also expressing Ly2. On serial
transplantation, staining patterns were Jess clear-cut. Thyl, Lyl and Ly2 were
lost to varying degrees from the cell surface on serial passage, until, in M85,
the tumour was a rather ambiguous Thy1Ly1?Ly2.
M217/M228 (Table 7.11.10/Table 7.11.11)
The final T cell tumours to be discussed were described previously in the
preneoplastic serial bleeding section (chapter 5). They are M217 and M228.
M217 was a T cell lymphoma involving SCLN and spleen and derived from a 16
month-old C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR mouse. M217 was a Thy1.2Ly1 tumour - few
cells expressed Thy1.1, Ly2 or L3T4. A substantial proportion of cells (32%)
stained with anti- mlg(w), but since B220 and mlg(f) staining gave much lower
figures, most of the 32% may be due to binding through Fc receptors. The
tumour surface antigen phenotype was preserved on transplantation.
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M228 was a T cell lymphoma involving SCLN and spleen and derived from a 14
month-old AKR mouse. M228 was most likely a T cell-derived tumour since it
expressed Lyl, but only a small proportion of cells expressed any other I (or
B) cell-associated antigen. This profile was preserved on transplantation.
Section 7.111 General B cell tumour information
Tumours were grouped into subtypes according to B cell antigen expression
on their cells' surface. Antigens assayed were mlg(w) - membrane Ig as detected by a whole molecule antiserum
mlg(f) - membrane Ig as detected by a F(ab)' 2 fragment antiserum
B220

Other antigens were analysed in some mice and they will be referred to in the
specific section.
A general summary of B cell tumours (N=16.5; the 0.5 being due to M249 being
"B" in SCLN but "dubious" in spleen) is given in Table 7.111.1. All 16.5 tumours
were B220. Variation was seen in the expression of membrane 1g. 12.5
tumours were mlg(w), while 4 were mlg(w). In the 10.5 tumours where mlg(f)
was assayed, 6 were positive and 4.5 negative. Of these 4.5 mlg(f) tumours,
3.5 expressed mlg(w) and B220 - the most obvious explanation for this was
that they were precursor B cell tumours that expressed receptors for the Fc
portion of 1g.
Within the B cell tumour group, there were three CBA(GPI-1A) x AKR F1 mice.
Considering that (a) only six mice of this genetic background were analysed in
total and (b) there was only one B cell tumour out of the nine CBA(PGK-1A) x
AKR F 1 mice analysed, the former hybrid may possibly be more prone to B cell
tumours than the latter or any other AKR hybrid.
Of only five CBA tumours analysed [two CBA(PGK-1AB/GPI-1B), two
CBA(PGK-1AB/GPI-1AB) and one CBA(PGK-1A/GPI-1B)], four were also of B cell
origin.
Out of six B cell tumours, the surface antigen phenotypes of the three more
mature ones (B220mlg 1 ) were relatively stable on transplantation, although
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TABLE 7.III.1 EXPRESSION OF SURFACE ANTIGENS ON B CELL TUMOURS
TOTAL
6
*35
1
3
3
16.5
11

mlg(w)
+
+
+
-

mlg(f)
+
ND
ND

B220
+
+
+
+
+

STABILITY
S,S,S
S
US
US

+ 11 = > 40% of lymphocytes positively stained for surface antigen
= < 40% of lymphocytes positively stained for surface antigen

1111

1$ = includes one mouse (designated 0.5) with a B cell tumour in one organ
and a non-B cell tumour in another (see Section 7.VI)
S = surface antigen phenotype remains stable on transplantation
US = surface antigen phenotype is unstable on transplantation
ND = Not Done
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some antigens began to be expressed at a lower density in M227 and M282.
One tumour (M191) of immature B cell phenotype was considered stable
although a greater proportion of the cells were B220mlg on transplantation.
The other two immature B cell tumours were unstable on transplantation
(Table 7.111.1). They eventually lost B220 and began expressing T cell antigens Lyl and L3T4 in the case of M97 (data not shown) and Thyl, Lyl and L3T4 in
the case of M189 (Table 7.111.10).
Section 7.111 Specific B cell tumour information
All B cell tumours discussed here were mentioned in Chapter 5.
May-Grunwald/Giemsa-stained smears are in Section 7.Vll. All other specific
figures and tables are in Appendix E.
M227 (Tables 7.111.2, 7.111.3, Figures 7.111.1, 7.111.2)
M227 was a lymphatic leukaemia originating in a 27 month-old
CBA(PGK-1AB/GPI-1AB) mouse. Spleen (x 4 normal weight) and peripheral
blood (PB) leukocytes (x 3 normal count) were not greatly increased.

M227 was an rnlg(w)mlg(f)B220 tumour, although the density of m!g(w) and
mlg(f) on the cell surface was very low. The dull staining was consistent on
transplantation (*227a). A progressive expansion of the dull mlg(w) population
was seen in *227a. A few bright mig cells were present (ca. 5% of total) in
spleen and peripheral blood of M227 and

*227a which were of a comparable

density to normal B cells and 10-12 times brighter than the major population.
Anti-kappa chain staining was also dull in M227 and became increasingly so
on transplantation, to the point of appearing negative. B220 density was near
normal in M227 and in *227a's subsequent serial bleeds. Mlg(f) cells were of

a

similar (dull) brightness in

*227a to those of the original M227, although

occasionally in *227a they were so dull that they appeared negative.
At 9 and 10 months post-transplantation in *227a dull mlg peripheral blood
lymphocytes were PGK-1B only, suggesting a monoclonal origin for the
tumour. At 14 months post-transplantation, the mlg(w) cells did have 10%
P0K-1A present - this may be due to contamination with other,
non-neoplastic cell populations. At the time of writing (18 months
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post-transplantation), *227a is alive and appears in good health.
M227 spleen cells had prominent surface glycoproteins at 230kD and 130kD
(data not shown). These results were obtained via electrophoresis of tritiumlabelled surface glycoproteins and kindly carried out by Dr. S.K. Smith, Zoology
Department, Edinburgh (Smith et al 1985). The 230kD glycoprotein was the B
cell-associated component of the L-CA region while the 130kD band was
probably leukocyte sialoglycoprotein (lsg). A Mav-Grunwald/Giemsa-stained
slide of M227 spleen leukocytes is shown in Figure 7.Vll.1 (D).
M191 (Tables 7.111.4, 7.111.5, Figure 7.111.3)
M191 was a lymphatic leukaemia from a 14 month-old C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR
mouse. B220 was the only B cell-associated antigen expressed on
spontaneous and transplanted lymphocytes. In M191, even that was only on
40-41% of total lymphocytes, but this was enough for inclusion into our (pre)
B cell tumour criterion. In peripheral blood, granulocytes accounted for
approximately 50% of the leukocyte population. The tumour may have actually
originated in a progenitor cell common to both lymphocVtic and granulocytic
lineages. Ly24 was also expressed brightly on nearly all PBL's and SCLN cells.
40% of SCLN cells were B220t but also 47% were (dull) positive for m!g(w).
The lack of staining with mlg(f) however, suggests that these SCLN cells may
be binding mlg(w) via Fc receptors. On transplantation of PBLe, the surface
antigen expression became much more distinct - approximately 80% of
transplanted cells now expressed B220. Dull mlg(w) 4 expression on SCLN cells
was reduced to 13% (M205), 22% (M214) and 18% (M223).
M214 spleen cells and peripheral blood leukocytes were similar to M227 in
that they had prominent surface glycoproteins at 230kD (high molecular weight
component of L-CA region) and 130kD, the putative lsg band found on normal
T cells and. B-CLL cells in humans. A May-Grunwald/Giemsa-stained
preparation of M214 spleen cells is shown in Figure 7.Vll (E). There was a high
proportion of non-T/non-B cells in the peripheral blood of this tumour line.
For example, in M191, only 41% of lymphocytes were B220. The remaining
59% contributed 9.45 x 10 cells/ml to the peripheral blood, which is fifteen
times the normal count. However, these "U" cells (as non-T/non-B
lymphocyte-like cells were termed in chapter 4) were probably monoclonal
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since M191 PB leukocytes were 100% PGK-1A. This suggests that the U cells
were not normal cells proliferating in response to the invading tumour.
M282 (Tables 7.111.6-7.111.8, Figure 7.111.4)
M282 was a lymphatic leukaemia derived from a 32 month-old
CBA(PGK-1AB/GPI-1AB) mouse. M282 PB was populated by B cells staining
brightly with anti-mlg(w), -mlg(f), -13220, -kappa and -mIgM reagents, but
negative for anti-lambda and anti-mIgO. On lymphocytes of spleen and
peritoneal fluid (PER), the surface density of each of these antigens was
considerably less than in PB lymphocytes, so much so that in some assays
involving PER cells, it was debatable whether cells were negative or positive
for that antigen. On transplantation (M285), the B cell phenotype was
maintained in PB but in spleen, both mlg(f) amd mlgM were now expressed
only very dully. The most dramatic decrease in surface density was seen in
kappa antigen between PER cells of M282 and M285 - the drop from peak 202
to 138 was equivalent to approximately fifteen times less antigen being
expressed on M285 PER cells. It is worthwhile to compare peaks within M282
or M285, since they are done on the same day and technical variation for the
peak position will be at a minimum. In M282 and M285, there was an increase
in density of most B lymphocyte antigens from PER ---> spleen --- >1 3 13. This
was most marked for mlgM in both cases. Proteolytic enzymes are adundant in
the peritoneum and may be at least partly responsible for the loss of antigen
from the surface of PER lymphocytes. This tumour line has been serially
transplanted several times since M285. The surface antigen distribution
resembled that of M285 on every occasion.
M282 spleen cells had a prominent surface glycoprotein around 230kD, the B
cell-associated component of the L-CA region (data not shown). There was
very little activity in the lsg region compared to M227 and M214 cells. In
humans, this is typical of a mature B cell-derived tumour.
M189 (Tables 7.111.9, 7.111.10, Figure 7.111.5)
M189 was a lymphatic leukaemia which arose in an 18 month-old AKR x C3H
(PGK-1A) mouse. M189 was a pre-B cell tumour, expressing only 8220, Ly24
and T200 on lymphocytes from PB, SCLN and bone marrow. Fewer
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(approximately 38%) spleen cells expressed B220 and the high proportion of
"U" cells within meant that the spleen could be classified as having a
"dubious" tumour. In general though, M189 was classed as a B-lineage tumour
since 3 out of 4 tissues analysed were of pre-B cell phenotype. PB leukocytes
of M189 were transplanted and both recipients (M200 and M213) were found
to be populated by L3T4 T cells. To check this rather unusual result, M189 PB
leukocytes were regenerated after 6 months storage in liquid nitrogen and on
passage, the tumour was again of T cell phenotype (M250). Transplanted mice
all had non-leukaemic lymphoma, i.e. the PB leukocyte count was relatively
normal.
All enlarged organs and mlg(w) and mlg(w) PB lymphocytes were 100%
PGK-1A. Transplanted tumours were also 100% PGK-1A, so the T cell tumour
found in recipients of M189 could be due to the overgrowth of a secondary
clone which was undetectable in the primary tumour orthe differentiation of a
monoclonal stem cell neoplasia.
Section 7.lV General T/B cell tumour information
The overall categorisation of T/B tumours is shown in Table 7.lV.1. The last
five individuals in this table are included with reservations since the only B
cell marker known to be present is mlg(w), thus it is possible that these are
true T cell tumours with high FcR expression. The mlg(w) peak was dull, typical
of FcR binding. The remaining 10.5 T/B tumours are more likely to be genuine.
It is debatable whether the two tumours expressing B cell antigens + Lyl
(MP2LE and M229) should be regarded as being of T/B cell phenotype or as
being a special sub-class of B cell tumours (Ly1B). Since all that is being
assessed here is gross surface phenotype and not cellular origin, "LyiB"
tumours are included in the T/B section in this study.
In general, T/B tumours were unstable on transplantation (last-column of Table
7.IV.1). Of two Ly1B tumours, one differentiated into a B cell tumour (MP2LE)
and the other (M229) stayed stable, although Lyl density decreased slightly
and only one passage was successful. M202 (T/B in MLN, T in SCLN) MLN was
Ly1mIg(w)mlg(f)B220 and became more T cell-like on passage. M34, a
Thy1Ly1B220 tumour lost B220 and transiently gained L3T4 on
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TABLE 7.IV.1 EXPRESSION OF SURFACE ANTIGENS ON T/B CELL TUMOURS
TOTAL
2
1
1
*0.5
I
1
1
1
2
2
I
I

THY1
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

LY1
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

LY2
+
+
+
+
+
-

L3T4

mlg(w)

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
+
-

mlg(f)

B220

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
-

STABILITY
5,119

ND
-

-

US
-

US
-

US
-

15.5
= >40X of lymphocytes positively stained for surface antigen
= <40X of lymphocytes positively stained for surface antigen
S = surface antigen phenotype remains stable on transplantation
surface antigen phenotype is unstable on transplantation
US
ND = Not Done
41 this mouse had a 1/B cell tumour in one organ and a T cell tumour
in another (see Section 7.VI)
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transplantation. M28, a Thy1Ly1Ly2mlg(w) B220 tumour, lost B cell
antigens to become a T cell tumour. M229, M202 and M34 are discussed fully
in this chapter.
Section 7.lV Specific T/B cell tumour information
May-Grunwald/Giemsa-stained smears are in Section 7.Vll. All other specific
figures and tables are in Appendix E.
M34 (Tables 7.IV.2, 7.lV.3, Figures 7.IV.1-7.IV.3)
M34 was a thymic lymphoma from an 18 month-old C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR
mouse. The tumour transplanted successfully 93 times out of about as many
attempts (14 serial passages) in intervals of approximately 3-6 weeks. Interval
time decreased with passage number (data not shown). At 10th passage,
interval time (time from injection to first

obvious signs of disease) was

approximately 3 weeks if 10 or 106 cells had been injected, 6 weeks with 100
cells and increased to 8 weeks when only one cell (estimated by limiting
dilution) was injected. Only two of the five mice injected with one cell actually
got tumours.
M34 was a Thy1Ly1B220 tumour and this phenotype was maintained
through 6 serial passages to M71. On the seventh passage (M76), SCLN cells
were dull for anti-Lyl staining and on further transplantation, stayed that way.
Between M76 and M94, starting around M83, the tumour cells also began to
lose B220 from the cell surface, although expression was never entirely
negative. M59 was transplanted into six recipients after a seven month storage
in liquid nitrogen. These tumours were found to be Thy1Ly1L3T4 dull B220.
Further passage of this tumour eventually led to a decrease in the density of
both L3T4 and B220, resulting in a Thy1Ly1, dull L3T4, B220 tumour.
M229 (Tables 7.IV.4, 7.IV.5, Figure 7.IV.4)
M229 was a lymphoma in a 24 month-old AKR x C3H(PGK-1A) mouse involving
spleen, MLN and peritoneal ascites. M229 spleen and peritoneum was
populated by Ly1 B cells. Few cells expressed any other T
lymphocyte-associated antigen. This Ly113 phenotype was consistent on
transplantation (M268), although the tumour was now situated almost entirely
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in SCLN. A May-Grunwald/ Giemsa-stained preparation of M229 spleen
leukocytes is shown in Figure 7.Vll.1 (B).
M216 (Table 7.IV.6, Figure 7.IV.5)
M216 arose in a 19 month-old CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR generation 3 mouse,
involving SCLN and MLN. It expressed four T cell antigens (Thy1Lyi 4 Ly2
L3T4 1 ) and two B cell antigens - mlg and B220. All antigens (except Thyl
which was dull) were expressed brightly on the cell surface. Such
"across-the-board" staining (i.e. positive for multiple I

and B cell antigens)

occurred in only two other tumours: - M28 was Thy1Ly1Ly2mlg(w) 8220
(all brightly staining) in SCLN, MLN and spleen while M35 was similar, but dullstaining for these five antigens in SCLN and spleen. Fresh and frozen inocula
of M216, M28 and M35 tumour cells all failed to grow on transplantation to the
appropriate recipients. A May-Grunwald/Giemsa-stained preparation of M216
MLN cells is shown in Figure 7.VI1.1 (C).
Section 7.V General information concerning "dubious" tumours
Dubious tumours were defined in chapter 5 by two criteria; more than 30% of
tumour cells expressed neither T nor B cell-associated antigens and of the
cells that

were positively stained, no more than 40% were positive for any

singleT cell-associated or B cell-associated antigen. As a result, most dubious
tumours were composed of lymphocyte-like cells expressing neither T nor B
cell-associated antigens. These may be equivalent to the "U" cells of normal
mice described in chapter 4.
Six mice had tumours of dubious type in more than one tissue of the body. A
further two mice (discussed in Section 7.Vl) had a tumour of dubious type in
one tissue and a tumour of T or B lymphocyte type in another. A general table
is of no value for dubious tumours here (all entries would be negative).
Section 7.V Soecific "dubious" tumour information
All tables and figures are in Appendix E.
M154 (Table 7.V.1, Figure 7.V.1)
M154 was a lymphatic leukaemia from a 26 month-old CBA(GPI-1A) x AKR
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mouse, involving SCLN and PB. Fewer than 4% of SCLN and PB lymphocytes
expressed any T cell antigen or B220. 12% of SCLN and 18% of PB
lymphocytes were very dully-stained with anti-mlg(w). They comprised the
brightest edge of a unimodal population. On transplantation (M163), expression
of T cell antigens and B220 was still negative, but 68% of lymphocytes stained
with anti-mlg(w). This was due to the dull homogeneous population described
above shifting to the right from peak position 106 to 147 (x6 increase in
brightness). The gain in brightness of mlg(w) may be a result of increased Fc
receptor expression.
M198 (Table 7.V.2, Figure 7.V.2)
M198 was a lymphoma arising in a 16 month-old C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR mouse
and involving SCLN, MLN and spleen. The only surface antigens found to be
expressed by M198 cells were Ly24, which is found on all highly proliferating
cells anyway and T200, which is present on all forms of L-CA. The presence of
the latter confirms that these "U" cells are of haematopoietic origin. Lyl and
B220 was expressed at higher density when the tumour was passaged.
Section 7.VI Tumours with diverging antigen phenotype in different
OF9dflS

within

1IIUIV1UUdI IIIi(..e

There were three tumours that fitted the above description - all will be
discussed in full. Tables pertaining to these tumours are given in Appendix E.
Organ weight increases over normal are given in parentheses in the text
below.
M15 originated in a C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR mouse and involved SCLN (x39) and
spleen (x30). SCLN cells expressed predominantly T cell antigens, while spleen
cells expressed none of Thyl.2, Lyl, Ly2 or mlg(w) and fell into the dubious
category (Table 7.Vl.1). M15 was not transplanted.
M202, a CBA(GPI-1A) x AKR tumour, involved SCLN (x40) and MLN (x86). M202
SCLN cells expressed Thyl.2 and Lyl only, while M202 MLN expressed Lyl,
mlg(w) and mlg(f) (Table 7.Vl.2). Thus, SCLN's of M202 were populated by T
cells and MLN's of M202 were populated by Lyl B cells (on which B220 was
absent). The MLN cells of M202 were transplanted and 10 weeks later, a Ly1B
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tumour appeared in the SCLN of the recipient (M230). The MLN cells of the
recipient had increased Thyl.2 and L3T4 expression and decreased mlg(w) and
mlg(f) expression compared to the MLN cells of M202. M202 SCLN cells were
also transplanted but failed to grow on in the recipients.
M249, a CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR generation 5 tumour, involved SCLN (x15) and
spleen (xiS). SCLN tumour cells had a B cell phenotype, although the mlg(w) mlg(f) discrepancy suggested that most were only FcR. However, 44% of
SCLN cells were also B220 1 , so they were more B than T cell-like (Table 7.Vl.3).
Very few M249 spleen cells expressed T or B antigens and could consequently
be considered to have a dubious phenotype. M249 was not transplanted.
Section 7.Vll Morphology of tumour cells
It was generally observed that B lymphocyte tumours and T/B lymphocyte
tumours consisted of large cells that were 10-201.im in size (Figures 7.Vl1.1 B
to E), approximately 2-3 times the size of normal small lymphocytes (Figure
7.VII.1 A). T lymphocyte tumours generally consisted of cells around the same
size (7-10j.im) and with the same general appearance as normal lymphocytes
(Figure 7.VI1.1 A). This was reflected by FACS data, since B and T/B tumour
cells often had a greater forward scatter than T tumour cells. B and T/B
tumour cells generally had a lower nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio than T cell
tumours. T tumour cells were often similar to normal cells in that they had a
thin ring of basophilic cytoplasm and a large nucleus (Figure 7.Vll.1 A).
The tumour cells of Figures 7.VIl.1 B - E were all lymphocytes as defined by
monoclonal antibody staining. However, the "Ly113" tumour lymphocytes of
M229 (Figure 7.Vll.1 B) looked rather monocyte-like. Some of the cells were
binucleated and this was reflected by the relatively high 9 0 scatter of these
cells (Figure 7.lV.4).
The

tumour lymphocytes of M216 were also bi-

or even trinucleated (Figure 7.Vll.1 C). Their cytoplasm was strongly basophilic.
However, their 900 scatter was only slightly greater than that of normal
lymphocytes (Figure 7.lV.5).
The dull mlg cells of M227 (Figure 7.Vll.1 D) were approximately 1211m and
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looked like large lymphocytes. They had faintly-staining basophilic cytoplasm.
The light-coloured dots within the nuclei were probably too small to be
nucleoli and may just be staining artefacts.
Most of the B220 pre-B cells of M214 (Figure 7.VlI.1 E) looked like large
lymphocytes but there was a high proportion of granulocyte-like cells present
and this was seen as a high 90 0-scattering subpopulation on the FACS (not
shown). Some areas of the cytoplasm stained a deep basophilic blue while
other areas within the same cell were neutrally-stained. The reason for this
was unknown.

Discussion
The AKR strain is well known for its susceptibility to MuLV-induced T cell
neoplasia. In this study, by breeding the low-leukaemic strains C3H and CBA
with AKR mice, other tumour types were produced in AKR hybrids, including B,
T/B and some "dubious" types that were mainly composed of non-T, non-B
lymphocyte-like cells. All tumours were analysed thoroughly with respect to
surface antigen expression in the primary host and on transplantation using
flow cytometry. Thus, the use of AKR hybrids (originally for clonality studies)
has generated a wide range of novel murine lymphomas that have not
previously been described. This approach may contribute significantly to
expanding the existing panel of mouse models available for comparative
studies of human neoplasia.
Some authors have found B cell lymphomas to occur 67% of the the time in
DBA x AKR hybrids while I cell lymphomas occurred 21% of the time
(Copeland et al 1986). In the present study, although many more B cell
neoplasms developed in AKR F 1 hybrids (10/63) than in AKR mice (0/19), this
number did not approach that of Copeland et al and indeed the T and B cell
proportions observed here were almost a direct reversal of theirs. This may
partly be due to the fact that the non-AKR parents were of a different strain in
the two studies. More seriously, Copeland et al's I and B cell classifications
were rather tentative since they were based on whether (T cell) or not (B cell)
anterior mediastinal involvement was present. In this study, using the sensitive
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fluorescent antibody technique, 41% of all T cell tumours were found not to
have anterior mediastinal involvement. Copeland et al's classification method
therefore probably overestimated the number of B cell tumours that were
present. Copeland et al did attempt to confirm that their B cell lymphomas
were genuine by analysing the rearrangement of heavy and light
immunoglobulin gene loci. They found 85% and 41% of their B lymphomas had
rearranged IgH and kappa chain genes respectively. However, such
rearrangements are not, by themselves, diagnostic for B cells, since they have
been detected in T cell lymphomas (Cory et at 1980, Herr et al 1983,
Korsmeyer et al 1983).
Tumour incidence
The tumour incidence in animals of this study varied with certain
characteristics.
The gender of the AKR parent influences tumour incidence.
C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 mice had a tumour incidence of 78%, significantly
higher than the 26% for reciprocal F 1 hybrids

(x2 .

p<0.001). This supports the

idea that the murine leukaemia virus (M.uLV) is transmitted through the female
parent more efficiently than the male parent, either via the germ cells
themselves or through the mother's milk (Gross 1956, Feldmann & Gross 1967,
Gross 1962).
The strain and genotype of the non-AKR parent influences tumour
incidence.
The 78% tumour incidence of C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 mice was significantly
higher than the 53% of CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 mice

(x2 .

p<0.005). Rowe &

Hartley (1983) found that C3H x AKR F 1 's were more susceptible to
leukaemogenesis when injected with MCF viruses than were CBA x AKR F 1 's.
They also reported that the former has a higher spontaneous tumour incidence
(60-80%) than the latter (exact figure not given). Such resistance/susceptibility
is thought to be due to the interaction of certain MuLV-associated genes. The
AKR, CBA and C3H strains used in the present study were all H_2k at the major
histocompatability complex region (McK e n z ie & Potter 1979). While other
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haplotypes are resistant, mice carrying H_2k are susceptible to MuLV infection,
due to the effects of two H-2-associated genes,

Rgv-1 and

Rgv-2 (Lilley

1970).
Lilley & Pincus (1973) believe Rgv-2to be closely related, or perhaps identical
to, another gene,

Fv-1. The Fv-1 locus can be either Fv-1

b

— a mouse

carrying this allele is susceptible to virus of BALB/c origin (B-tropic) only, or

Fv-1

n

- a mouse of this type is susceptible to virus of Swiss NIH (and also

AKR) origin (N-tropic). Thus, where AKR viruses are concerned, only

Fv-1

mice are susceptible. Regardless of whether the non-AKR parent is permissive
for N-tropic viruses

(Fv-1 fl) or for B-tropic viruses

(Fv-1

b),

the virus

nb F 1 heterozygotes is always N-tropic (Rowe 1973). AKR,
expressed in Fv-1
C3H and CBA strains used in the present study are all Fv-1 '. All three strains
also carry the susceptible allele for the

Fv-2 region, Fv-2 S The Fv-2 locus

dictates resisitance/susceptibility for all virus types, in contrast to the

Fv-1

locus whose effectiveness depends on whether the virus involved is B-tropic
or N-tropic.
b
The non-permissive Fv-1 allele inhibits the spread of AKR N-tropic ecotropic

virus and consequently the emergence of Mink Cell Focus-inducing (MCF) virus
derived from it. Thus, the effect is absolute and protects against the
development of spontaneous thymomas. An additional dominant or
semi-dominant gene

(Rmcf

r), carried by CBAJCa mice selectively inhibits

infection by MCF but not ecotropic viruses. The C3H and AKR mice of this
study carry the susceptible allele, Rmcfs, which permits infection by both MCF
and ecotropic MuLV (Hartley et al 1983, Rowe & Hartley 1983).
Thus, AKR, C3H and CBA mice from this study have H_2k, Fv-1" and FV_2S in
common, while AKR and C3H mice differ from CBA mice at the

Rmcf locus.

The difference in tumour incidence observed between C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR
(78%) and CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR (53%) F 1 hybrids may be due to the effects of
the Rmcf locus. Thus, although MCF viruses are undoubtably important in AKR
lymphomagenesis, it appears that other recombinants can induce the disease.
In particular, the SL viruses isolated by Nowinski & Hayes (1978) are efficient
leukaemogenic ecotropic recombinants (Lenz et al 1982). Such viruses may
represent the chief leukaemogen in F hybrids such as CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR
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that are restrictive for MCF viruses. Two additional (dominant) alleles, Akv-1
and Akv-2 a are unique to the AKR strain and are thought to represent the
structural genes for the leukaemogenic virus (Rowe & Hartley 1972, Rowe
1973). Absence of these structural alleles in non-AKR strains is denoted by

Akv_1L and Akv2'. Apart from the genes mentioned here, there are probably
many other undiscovered genes that predispose a mouse to infection with
Mu LV.
It is difficult to explain both the lower tumour incidence (19%) and the
relatively late tumour onset age (24.2 + 5.7 months) in CBA(GPI-1A) x AKR

Fi

mice. The male parent in this hybrid differs from the male parent in
CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 hybrids (53% incidence, average age 17.7 + 3.4 months)
by only 2 genetic loci, Pgk-1 and Gpi-1, neither of which have been reported
to be involved in tumour resistance or susceptibility. It may be relevant that
our CBA(PGK-1A) stocks originally received their

Pgk-1

a

allele from a

C3H/HeHa background, whereas our CBA(GPI-1A) stocks received their Gp/_l sa
allele from a strain "A" background. Strain A mice are Fv-1 b and are thus
resistant to infection by AKR MuLV, but after 20 generations of backcrossing
onto the CBA/Ca strain there ought to be less than 0.0001% of strain
genome in our CBA(GPI-1A) stocks. Moreover, even it the

A

-

Ev-1

allele was
present in CBA(GPI-1A) mice, CBA(GPI-1A) x AKR F 1 's would be Fv-1 nb and
therefore susceptible to MuLV infection (Rowe 1973). It is known that the
Gpi-ls locus and the

Akv-1 locus

lie only twelve map units apart on

chromosome seven (Rowe et al 1972). It is possible that genes in close
proximity to the non-AKR Gpi-ls a locus may confer some degree of
resistance to MuLV-induced neoplasia in CBA(GPI-1A) x AKR mice.
(c) To some extent, the proportion of AKR present in the genome influences
tumour incidence.
AKR mice developed neoplasia more often (88%) and earlier in life (12.4 + 3.4
months) than CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR F 1 mice (53%, 17.7 + 3.0 months)

(x 2

p<0.005 and t-test, p<0.001, respectively). Having only one AKR parent, F 1
mice may simply have half the amount of inherited MuLV or half the amount
of genes predisposing the animal to neoplasia. There was, however, no
difference in tumour incidence between F 1 's and generations 3/5 or between
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generations 3/5 and AKR's

(x2 . all p>O.l).

T cell tumours
In 17 of the 19 AKR tumours studied, the thymus was enlarged, as is the norm
for AKR disease (Gross 1983). In only one of these cases however, was it the
only organ involved in neoplasia - the other 16 were thymic lymphomas where
SCLN, MLN and spleen were also affected. Non-thymic lymphoma was present
in the other 2 AKR mice. CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR generations 2-5 tumours also
usually involved thymus whereas C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR and its reciprocal hybrid
tended to suffer from tumours localised in non-thymic positions (Table 7.1.2).
This may be related to the fact that the thymus-affecting T-lineage tumours
tended to occur in mice of a younger age group (AKR and CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR
generations 2-5). Thus, the target cell for lymphomagenesis in mice with a
high proportion of AKR in the genome seems likely to be a thymocyte, in
agreement with Cloyd (1983). In mice with a lower proportion of AKR in the
genome (all F 1 hybrids), the target cell could be a more mature peripheral T
lymphocyte.
In general, T cell tumours occured significantly earlier (13.6+5.2 months) in the
lifespan of a mouse than any other type in this study. Also, when T cell
tumours were compartmentalised into immature and mature types with
respect to surface antigen expression, the immature ones (with typical thymic
antigens) occurred earlier than the mature ones (with antigens typical of
peripheral cell populations) in the mouse lifespan (Table 7.1.4). This
phenomenon has also been observed for common acute lymphoblastic
leukaemia (c-ALL) in man - immature T cell-derived leukaemia tends to occur
in children and young adults whereas tumours originating from mature T cells
tends to occur in older adults (Greaves et al 1981, Greaves 1982).
If the 23.5 tumours (29% of T cell tumour total) for which L3T4 was not tested
are excluded , then the majority (78% of those remaining) fell into one of four
categories - Thy1Ly1Ly2L3T4 (19%), Thy1Ly1 Ly2L3T4 (12%),
Thy1Ly1LyVL3T4 4 (28%) or Thy1 Ly1Ly2L3T4 (19%). The first three
classes are typical of normal thymocytes or peripheral T cell populations
(Ledbetter et al 1980, Micklem et al 1980). The last class, containing Ly2L3T4
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T cells also has a counterpart in normal mice - Thy1Ly1Ly2 L3T4 cells
constitute approximately 5% of cells in the normal thymus (Gause et al 1987).
Zielinski et al (1981) found that AKR tumours were comprised of cells bearing
a range of Ly phenotypes, suggesting that there were many different target
cells available for malignant transformation in the AKR strain. They also found
that MuLV-receptor expression increased with advancing neoplasia, indirectly
supporting the receptor-mediated leukaemogenesis hypothesis of McGrath &
Weissman (1979).
The surface antigen phenotypes recorded here were not merely a reflection of
tumour localisation since all the Ly2L3T4 tumours, typical of thymocytes,
were also found in the periphery, and also, half of the tumours originating
from cells with a more mature antigen phenotype, were found in the thymus.
The latter observation would suggest that, either extensive maturation had
occurred in the thymus, in keeping with Scollay (1982a, 1984), or, less likely,
that T cells had matured in the periphery as described by Piguet (1981) and
Stutman (1978), but had remigrated back into the thymus.
The surface antigen phenotype of a T cell tumour line did not affect its
stability on transplant. Stable (12) and unstable (8) tumours were distributed
evenly over the categories of T cell tumours for the twenty lines maintained in
vivo. Of the three known Ly2L3T4 tumours transplanted from Table 7.11.2, two
were unstable - one lost Ly2 and the other (M120 of Table 7.11.8) lost both Ly2
and L3T4. The third tumour (from an AKR mouse) remained stable on
transplant. The only other AKR tumour transplanted was M63 (Table 7.11.9), a
Thy1Ly1Ly2'(L3T4 not done) cell line. Over several passages, the density of
all its surface antigens decreased, resulting in a weak Thy1Ly1 4 tumour with
negligible Ly2 (and L3T4) on the cell surface.
It has been suggested that transplanted phenotypes such as these are
representative of a more mature stage of development of the cell lines
(Ledbetter et al 1982, Zielinski et al 1981). These authors believe however, that
transformation actually occurred in a T cell precursor that was already
committed to differentiate along a predetermined pathway. Thus, in
spontaneous tumours, both immature precursor and mature differentiated cells
ought to be present. The tumours in the present study were perhaps sampled
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Pt a later stage of neoplastic development, since they were relatively
homogeneous with respect to surface antigen expression. They did however,
retain the ability to differentiate on transplantation.
Many tumours in this study, not just those of T cell origin, increased in
malignancy upon serial transplantation, shown by the increasingly shorter
times for the tumour to become evident in the recipient. Occasionally, the
tumour would kill in less than two weeks, with little evidence for its existence
in the recipient. Serial transplantation prolongs the exposure time of the
tumour to the selective forces of the recipients, leading to the selection of
more and more malignant clones or subclones (Leibovici 1984). Also, the
failure of a tumour to survive and divide in a recipient after many passages
may be evidence for it having reached a non-self-renewing end-cell stage.
B cell tumours
B cell tumours occurred in relatively old mice (21.0 + 5.4 months). If, for some
reason, the virus fails to replicate in a thymocyte or T cell at an early age, it
may be unable to do so at a later date, since thymocyte/T cell production falls
to 10% of that of young mice (Scollay et al 1980). B cell proportions are
known to increase, at least in the peripheral blood, as mice age (chapter 4)
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the probability of B cell transformation may increase with age. Alternatively,
the minimum amount of virus needed to transform a B lymphocyte may be
greater than the amount needed to transform a T cell. A third possibility is
that B cells are transformed by a virus distinct from that which infects T cells.
There is evidence for this, since AKR F 1 hybrids with a high incidence of B cell
lymphomas are mainly infected with ecotropic proviruses whereas AKR T cell
lymphomas are mainly infected with MCF proviruses (Herr & Gilbert 1983,
Copeland et al 1986). AKR ecotropic viruses are relatively weakly oncogenic
and a recombination event is thought to be necessary to, generate a highly
oncogenic ecotropic virus (Celander & Haseltine 1984, Lenz et al 1984). It may
take significantly longer to generate these viruses than it does to generate I
cell-infecting MCF viruses.
The 16.5 B cell tumours could be divided up into 6 mature (mlg(w)
mlg(f)B220) and 7.5 immature B220 tumours negative for mlg(w) or mlg(f), or
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both. The remaining three individuals were not classified with respect to
maturity, due to insufficient information. Generally, B cell tumours occurred
late in the lifespan and within those tumours, the mature B cell tumours
occurred significantly later than pre-B cell tumours. This may be related to the
observation that the pre-B form of c-ALL tends to occur in children or young
adults, whereas mature B cell leukaemias tend to occur in older adults
(Greaves et al 1979, 1980). It appears then that, in younger individuals,
transformation has resulted in the expansion of a progenitor or stem cell
whereas in older individuals, immunocompetent mature lymphocyte subsets
provide the predominant "at risk" cell, giving rise, in man, to chronic
leukaemias and cutaneous lymphomas.
In the six B cell tumours that were maintained in vivo, it was observed that
the three mature B cell lines were stable on continued passsage whereas two
(M97, M189) of the three precursor B cell lines changed their surface antigen
expression. This started with the loss of B220 and ended with the gain of T
cell antigens. Thus, in early B cell lines, there is evidence for a maturation
arrest being overthrown and a progression to a more mature and strikingly
different phenotype taking place on transplantation. Such extreme neoplastic
cell maturation has previously been reported in vitro (Nagasawa & Mak 1980,
Leglise et al 1988). The expression of B220 on what must be a pre-T cell is
surprising and there have been no reports of this for normal cells. Such
aberrant B220 expression may be a direct result of transformation of a pre-T
cell. The third precursor B cell tumour (M191) actually stayed stable on
transplantation although twice as many cells (approximately 40-->80%)
became B220mlg.
T/B cell tumours
For the tumour cells with both T and B surface antigens, these shared
characteristics can be likened to the lineage infidelity described by McCulloch
et al (1984). It is difficult to comprehend where the lineage promiscuity of
Greaves et al (1986); that is, the coexpression of markers at inappropriate
times - ends and the lineage infidelity of M c Culloch and his colleagues begins.
T cell markers and B cell markers being expressed together are certainly
"inappropriate" but whether this can be regarded as being related to time is
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unclear. It was uncertain whether the T/B tumours' surface antigen
coexpression was a result of transformation of a very early normal cell which
was uncommitted to either the T or the B cell lineage or transformation of a
more differentiated cell committed to one lineage with the aberrant
co-expression of antigens subsequently induced by transformation. The fact
that individual, spontaneous T/B tumours never gave rise to both T and B cell
tumours on transplantation to different recipients might suggest that there
was a certain degree of commitment in the transformed cells.
There is a slight possibility that some surface antigens were passively
acquired, rather than endogenously produced. However, T/B cell tumours
derived from AKR mice have previously been shown to synthesise their own T
and B cell antigens (Greenberg & Zatz 1975, Greenberg et al 1977, Schwartz et
al 1977). There is also a possibility that at least some of the T/B tumours were
a result of a spontaneous in vivo fusion of B and T cell lymphomas. However,
karyotypic analysis previously carried out for AKR T/B tumours found no
evidence for this (Lanier et al 1983).
Dubious cell tumours
"Dubious" cell tumours may have occurred due to the transformation of a very
early cell not yet committed to either the T or the B lineage and carrying few
T or B cell antigens. Alternatively, their high proportion of non-T, non-B
lymphocytes may just be the end result of transformation of a committed cell.
If the former, T and/or B lineage cells might appear on transplantation to
recipients. Indeed, pre-B cells did appear in one line (M198), although B220
expression was very dull. This agrees with the results of Korsmeyer et at
(1981, 1983), who found that tumours lacking conventional T or B surface
antigens actually arose in committed B cell progenitors, as evinced by
immunoglobulin gene rearrangements.
Dubious tumour cells often appeared to express Fc receptors. It is known that
natural killer cells are FcR (Timonen et al 1981). These cells might make up
the bulk of the so-called U cells (non-T, non-B) of dubious tumours. Such
non-T, non-B FcR lymphomas have been previouly reported (Ramasamy &
Munro 1974). It is of interest to note that Fc receptors are at least partly
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responsible

for

triggering

monocyte

and

granulocyte-mediated

antibody-dependent tumour cell lysis (Graziano & Fanger 1987).
Diverging antigen phenotypes between organs of an individual
The discovery that surface antigen phenotypes can vary between organs
within an individual (M15, M202, M249) need not imply that >1 neoplastic
clone is present since a single clone may be at various stages of
differentiation in one animal. In M15 and M249, both spleens were populated
by non-T, non-B lymphocytes, whereas SCLN cells had a T and a B phenotype
respectively. T and B cell antigens may have been shed from the spleen cells
after transformation. Ledbetter et al (1981) report divergent phenotypes in a
monoclonal neoplasia involving spleen and thymus, although the divergence
was still within the T cell lineage.
This differentiation hypothesis cannot, however, explain the M202 neoplasia
which had a I cell phenotype (Thy1Ly1Ly2L3T4i in SCLN and a Ly1B cell
phenotype (Ly1mlg(w)mlg(fB22O) in MLN. Ly1B cells are primarily found in
the spleen and peritoneum and are derived from a lineage distinct from T cells
and other B cells since adult bone marrow fails to reconstitute the Ly1B
subset (Hayakawa et al 1983a, 1983b, 1985, Hardy et al 1984). It is difficult to
see how T cells and Lyl B cells could be members of a single clone at various
differentiation stages. Thus, if M202 is to be considered a single tumour, a
non-monoclonal origin for it seems likely. If the two tumour masses arose
independently at their different sites however, a monoclonal origin for both is
not excluded. The fact that the LV1B cells were B220 however, indicates that
they were not conventional Ly1B cells.
Cells lacking surface antigen within some tumour masses
The presence of cells that lacked the surface antigens present on the bulk of
tumour cells was noted in some mice (M191, Table 7.I1I.4 & 5 and M189, Table
7.111.9 & 10). They contributed a considerable proportion of the tissue being
assayed and were thought to be monoclonal, sharing the same PGK-1
phenotype as the tumour. This suggested that these cells were true tumour
cells and not (polyclonal) proliferations of tumour-reactive lymphocytes. As
discussed in chapter 5 such tumours may be analagous to human CIVIL, a
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disease in which more than one cell lineage is affected by the tumour (Fialkow
1980, 1982). It was only in the M189 and M191 lines that cells lacking the
surface antigens of the majority of tumour cells were present in such high
numbers. In other tumours of high cellularity, cells were of a homogeneous
antigen phenotype (e.g. M87.5, Tables 7.11.3 & 4) or if "antigen-negative" cells
were present (M171, Table 7.11.5), the cell count was considerably lower.
Alternatively, the tumour cells may belong to one lineage, but a proportion of
them may have lost their surface antigens.
Tumours regarded as stable on transplantation often exhibited a decreased
density of certain antigen with serial passage in this study. For example,
recipients of M227 and M282 displayed less kappa on the surface of
lymphocytes than the original tumour. In the unstable tumours that lost
antigen from the cell surface, this generally did not happen in one passage,
but over a few serial transplantations. A loss of surface antigen was also seen
in peripheral blood lymphocytes of six of the serially bled mice of chapter 5
immediately before death (Figiures 5.1, 5.8 and 5.9). Loss of surface antigen
has been associated in the past with advancing leukaemogenesis (Boyse & Old
1969, Ting & Herberman 1971, Schmidt et al 1979).
Gain of surface antigens
Spontaneous tumours were generally Ly24. Normal cell populations were
homogeneous and dully positive for LV24 expression, whereas tumour cell
populations were homogeneous and brightly positive. Such an increase in Ly24
density between normal lymphocytes and lymphocytes of MRLIMp-(/pr//pr)
mice has been reported previously and since mitogenic stimulation of normal
lymphocytes resulted in an increased expression of Ly24, the elevated
expression of Ly24 on the abnormal T cells of /pr-bearing mice and in the
tumour cells of this study may be related to their highly activated,
rapidly-dividing state (Dumont et al 1984, Gause et al 1987, Lynch et al 1987,
Lynch & Ceredig 1988). The reason for lack of expression of Ly24 in M34 was
unclear. The tumour grew at approximately the same rate as the majority of
Ly24 tumours (between 3 and 6 weeks to come up in recipients).
Although the gain of surface antigens was rare on transplantation, when it
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occurred,

it

appeared all at once in one passage, unlike the gradual

disappearance of many surface antigens. M97 and M189 (pre-B types) gained a
variety of I cell antigens and M104 (T type) gained the Ly6-associated antigen
detected by 6C3. These "new" antigens were thereafter stable on subsequent
passage.
Generally, the majority of these 119 murine tumours show minimal deviation in
surface antigen expression from that observed for normal cells detectable in
the adult. Thus, transformation may occur relatively late in development of
thymocytes, bone marrow cells or peripheral T or B cells, perhaps even
immediately before the progression to non-self renewing end cells. From
results such as these, other researchers have been able to correlate many of
the recognised subgroups of leukaemia and lymphoma in mice and humans
with a normal, easily detectable cell type (Warner et al 1979, Greaves et al
1981, Foon et al 1982, Foon & Todd 1986). The tumour cell lines that do not
match these normal subgroups are important - with such obscure
phenotypes/origins, they represent a considerable enigma for cancer
biologists.
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This study set out to investigate the clonality of tumours from AKR hybrids
heterozygous for PGK-1. The extremely high incidence of AKR neoplasia and
its known viral aetiology might result in the tumours having a polyclonal
origin. This was found not to be so - AKR(Pgk1') hybrids (as well as a few

CBA(Pgk-1 ab) hybrids) - developed tumours of monoclonal, or at most,
oligoclonal origin. The tumour mass was, however, substantially infiltrated with
non-tumour tissue since direct sampling of the tumour prior to sieving,
culturing or sorting by flow cytometry rarely resulted in a single-banded
enzyme phenotye. Normal cells within the tumour mass had a double-banded
enzyme phenotype.
On the other hand, in normal development of young AKR(Pgk-1') hybrids and

CBA(Pgk-1 ab) mice, haematopoietic organs were estimated to originate from
approximately 18-50 cells, in keeping with other authors.
There was evidence for AKR mice carrying an X chromosome controlling

a
b
C
element (Xce ) allele other than the Xce Xce or Xce alleles reported
previously. A higher percentage of cells had an active Pgk-1 a allele when the
AKR

Xce was paternally-derived than when it was maternally-derived.

Irrespective of parental effects, however, PGK-1 ratios of young AKR(Pgk-7 ab)
hybrids were well within the normal range.
Another aim of this study was to determine whether a preleukaemic phase
could be identified in neoplastic progression. Subpopulations of cells from

ab) mice had similar and constant
serially-bled AKR hybrid and CBA(Pgk-1
PGK-1 values for most of the bleeding period. It was generally only when the
peripheral blood leukocyte count was greater than normal and the mice could
actually be considered Ieukaemic that monoclonal or oligoclonal expansions of
cells occurred and skewed the PGK-1A:1B ratios of certain subpopulations.
Monthly serial bleeding of AKR and AKR hybrid mice did, however, reveal wide
fluctuations in T and B lymphocyte proportions. These fluctuations may
represent continuous waves of production, cell infection, and destruction of
recombinant oncogenic virus. Polyclonal subpopulations of cells are affected
initially, but eventually one recombinant virus is more "successful" than the
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others in its design and/or its integration site in the host genome. This virus
persists and is passed to all daughter cells as integrated provirus, giving the
cells a proliferative advantage over cells from other clones.
Serially-bled CBA mice differed from AKR-derived mice in that their
fluctuations in T and B cell proportions were not so pronounced, but a gradual
increase in B cells and decrease in T cells was observed in 11/12 mice. This
was known not to be a direct result of the extensive bleeding that these mice
had undergone, since equally high B cell proportions were observed in unbled
ageing mice. One of the eleven mice developed a slow-growing dull mlg
lymphatic leukaemia that may be analogous to B cell chronic lymphocytic
leukaemia, a disease relatively common in elderly humans. Another two of
these eleven mice had a faster growing bright mlg lymphatic leukaemia. Thus,
25% of the serially-bled CBA mice developed leukaemia. In uninsulted CBA
stocks, this incidence is believed to be less than 1%. Serial bleeding and/or
serial ether anaesthesia may prove to be a long-term method of inducing B
cell chronic leukaemia in normal mice.
A simplistic assumption at the outset of this study was that hybrids derived
from
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lymphomas, as in the AKR strain. However, a range of tumours with 1, 8, T/B
and "dubious" phenotypes were observed when AKR mice were crossed with

CBA(Pgk-1 a) CBA(Gpi-1 a) and C3H(Pgk-1 a) mice. These tumours should
prove invaluable in comparative studies with human neoplasia and may
enhance our understanding of normal leukocyte differentiation pathways. This
is the first report of so many (95 of 119 total) and such a variety of novel
tumours being generated by one method - many researchers base their work
on only one, or a few, tumour lines. The majority of the tumours discussed
here are currently available for future research.
Since non-I cell tumours usually occurred later in life than T cell tumours, the
high incidence of the former may just reflect the decreased numbers of
thymus-derived cells that are available for oncogenic virus transformation in
ageing mice. Differences were also observed in the distribution of tumour
types (I, B, I/B, or dubious) between hybrids. C3H(Pgk-1 a) x AKR and AKR x

C3H(Pgk-1 ) tumours were often of non-I phenotype. In peripheral lymphoid
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organs of young, normal animals of these genotypes, although large
differences were not apparent, there was a slight tendency for C3H(P,gk-1 a) x
AKR and AKR x C3H(Pgk_ia) to have more B cells and fewer T cells than other
strains.
T, B and even dubious tumours usually consisted of cells with a surface
antigen phenotype similar to that of certain cells appearing in young, healthy
mice, i.e., the tumour cells had a normal counterpart. However, with the
exception of Ly1B tumours, most of the 1/B tumours did not have a normal
cell counterpart. T/B (as well as most B) tumour cells also had a gross
morphology (shown by May-Grunwald/Giemsa staining) which was very
different from that of normal lymphocytes. T/B tumours have been described
in man and are associated with a very poor prognosis.
Investigation of immunoglobulin gene rearrangements may provide some clues
as to the point in differentiation at which transformation occurred in all of
these tumours and should prove especially illuminating for the "aberrant" T/B
tu mo U rs.
Thirty-three of the spontaneous tumours of this study were transplanted to
congenic recipients and the surface antigen phenotype of the passaged
tumours analysed. Since serial passage permits a longer exposure of the
tumour cells to selective forces of the internal milieu of the organism, this
might better reflect the situation in an animal with a longer lifespan. Thus,
spontaneous and serially-passaged tumours could serve as models for cancer
therapy in humans.
Karyotyping is another useful tool in tumour analysis. Aberrations such as
consistent translocations might reveal cellular oncogenes important in
neoplasia, as described for c-myc in Burkitt's lymphoma. Viruses have been
implicated in many other human tumours and, although their contribution to
neoplasia is not fully understood, it is possible that they operate through
insertional mutagenesis. Murine T cell lymphomas have been observed to have
MCF proviruses inserted near the

c-myc

and

P/rn-i

oncogenes.

Transformation and subsequent lymphomagenesis may be induced by the
activation (or modification) of these cellular oncogenes. It would be of interest
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to determine whether recombinant ecotropic and/or MCF proviruses have
integrated into the same part of the host genome in the different types of
tumour in this study. Unlike AKR tumours, which contain multiple somatic MCF
proviruses, AKR hybrids contain only a few somatic proviruses and
occasionally tumours have been observed to carry but a single
somatically-acquired provirus. Such hybrid tumours should prove invaluable for
identifying cellular oncogenes.
Longitudinal karyotyping studies might reveal changes in viral integrations with
time and could be carried out in both peripheral blood leukocytes as a whole
and FACS-sorted subpopulations such as T cells, B cells and granulocytes.
Analysis of the clonal composition of these subpopulations over time gives a
further insight into neoplastic development. Combining these two experimental
approaches should lead to a better understanding of the earliest stages of
oncogenesis and the kinetics of subsequent tumour growth.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix to Materials and Methods
Electrophoresis Buffer
for 1 litre, in distilled water at pH 8.8
quantity
molarity
2mM
0.74g
EDTA
10mM
2.94g
sodium citrate
1.23g
5mM
magnesium suiph ate
4.12g
20mM
sodium barbital

Sample Buffer
to lOOmi of 50mM tri-ethanolamine-HCL
(T-eth-HCL, Sigma T-1502) (pH 7.6) add:
concentration quantity
30mg
0.3mg/mi
dithioerythritoi (DTE)
50mg
bovine serum albumin (BSA ) 0.5mg/mi
2.0mg/mi
200mg
digitonin (Sigma D-5628)

Indicator Stock
to lOmi distilled water add:
mol arity
100mM
T-eth HCL
130mM
magnesium suphate
150mM
glucose
25mM
ADP (Sigma, A 8146)
40mM
NADP (Sigma, N 0505)

quantity
186mg
320mg
27 0mg
112mg
306mg

The solution is adjusted to pH 7.6 with 2N NaOH and
lOOpl aliquots are stored at -20°C.

(d) Assay Stock
to 40m1 electrophoresis buffer add:
moiarity
1.2mM
NAD (Sigma, N 7004)
trisodium fructose 1,640mM
diphosphate (Sigma 752-1)
K2HPO4
400

quantity
32mg
650mg
279mg

400pl aliquots are stored at -20°C.

(e) Stock solutions of MTT and PMS
to 50m1 distilled water add:
MIT (thiazolyl blue, Sigma M2128)
PMS (phenazine methosuiphate,
Sigma P 9625)
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Concentration
10mg/mi
2.5mg/mi

quantity
500mg
125mg

(f) Enzymes
66PDH (Sigma, 6-8878)
HK (Sigma, H-5625)
ALD (Sigma, A 1893)
GDH (Sigma, 8-6751)
GAPDH (Boehringer Mannheim
105 686)

*

Volume used
lOpi
Spl
lOpi
51l
7.51il

concentration
312 units/ml
6000 units/ml
6.5 units/ml
2000 units/ml
10 mg/mi

*

This refers to the manufacturers concentration and the
volumes may have to be adjusted if the manufacturers
change the concentration of the solution.

GPI Supre-heme buffer
1 sachet Supre-heme buffer (Helena Labs., No. 5802) diluted
with 1 litre distilled water.

GPI Assay Stock
to 20m1 1.OM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0 1 addz
quantity
NADP (Sigma, N050)
60mg
Fructose-6-phosphate
130mg
(Sigma, F 3627)
aliquots (lml) stored at -20°C.

Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
for 10 litres, in distilled water
quantity
KH2PO4
8.6g
Na2HPO4-12H 2 0
56.9g
56.7g
NaCl
pH to 7.2

RPMI-1640 medium
lox RPMI-1640
(Northumbria Biologicals Ltd, M404)
Hepes buffer (1M)(Gibco, 043-05630)
7.57. Sodium bicarbonate soln.
(Gibco, 043-05080)
107. Sodium azide
distilled water

quantity
50m1
lOmi
12.5mi
5m1
422.5m1

pH adjusted to 7.2. Before use 3.3m1 10% bovine serum albumin
is added to lOOmi of the above medium.
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W Acridine-orancie/Ethi dium-bromide stain
Acridine-orange (BDH, No. 34001)
Ethidium-bromide (Sigma, E8751)

quantity
50mg
15mg

Dissolve in imi 95% ethanol, add 49ml distilled water and
Store in lad aliquots at -20°C.
mix well.
The working solution is made by diluting one aliquot in
lOOmi PBS. This is stored in a dark bottle at 4°C
and is usable for up to one month.

quantity
(1) Giemsa Buffer
85m1
0.1M citric acid
0.2M di-sodium hydrogen phosphate 115m1
Adjust pH to 5.75
Make up to 1L with distilled H20

(m) Culture Medium (Chapter 6)
quantity
RPMI-1640 (1X) (Gibco, 041-1875)
lOOmi
lOml
Foetal calf serum (Gibco, 013-0629014)
2ml
IM Hepes (Gibco, 043-05630)
lml
Penicillin (lOOiu/ml)
lml
Streptomycin (lOOpg/ml)
imi
Non-essential amino acids (Gibco, 043-1140H)
lml
1M Sodium pyruvate
iOpl
B-2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, M-6250)
either
lml
Recombinant IL-2 (A. Cooke, Middlesex Hasp.)
or
5m1
Mixed rat thymocyte medium (B. Hodson,
Zoology Dept., Edinburgh)

(n) Freezing Buffer (Chapter 7)
RPMI-1640 (iX) (Bibco, 041-1875)
Foetal calf serum (Gibco, 013-06290H)
Dimethyl sulphoxide (Sigma, D-5879)
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quantity
SOml
40m1
lOmi

APPENDIX B

CHAPTER 3 DATA

%PGK-1A VALUES IN WHOLE BLOOD OF HYBRIDS A 1 B C AND D OF TABLES 3.1 & 3.5
HYBRID A [C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR]
Gel 1/Gel 2 (first 32 samples were run on one gel only)
73.5
60.8
70.0
70.1
59.1
73.9
79.2
64.8
44.7
75.4
63.8
80.9
53.9
67.0
70.9
71.7
71.5
70.3
62.5
60.1
59.8
63.1
63.3
50.6
50.9
57.3
60.3/60.8
55.4/53.8
49.7/48.2
64.8
63.8/61.2
55.6/59.4
62.9/63.5
53.5/56.1
74.1/76.0
77.0/78.9
60.4/58.8
54.4/53.4
75.0/71.7
47.0/47.7
72.9/71.9
62.1/62.9
69.0/62.1
68.6/66.7
62.5/61.0
55.8/60.4
55.6/57.2
52.6/55.6
60.7/61.3
58.0/56.4
75.7/70.5
51.3/51.7
70.8/74.6
51.5/50.7
67.2/66.9
68.6/66.4
74.7/68.0
62.2/56.2
67.6/63.6
65.1/63.4
54.8/55.2
63.6/56.7
52.5/54.0
61.5/61.4
57.6/58.2
49.0/55.5
50.5/48.9
64.3/61.4
46.8/42.0
75.3/72.3
60.8/64.6
55.7/56.9
54.6/54.1
53.7/48.7
61.0/58.8
61.3/55.0
55.2/55.2
61.1/63.1
56.7/58.8
63.1/68.9
49.8/48.8
49.8/53.0
52.8/51.9
54.0/53.8
52.6/55.0
57.3/56.7
64.8/64.8
61.5/62.6
53.8/55.6
57.6/59.7
55.7/53.8
58.3/55.3
61.0/62.8
67.2/66.7
60.9/63.3

60.7
60.9
69.1
63.2
41.6
78.4/71.1
56.4/56.7
58.9/63.1
61.8/61.4
70.1/63.6
70.6/69.4
65.4/61.1
66.7/63.6
61.3/58.3
68.2/61.7
56.3/55.2
62.3/59.5
58.2/57.6
64.3/66.5

fl ILö '
UQ.T1Q7.L

A
IA1
A
V7.71?I.V

4
fl IA
A
.J1.DI.J'J.Y

L
A
4
.JQ.VlJ7..I

L
4
,Jl.Q117.L

7A
.1 J7T
IV.?I1.J.7

54.2/49.4
73.2/73.3
59.1/57.3
53.2/55.9
62.0/63.2

52.5/49.9
67.6/66.7
66.9/66.8
59.0/57.6
57.4/56.8

30.5/31.6
52.1/53.7
52.7/56.6
49.1/46.0
50.6/50.2

58.4/58.5
61.0/65.6
46.7/49.1
50.3/49.9
55.2/59.0

38.7/36.0
58.9/62.4
70.4/76.4
56.6/56.1
50.2/54.5

58.8/58.5
63.8/68.0
59.0/63.7
52.6/52.6

Mean

t

standard deviation = 60.3 ± 8.4 1 N=149
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APPENDIX B CONTINUED
HYBRID B (AKR x C3H(PGK-IA)3
Gel 1/6e12
71.3/66.1
69.9/66.7
65.4/65.6
77.1/72.6
73.8/65.8
78.0/74.0
69.5/64.8
59.8/57.6
69.4/68.3
53.9153.6
79.9/81.6
70.7/73.7
61.6/61.9
100.0/100.0 71.4/67.4
62.2/63.7
67.4/67.0
58.6/63.6
69.1/67.9
73.8/76.4
81.3/75.8
46.5/51.7
52.7/56.6
63.3/65.9
100.0/100.0
69.0/63.6
60.5/60.2
66.1/60.6
48.0/46.9
72.1/72.3
55.6/54.0
63.2/62.3
81.4/80.1
58.8/55.5
61.4/62.3
60.9/61.5
63.9/63.4
63.1/64.4
64.6/66.1
67.9/68.4
58.6/59.3
50.4/49.2
64.7/63.2
57.9/58.2
62.9/63.1
62.0/63.6
64.7/63.4
62.2/60.9
58.0/61.3
58.6/56.6
55.0/55.8
58.1/61.4
59.8/61.6
65.7/67.7
61.2/64.8
64.6/65.0
58.2/60.3
67.3/69.2
65.7/66.8
69.3/74.6
60.0/60.0
60.9/62.3
62.2/69.7
60.0/60.3
61.8/63.4
56.3/55.1
57.4/61.0
65.2/68.6

69.2/64.5
65.5/63.9
67.6/69.2
68.6/72.0
80.7/80.4
68.4/67.7
75.4/75.2
58.4/63.6
76.5/77.1
70.1/67.0
63.3/60.1
76.8/73.9
69.1/68.4
62.5/63.4
52.4/50.1
65.0/66.2
57.2/59.9
48.1/52.2
69.0/68.1
70.9/72.3
59.4/59.6
64.2/65.1

Mean ± standard deviation = 65.3 ± 8.8 1 N134
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75.6/70.4
65.2/65.6
62.6/64.4
66.2/65.4
65.4/65.9
72.1/73.6
67.8/65.8
60.6/65.1
70.4/69.0
62.4/66.8
58.1/59.2
59.1/61.6
64.3/63.9
62.1/61.2
62.6/59.3
69.8/69.1
63.9/60.6
56.6/57.1
57.4/58.4
76.2/77.1
59.8/60.2
48.5/50.6

86.6/82.2
78.9/74.3
70.6/71.8
71.9/71.2
64.8/68.0
70.9/74.3
69.3/71.1
59.6/59.1
69.8/69.7
63.2/66.3
53.7/57.1
66.6/66.2
56.7/56.0
52.6/58.7
60.6/58.9
100.0/100.0
55.6/57.6
51.4/49.6
72.3/75.9
50.8/57.2
66.3/69.4
60.5/66.5

APPENDIX B CONTINUED
HYBRID C (CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR]
Gell/6e12
64.8/65.8
57.4/60.4
59.6/66.6
55.2/57.1
76.8/71.9
52.8/54.0
51.4/51.7
53.2/49.8
54.6/57.0
51.8/53.6
64.7/69.8
61.4/60.1
56.7/56.4
64.2/62.8
73.9/71.2

62.9/63.5
57.8/61.8
55.1/57.2
73.2/79.8

66.4/64.9
54.8/53.3
58.8/56.9
53.4/53.6

53.0/52.6
58.3/58.9
64. 1/59.9
63.5/62.5

71.8/78.8
73.2/69.6
64.4/65.3
65.5/62.8

59.4/59.5
75.2/81.7
64.0/61.4
61.0/66.0

Mean ± standard deviation = 60.2 ± 6.9 1 N=27

HYBRID D (AKR x CBA(PGK-1A)3
Gel l /Gel 2
73.8/75.8
67.9/68.0
59.6/60.9
67.7/67.6
66.6/69.1
63.8/65.6
61.6/68.0
65.5/68.7
88.2/90.4
60.2/60.2
62.8/61.2
47.0/47.8
70.4/75.8
57.8/60.2
66.6/71.3

57.9/61.4
50.2/48.4
56.9/58.8
58.5/59.3
65.3/64.3

Mean ± standard deviation = 65.2 ± 8.4, N28
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APPENDIX C

CHAPTER 3 DATA

%PGK-1A IN VARIOUS ORGANS OF VARIOUS HYBRIDS/STRAINS IN TABLES 3.2-3.4 & 3.6
HYBRID A EC3H(PGK-IA) x AKR)]
6e12
Bell
Organ
Mouse
46
47
BM
I
47
50
SP
49
50
TN
69
66
BM
2
67
64
SR
70
65
TH
46
45
BM
3
48
47
SP
32
30
TH
63
61
BM
4
61
60
SP
64
60
TH

Mouse
5

6

7

Organ
BM
SP
TH
BM
SP
TH
BM
SP
TH

Bell
46
45
47
53
53
52
63
55
55

6e12
48
46
50
57
62
59
65
52
57

HYBRID B SEll (AKR x C3H(PGK-1A))
Ge12
Bell
Organ
Mouse
39
37
BM
1
42
42
Se
49
49
LW
73
72
BM
2
66
66
SP
65
62
LW
52
54
BM
3
52
50
SR
47
47
LN
70
63
BM
4
64
66
SR
64
67
LW
79
72
BM
5
78
72
SR
74
76
LW
HYBRID B SET2 (AKR x C3H(PGK-1A))
8e12
Bell
Organ
Mouse
69
71
BM
1
64
66
SR
68
70
TN
59
60
BM
2
57
56
SR
52
51
TH
44
48
BM
3
44
41
SP
47
51
TH

Mouse
4

5

6
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Organ
BM
SP
TH
BM
SR
TH
BM
SR
TN

Bell
63
58
57
61
59
60
54
53
56

Ge12
65
59
63
61
58
60
55
51
52

APPENDIX C CONTINUED
HYBRID C (CBA(PGK-IA) x AKR]
Sell
Ge12
Organ
Mouse
49
43
LN
1
50
48
E
48
44
PBLe
59
54
LN
2
60
57
E
62
PBLe
61
72
71
LN
3
66
71
E
69
74
PBLe
STRAIN E (CBA(PGK-1AB))
Sell
Organ
Mouse
78
E
1
77
SR
80
TH
60
E
2
59
SR
64
TH
78
3
E
77
SR
76
TH
63
E
4
60
SP
60
TH

13e12
77
76
80
63
64
63
78
75
75
66
62
65

Mouse
4

5

6

Mouse
5

6

7

8

BM = bone marrow
SP = spleen
TH = thymus
LN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
E = erythrocytes
RBLe = peripheral blood leukocytes
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Organ
LN
E
PBLe
LN
E
PBLe
LN
E
PBLe

Sell
56
56
53
59
62
59
58
60
61

Ge12
56
56
58
53
59
54
61
58
61

Organ
E
SP
TH
E
SR
TH
E
SP
TH
E
SP
TH

Sell
88
87
86
83
87
86
85
85
85
64
68
64

Ge12
88
88
87
84
80
80
84
84
85
64
67
68

APPENDIX D

CHAPTER 5 DATA

Y. P6K-IA VALUES IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD LEUKOCYTES FROM MONTHLY SERIAL BLEEDS
Erythrocyte (E) (unlysed blood) and inIg/mIg values are recorded
where available. Each value is an average of 2 gels.
P1R2 (CBA(PGK-IAR)]
XPGK-1A
Age (m.o.)
81
6
79
9
79
10
91
11
84
12
90
13
88
15
92
16
87
17
87
18
91
19
83
20
92 (E65)
21

P6U C(CBA(PSK-IAB)]
Age (m.o.)
%PGK-1A
68
2
72
3
4
73
71
5
65
6
69
7
68
8
67
9
69
10
66
11
67
12
69
13
68
14
66
15
70
16
68
17
65 (m1g70, mIg69)
18
63
20
63
21
62
22
69
23
70
24
72 (E61)
27
63
28.5
62
30
72 (mIg64)
31
66 (E65)
32

re-M227 (CBA(PGK-1AS)]
V.PSK-1A
Age (m.o.)
51
6
48
7
46
8
45
9
49
10
48
11
51
12
50
13
49
14
50
15
53
16
46
17
48
18
41
19
36
21
38
22
42
23
39
24
37
25
35 (mIg=45, mIgdull=20, mIgbright42)
26
9 (mlg=49, mIgdull0, mlg 4 bright=AB)*
27

* 2 bands visible on autoradiograph, but since so few cells, a long exposure
time was necessary and background was too dark for scanning.
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APPENDIX D CONTINUED
pre-M282 (CBA(PGK-1AB)]
7.PGK-1A
Age (m.o.)
88 (mIg88,mIg82)
11
91
12
Be
13
88 (m1g91,mlg'89)
14
87
15
91 (mIg91mIg89)
16
Be
17
89
18
94
19
87 (mIg90,mIg88)
20
89
21
91 (mIg84,mIg88)
22
92
23
88 (mIg100)
25
91 (E69)
28
90
29
100 (E80)
31
100
32

pre-M275 [CBA(PGK-1AB)3
XPGK-1A
Age (m.o.)
84 (mIg86mIg81)
11
88
12
86
13
85 (mIg85,mIg87)
14
84
15
83
16
82 (mIg90,mIg88)
17
90
18
92 (m1g92,mlg'91)
19
90
20
93
21
93 (mIg88,mIg91)
22
100 (mIg83,mIg100)
23
92 (mIg100,mIq100)
25
100 (E73)
28
91
29
92
30
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APPENDIX D CONTINUED
re-M1535 (C3H(PGK-IA)xAKR)
Age (m.o.) %PGK-1A
66
10
66
11
58
12
64
13
64
14
68
15
62
16
67 (mIg57mIg81)
17
73
18
77
19
83 (mIg69mIg100)
20
80
21
100
22

PILE (C3H(PGK-IA)xAKR)
Age (m.o.) Y.PGK-1A
64
13
54
14
56
15
55
16
55
17
53
18
62
19
59
20
59
21
63 (mIq34,mIg56)
22
64
23
59
24
62 (mIg44,mIg64)
25

re-M217 (C3H(PGK-1A)xAKR)
Age (m.o.) XPGK-IA
59
1
52
2
51
3
54
4
56
5
50
6
54
7
50
8
54
9
52
10
59
11
53
12
55
13
53
14
52
15
59 (mIg100,mIg60,
16
grans48)

re-M191 (C3H(PGK-IA)xAXR)
Age (m.o.) %PI3K-IA
52
1
2
50
3
54
4
55
5
55
6
-

I

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

,JL

51
69
84
89
100 (mIg92,grans100)
93
90 (mIgi00mIg1O0,
grans 100)
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APPENDIX D CONTINUED
pre-t1189 (AKRxC3H(PGK-IA))
XP6X-IA
Age (m.o.)
3
54
4
55
5
59
6
61
7
54
8
56
9
56
10
63
11
60
12
64 (mIg65,mIg63)
13
54
14
67
15
78 (mIg80,mIg91)
16
Be
17
100 (mIg100,mIg100)
18

re-MP2LE (AKRxC3H(PGK-1A))
Age (m.o.)
XPGK-1A
58
3
60
4
60
5
63
6
66
7
59
8•
61
9
60
10
62
11
60
12
60
13
64
14
53
15
64
16
60
17
60
18
61
19
60 (mIg61,mIg61)
20
63
21
62
23
59
24
60
25
65
26

-
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APPENDIX E.

Specific Tables & Figures for Chapter 7.

TABLE 7.11.3 FACTOR OF INCREASE OVER NORMAL (N) FOR M87.5 ORGAN WEIGHTS
AND CELLULARITIES
ORGAN
SCLN
MLN
Spleen
Thymus
PBLe
Bone marrow

TABLE 7.11.4

ANTIGEN
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
*B220

WEIGHT (xN)
42
12
15
2
-

CELLULARITY (xN)
49
10
14
2
32
normal

LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN VARIOUS ORGANS OF
M87.5 AND ITS PASSAGED TUMOURS, M152 AND M153
M87,5
SCLN
99
99
97
ND
1
2

M87.5
SPLEEN
95
94
86
ND
5
7

M87.5
THYMUS
98
98
96
ND
3
3

M87.5
BM
22
31
29
ND
2
2

M152
SCLN
99
99
97
2
5
1

P1152
PB
99
96
96
1
3
2

P1153
SCLN
100
99
98
2
4
1

TABLE 7.11.5 X LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN SCLN OF 11171

SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.1
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
mlg(f)
B220
Ly24
Ly6

11171
SCLN
81
0
2
2
84
2
0
2
99
1

SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
PBLe = peripheral blood leukocytes
PB = peripheral blood

MLN = mesenteric lymph node
BM = bone marrow
ND = Not Dane

It 8220 expression was estimated using antibodies RA3-6B2 (always) and 10005
& 781 (sometimes). As the three reagents gave the same results on every
occasion, only the RA3-6B2 value is represented here and in the following
tables.
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TABLE 7.11.6 % LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN SCLN AND PB
OF P1142 AND M143

SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
8220

M142
SCLN
35
96
2
60
4
3

P1143
SCLN
96
3
86
18
3
3

M142
PB
44
92
16
66
13
14

M143
PB
46
12
46
26
24
31

TABLE 7.11.7 V. LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN SCLN OF P1104
AND ITS SERIALLY PASSAGED TUMOURS, Mill 1 P1119 1 P1125 1 M133 & M167

SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyi.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlq(w)
B220
Ly24
Ly6

P1104
SCLN
99
99
2
93
1
1
95
4

Mill
SCLN
97
97
2
96
3
1
85
3

M119
SCLN
91
95
5
84
5
4
85
85

P1125
SCLN
97
98
8
97
2
1
95
93

P1133
SCLN
99
97
1
97
1
1
97
84

M167
SCLN
98
84
4
96
8
2
95
91

TABLE 7.11.8 X LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN SCLN OF P1120
AND ITS PASSAGED TUMOUR, P1136

SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
B220
Ly24
Ly6

P1120
SCLN
89
64?
44?
79
11
8
83
9

M136
SCLN
82
15
6
26
13
12
ND
ND

= dull positive cells of a unimodal distribution
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TABLE 7.11.9 7. LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN SCLN OF M63
AND ITS SERIALLY PASSAGED TUMOURS M77 1 M78, M80 AND M85
SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl (framework)
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
B220

M63
SCLN
84
97
48
ND
5
8

M78
SCLN
72
98
1
24?
ND
ND

M77
SCLN
84
98
2
50?
ND
ND

M80
SCLN
32
11?
2
2
ND
ND

M85
SCLN
50
42?
2
ND
1
1

? = dull positive cells of a unimodal distribution

TABLE 7.11.10 X LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN SCLN OF M217
AND ITS PASSAGED TUMOUR P1254

SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.1
Thyi.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
mlg(f)
B220

M217
SCLN
28
89
89
6
5
32
11
6

P1254
SCLN
23
97
97
18
5
24
4
6

TABLE 7.11.11 V. LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN SCLN OF P1228
AND ITS PASSAGED TUMOUR M239

SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.1
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
inlq(f)
B220

M228
SCLN
11
71
19
5
17
8
10

M239
SCLN
16
74
12
9
10
11
8
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FIGURE 7.11.1
FACS dot plots of M87.5, a lymphatic leukaemia from a CBA(PGK-1AB) mouse.
spleen cells stained with rat anti-mouse 30-H12 (anti-Thyl.2) + goat
anti-rat Ig-FITC
spleen cells stained with rabbit anti-mouse mIg(w)-FI
(whole
molecule reagent)
peripheral blood cells stained with.rabbit anti-mouse mlg(w)-Fr1X
(whole molecule reagent)
thymus cells stained with rat anti-mouse 53-7.3 (anti-) + goat antirat Ig-FITC
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FIGURE 7.11.2
FACS dot plots of M171, a thymic lymphoma from a CBA(PGK-1A) x AKR generation
4 mouse. All plots show SCLN cells stained with;
mouse anti-mouse MI-OX7 (anti-T2yl.1)-FI
rat anti-mouse 53-7.3 (anti-ui) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
rat anti-mouse GK 1.5 (anti-L3T4) + goat anti-rat Ig-FI'I
rat anti-mouse 9F3 (anti-Ly24) + goat anti-rat Ig-FI.
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FIGURE 7.11.3
FACS dot plots of (a - d) M143 and (e - h) M142 thymic lymphomas from 2
C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR littermates. All plots show SCLN cells stained with;
(a,e)
(b,f)
(c,g)
(d,h)

rat anti-mouse 30-H12 (anti-T2yl.2) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
rat anti-mouse 53-7.3 (anti-) + goat anti-rat Ig-FI'IC
rat anti-mouse 53-6.7 (anti-) + goat anti-rat Ig-FIIX
rat anti-mouse GK 1.5 (anti-L3T4) + goat anti-rat Ig-FI.
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FIGURE 7.11.4
FACS dot plots of M120, a lymphoma from a C3H(PGK-1A) x AKR mouse. All plots
show SCLN cells stained with;
rat
rat
rat
rat

anti-mouse 30-H12 (anti-Thyl.2) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
anti-mouse 53-7.3 (anti-) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
anti-mouse 53-6.7 (anti-) + goat anti-rat Ig-FrIC
anti-mouse GK 1.5 (anti-L3T4) + goat anti-rat Ig-FI.
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TABLE 7.111.2 X LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN PERIPHERAL
BLOOD AND SPLEEN OF M227 AND *227a

SAg
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
mlg(f)
B220
Kappa
Lambda
mIgM
mIgD

*227a
2m p-t
M227
PB
SPL
PB
35
4
6
33
7
7
8
4
4
ND
8
5
57
91
89
(47+10)
(87+4)
(82+7)
52
90
83
(45+7)
(79+4)
52
88
85
ND
64?
54?
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

*227a
3m p-t
PB
ND
ND
ND
ND
49
(42+7)
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

*227a
4m p-t
PB
ND
ND
ND
ND
68
(61+7)
8
78
ND
ND
ND
ND

*227a
IOM p-t
PB
13
15
9
12
90
(85+5)
6
75
5
4
ND
ND

*227a
13m p-t
PB
ND
13
ND
8
85
(81+4)
84
(80+4)
78
2
1
81
73

*227a
14m p-t
PB
ND
ND
ND
ND
80
(76+4)
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

m p-t = months post-transplantation into a CBA(PGK-IA) recipient
s.Ag = surface antigen
PB = peripheral blood
Where applicable, mlg(w) and mlg(f) assays have been split into dull and bright
subpopulations - their values are given directly underneath the total value
for each, dull subpopulation first.
? = kappa cells belonged to a homogeneous dull population (Fig 7.111'. Id)
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TABLE 7.111.3 h P6K-lB IN VARIOUS ORGANS OF 11227 AND IN UNSORTED/SORTED
PERIPHERAL BLOOD LEUKOCYTES OF *227a

11227
36
Brain
91
PBLe
PBLy mIg 51
PBLy mlg+100
54
BM
56
SCLN
Spleen
88
SP mIq
42
100
SR mIg

*227a
2m q-t
13
ND
ND

*227a
3m p-t

*227a
4m p-t
21
5
64

9
0
35

*227a
9m p-t
42
faint
100

*227a
tOrn p-t

*227a
13rn p-t

36
35
100

37
ND
ND

11227 PBLy mlg(w) 4 bright were also sorted and were found to be double
banded (AB) but very faint.
m p-t = months post-transplantation into a CBA(PGK-1A) recipient
PBLe = peripheral blood leukocytes
PBLy = peripheral blood lymphocytes
BM = bone marrow
SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
SP = spleen lymphocytes
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*227a
14m p-t
48
10
90

TABLE 7.111.4 FACTOR OF INCREASE OVER NORMAL (N) FOR M191 1 M205 1
P1214 AND M223 ORGAN WEIGHTS AND CELLULARITIES
ORGAN
M191
P1191
M191
P1191
M191

WEIGHT (xN)
PBLe
SCLN
Spleen
BM
Thymus

M205 PBLe
P1205 SCLN
11205 Spleen
P1214 PBLe
M214 SCLN
M214 Spleen
M223 PBLe
M223 SCLN
M223 Spleen

-

12
12
-

normal
-

15
13
-

11
6
-

14
11

CELLULARITY (xN)
15
12
10
normal
ND
53
12
10
80
8
4
75
5
3

TABLE 7.111.5 X LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN ORGANS OF
11191 AND ITS SERIALLY PASSAGED TUMOURS, P1205 1 P1214 AND P1223

SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.1
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
mlg(f)
8220
Ly24
Kappa

11191 11191
PB
SCLN
3
8
3
12
3
7
9
14
2
5
6
47?
6
10
41
40
100
95
ND
ND

M205 M205
PB
SCLN
2
3
2
3
2
3
19
14
1
2
B
13
1
2
83
86
99
97
ND
ND

P1214 M214 P1214
PB
SCLN SR
2
7
6
3
9
7
3
8
8
7
9 10
1
6
7
10
22 24
7
8 15
81
81 65
ND
ND ND
11
6 13

? = a unimodal distribution of very dull mIg(w)
PB(Le) = peripheral blood (leukocytes)
SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
BM = bone marrow
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cells

11223 P1223 M223
PB
SCLN SR
ND
ND
ND
2
5
5
3
6
6
8
6
5
ND
ND
ND
6
IS
20
5
8
12
80
79
70
ND
ND
ND
5
3
5

TABLE 7.111.6 FACTOR OF INCREASE OVER NORMAL (N) FOR M282 AND
11285 ORGAN WEIGHTS AND CELLULARITIES
ORGAN
M282 PBLe
11282 PER
M282 SCLN
11282 Spleen

WEIGHT (xN)

M285 PBLe
11285 PER
11285 SCLN
M285 Spleen

-

-

2
10

CELLULARITY (xN)
55
250
2
7
26
167
2
4

-

-

2
6

TABLE 7.111.7 X LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN ORGANS OF
11282 AND ONE OF ITS TRANSPLANTS, 11285
SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
mlg(f)
B220
Kappa
Lambda
mIgM
mIgD

11282
PB
1
1
1
1
92
94
94
94
1
97
11

M282
SPLEEN
1
2
3
1
89
94
90
95
1
92
6

11282
PER
3
2
2
2
91
2?
81
96
2
3?
2

peritoneal fluid
PER
PB(Le) = peripheral blood (leukocytes)
= dull positive cells of a unimodal distribution
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11285
PB
1
1
0
0
97
95
95
95
0
97
2

M285
SPLEEN
1
2
1
1
98
49?
95
95
0
19?
2

M285
PER
1
1
0
0
89
2
96
82
0
0
0

TABLE 7.111.8 COMPARISON OF CHANNEL NUMBERS (SURFACE ANTIGEN DENSITY)
BETWEEN M282 AND 11285 LYMPHOCYTES
SURFACE ANTIGEN
m1g(w)
m1g(f)
B220
nilgM
Kappa

PB
M282/M285
198/208
175/180
172/161
190/183
190/185

SPLEEN
M282/M285
215/198
162/125
167/157
164/112
188/177

PER
11282/11285
169/155
119/101
159/163
123/103
202/138

Underlining highlights where surface antigen density has changed substantially
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TABLE 7.111.9 FACTOR OF INCREASE OVER NORMAL (N) FOR P1189 1 P1200 1
P1213 and M250 ORGAN WEIGHTS AND CELLULARITIES
ORGAN

WEIGHT (xN)

P1189 SCLN
P1189 Spleen
P1189 PBLe

15
25

P1220 SCLN
M220 Spleen
P1220 PBLe

10
14

P1213 SCLN
M213 Spleen
P1213 PBLe

21
22

P1250 SCLN
P1250 Spleen
M250 PBLe

12
14

-

-

-

-

CELLULARITY (xN)
11
19
43
7
10
2
18
18
2
9
10
normal

TABLE 7.111.10 X LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN ORGANS OF
P1189 AND ITS SERIALLY TRANSPLANTED TUMOURS, P1220. P1213 & P1250
SURFACE ANTIGEN P1189 P1189 P1189 P1200 P1200 P1213 P1213 P1213 P1250 P1250
SP
SCLN
SP
SCLN
SP
PB
PB
SCLN
SP
PB
ND
93
23
95
84
ND
20
7
37
8
Thyl.1
97
88
79
72
94
27
6
41
Thyl.2
6
22
72
45
96
89
83
8
4
22
26
2
Lyl
12
9
22
17
23
3
12
5
22
10
Ly2
30
46
45
70
35
43
5
4
30
1
L3T4
13
14
45
26
46
13
25
25
11
10
mlg(w)
4
8
12
4
39
4
5
6
9
22
mlg(f)
6
3
6
15
28
3
33
76
70
37
B220
ND
ND
ND
86
ND
ND
98
95
90
97
Ly24
ND
ND
ND
99
ND
ND
100
85
100
97
T200
SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
PB(Le) = peripheral blood (leukocytes)
SP = spleen
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FIGURE 7.III.1
FACS dot plots of M227, a lymphatic leukaemia fran a CBA(PGK-LAB) mouse. All
plots show spleen cells stained with;
rabbit anti-mouse mIg(w)-FI
(whole molecule reagent)
sheep anti-mouse mlg (f) -FI
(F (ab) '2 fragment reagent)
rat anti-mouse RA3-6B2 (anti-B220) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
rat anti-mouse 187.1 (anti-kappa) + goat anti-rat Ig-FI.
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FIGURE 7.111.2
FACS dot plots of peripheral blood cells from *227a, recipient of M227 spleen
cells.
peripheral blood of normal recipient mouse (*227a) irnnediately before M227
spleen cells were transplanted into it
peripheral blood of *227a 2 months post-transplantation
peripheral blood of *227a 3 months post-transplantation
(d - h) peripheral blood of *227a 13 months post-transplantation
Cells are stained with;
(a - d) rabbit anti-mouse mIg(w)-FI
(whole molecule reagent)
rat anti-mouse 331.12 (anti-mI(IM) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
goat anti-mouse pmjIjD-FITC
sheep anti-mouse mIg(f)-FI
(F(ab)' fragment reagent)
rat anti-mouse 187.1 (anti-kappa) + oat anti-rat Ig-FITC
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FIGURE 7.111.3
FACS dot plots of peripheral blood cells frc*n (a - c) M191 and (d - f) M214
stained with;
(a,d) rat anti-mouse RA3-6B2 (anti-B220) + goat anti-rat Ig-FI'lt
(b,e) rabbit anti-mouse mlg(w)-FrIC (whole molecule reagent)
(c,f) sheep anti-mouse mIg(f)-FI
(F(ab)' 2 fragment reagent)
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FIGURE 7.111.4
FACS dot plots of peripheral blood cells from (a - d) M282 and (e - h) M285.
Cells are stained with;
(a,e)
(b,f)
(c,g)
(d,h)

sheep anti-mouse mIg(f)-FI
(F(ab)
fragment reagent)
rat anti-mouse RA3-6B2 (anti-B220) +'2goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
rat anti-mouse 331.12 (ariti-mIgM) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
goat anti-mouse mIqD-FITC
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FIGURE 7.111.5 TRANSPLANTATION SCHEME OF M189

27d
20d
26d
P1189 -----------> *189----------> M200 ---------> M213
Spleen
Spleen
[PBLe

I

32d
------> stored in liquid -----> transplanted ------> M250
N2 for 6 months

PBLe = peripheral blood leukocytes
the first recipient to develop a tumour after injection with M189
*189a
peripheral blood leukocytes
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TABLE 7.IV.2 FACTOR OF INCREASE OVER NORMAL (xN) FOR P134 ORGAN WEIGHTS
AND CELLULARITIES
ORGAN
SCLN
Thymus
Spleen
BM and PBLe

WEIGHT (xN)
CELLULARITY (xN)
30
40
8
2
19
19
----------normal -----------

TABLE 7.IV.3 ¼ LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN SCLN OF M34
AND ITS SERIALLY TRANSPLANTED TUMOURS
SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
8220
Ly24
Ly6

1134
96
97
7
ND
12
87
ND
ND

P159
98
98
9
ND
6
98
ND
ND

P176
97
45?
1
2
2
97
ND
ND

P183
98
52?
5
28
3
53?
6
2

P194
91
57?
6
ND
6
47 1
ND
ND

? = dull positive cells of a unimodal distribution
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11102
100
89
13
86
2
28?
ND
ND

11127
90
75
4
41?
9
5
3
4

M138
98
76
2
46?
2
3
ND
ND

TABLE 7.IV.4 FACTOR OF INCREASE OVER NORMAL (N) FOR M229 AND M268
ORGAN WEIGHTS AND CELLULARITIES

P1229
P1229
11229
M229
11229

CELLULARITY (xN)

WEIGHT (xN)

ORGAN
SCLN
tILN
Spleen
PER
PBLe

11268 SCLN (3)

normal
10
26

ND
ND
20
45
normal

-

-

10

98

TABLE 7.IV.5 V. LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN ORGANS OF
M229 AND M268

SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
mlq(f)
B220
Kappa

11229
PER
9
59?
2
5
87
44
78
68

11229
Spleen
4
82
11
2
97
95
95
95

M268
SCLN
10
557
9
6
87
89
84
85

PBLe = peripheral blood leukocytes
SCLN = sub-cutaneous lymph node
MLN = mesenteric lymph node
PER = peritoneal fluid
? = dull positive cells of a unimodal distribution
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TABLE 7.IV.6 % LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN LYMPH NODES
OF M216

SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.1
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
mlg(f)
8220

M216
SCLN
4
75
99
83
97
97
94
98

M216
MLN
2
55
99
74
ND
99
96
99
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FIGURE 7.IV.1 TRANSPLANTATION SCHEME OF M34

P1138

P1127
+

TM34Il
1

I
I

I
$

M118

M41

•
I
I

I
I
$

*102b

P150

4

I
I
I

I
I

N z for 7
I
$
*102a--M102 .._—months.*___M59---*M64 --""M70

--

'M71--'M76
'V
*76a
I
*76b
4,
M83

*83a
4,
M91
I
P194

*94a

* = tumours passaged through these animals but no FACS data available
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FIGURE 7.IV.3
FACS dot plots of SCLN cells from M59 (a recipient of cells from the M34
tumour line) stained with;
rat anti-mouse 30-H12 (anti-22yl.2) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
rat anti-mouse 53-7.3 (anti-) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
rabbit anti-mouse mlg (w) -FrIC (whole molecule reagent)
rat anti-mouse RA3-6B2 (anti-B220) + goat anti-rat Ig-FI'IX
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FIGURE 7.IV.4

FACS dot plots of spleen cells from M229 stained with;
rat anti-mouse 53-7.3 (anti-La) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
sheep anti-mouse mIg(f)-FI
(F(ab)
fragment reagent)
rat anti-mouse RA3-6B2 (anti-B220) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
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FIGURE 7.IV.5
FACS dot plots of SCLN cells from M216 stained with;
rat anti-mouse 53-7.3 (anti-) + goat anti-rat Ig-FI 1IC
rat anti-mouse 53-6.7 (anti-j) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
sheep anti-mouse mIg(f)-FI
(F(ab) '2 fragment reagent)
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TABLE 7.V.1 % LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN P1154 AND ITS
TRANSPLANTED TUMOUR M163
SURFACE ANTIGEN

M154
PB
2
2
3
3
ND
18
3

M154
SCLN
2
3
2
1
ND
12
3

Thyl.1
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
8220

M163
SCLN
1
1
1
1
1
68
2

TABLE 7.V.2 % LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN P1198 AND ITS
TRANSPLANTED TUMOURS M219 1 M242 AND M253
SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.1
Thy1.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
mlg(f)
B220
Kappa
Ly24
T200

M198
SCLN
29
38
32
18
19
7
8
16
9
82
98

P1198
Spleen
19
27
16
7
31
11
5
9
7
92
93

P1219
SCLN
5
7
5
6
4
3
6
59?
ND
ND
ND

P1242
SCLN
14
36
70?
16
7
6
7
70?
ND
ND
ND

? = dull positive cells of a unimodal distribution
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M253
SCLN
8
12
11
7
7
30
4
56?
ND
ND
ND

M253
Spleen
3
3
34?
14
2
23
2
76?
ND
ND
ND

FIGURE 7.V.1
FCS dot plots of SCLN cells from M154 stained with;
rat anti-mouse 30-H12 (anti-Thyl.2) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
rabbit anti-mouse mlg (w) -FI
(whole molecule reagent)
rat anti-mouse RA3-6B2 (anti-B220) + goat anti-rat Ig-FITC
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FIGURE 7.V.2 TRANSPLANTATION SCHEME FOR M198 SCLN CELLS

M253<--- 2 months<--- stored in N2<---f_M!!j --- >2 months --->M219
for 3 months
---->4 months --->M242
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TABLE 7.V1.1 h LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN ORGANS OF MiS
SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
mlg(w)

M15
SCLN
78
74

44
22

M15
Spleen
29
24
9
9

TABLE 7VI.2 V. LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN ORGANS OF
M202 AND ITS TRANSPLANTED TUMOUR 11230
SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.2
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
mlg(f)
B220
Ly24

11202
SCLN
99
99
1
2
2
3
2
99

11202
MLN
4
83
2
2
93
82
3
93

11230
SCLN
28
87
15
15
70
20?
11
ND

11230
MLN
50
78
16
39
41

34
17
ND

TABLE 7.VI.3 % LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESSING SURFACE ANTIGENS IN ORGANS OF 11249
SURFACE ANTIGEN
Thyl.1
Lyl
Ly2
L3T4
mlg(w)
mlg(f)
B220

11249
SCLN
8
13
7
16
84
23
44

11249
Spleen
4
5
2
3
6
14
6

= dull positive cells of a unimodal distribution

